


More praise for About FAce

“I had been wondering for a long time if anyone would bring us back to our 
senses when it comes to good advertising, branding, and marketing. Dan Hill 
has done a superb job in About Face. Elegant simplicity in communication is 

what this book is about. In the best tradition of facial coding pioneered by 
Paul Ekman at UC San Francisco Department of Psychiatry, Dan Hill 

provides guidelines, based on evidence about how to bring about a renaissance 
in communications that truly connect with consumers.”

Felipe Korzenny, PhD, author of Hispanic Marketing: A Cultural Perspective and 
Founding Director of the Center for Hispanic Marketing Communication at 

Florida State University

“This is a very interesting and highly readable book, full of fresh insights into 
the phenomenon and practice of advertising.”

Gerard J Tellis, author of Effective Advertising and Professor of Marketing,  
USC, Los Angeles, CA

“Dan Hill expertly weaves together the latest advances in brain sciences and 
advertising analysis to produce a powerful book that should be required 

reading for anyone making advertisements.”

Rex Briggs, co-author of What Sticks: Why Most Advertising Fails and  
How to Guarantee Yours Succeeds and CEO of Marketing Evolution

“Dan Hill has crafted a significant addition to your marketing and advertising 
bookshelf. He refuses to accept the vague uncertainties of advertising ‘experts’ 

and has built a persuasive case for the use and role of the emotional sell.  
Like Maslow’s ‘hierarchy of needs,’ Hill has analyzed a hierarchy of 

emotional needs that can make your marketing and advertising more effective 
and meaningful. Remind me never to play poker with his man.”

Steve Lance, co-author of The Little Blue Book of Advertising and Partner,  
PS Insights
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“In a world where most of our marketing communication efforts are directed 
towards ‘doing the wrong thing right’, Dan Hill enlightens the way.  

We are now a giant step closer to the ‘Holy Grail’.”

Atilla Aksoy, Chairman, Works İstanbul

“A delightful review of current research that illustrates the secret connections 
between physiology and effective emotional advertising.  
(Effective until people are able to control their emotions.  

Hint: That won’t come any time soon.)”

Joseph P Helgert, PhD, Associate Professor of Communications 
Grand Valley State University, Allendale, MI

“Today we are inundated with messages and as a result our advertising needs 
to be more relevant, targeted and creative. It is more important than ever to 
improve our ability to influence others. Dan Hill’s About Face offers us a 
solid framework of advice, culled from his years of experience, to help us 

create messaging that will touch the hearts of consumers and move them to 
take action.”

Kim Vasey, Senior Partner/Director of Radio, Group M

“The research and writing of What Sticks proved to me that advertisers, and 
their agencies, know precious little about how advertising really works.  

Dan Hill is a leader in creating the change the industry needs and About Face 
is another excellent handbook.”

Greg Stuart, co-author of What Sticks: Why Most Advertising Fails and How to 
Guarantee Yours Succeeds

“Dan Hill has really nailed it. His cutting edge new book turns conventional 
marketing theory and advertising back on its ear. He’s zeroed in on how to 

make your message move people to action, now. To use his language, he 
provides you with emotional voltage. I liked his earlier book. I love this new 

one. When you learn to leverage the Sensory Bandwidth, your marketing will 
score monster size results.”

Jay Abraham, Marketing Expert
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“Dan solves the mystery of effective advertising by heading towards the face.  
It is the face that contains all the sensory organs (nose, mouth, ears, and 

eyes), as he calls it the immediate barometer. He suggests 10 dexterous rules 
in his recipe.”

Kamal Georges Darouni, author of Advertising and Marketing Communication 
in the Middle East, assistant professor (NDU) and CEO Infomarkets Int’l 

Advertising agency

“In About Face, Dan Hill shows how to inject the virtue of emotion back into 
business – an essential skill if you want to master the very human art of 

engagement and dialog in a world transformed by social media.” 

Charlene Li, author of Open Leadership, co-author of Groundswell
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introduction

sCienCe Meets Creativity

Twentieth-century marketing (may it rest in peace) was largely about being 
on-message, about getting talking points consistently right. Or at least that’s 
how corporate clients tended to view things. Agencies went along to one 
degree or another. In contrast, 21st-century marketing will be very different. 
With ever-gathering force during the past two decades, breakthroughs in 
brain science have confirmed what we all instinctively know in our gut but 
often don’t admit to in business: people are primarily emotional decision 
makers. This book is about how 21st-century marketing can realize success 
by being on-emotion, first and foremost. Being on-message remains a vital 
but secondary strategy, a way to plug in just enough ‘facts’ that the rational 
mind, searching to justify a choice, can find them in the marketing and, 
therefore, feel confident about the purchase.

What do I mean by being on-emotion? I mean creating the right emotions 
for a particular person, at the right time, and in the right way to fit the 
positioning of a given offer (whether it be a product, service or experience).

To illustrate my point, picture a 30-second TV spot in which pretty women 
in flouncy, colourful dresses are bouncing around to upbeat music. A diet 
drink is being advertised. So far, so good – until my company finishes testing 
it and discovers through scientifically reading the faces of the target market 
(middle-aged female consumers) that the most striking emotion in response 
to viewing this spot is sadness at three times our norm. Sadness? That’s 
hardly the emotion the client was hoping for. So what’s creating this result?

To understand the dynamics, I have my staff first isolate when exactly the 
reactions happen. As it turns out, most of the sadness was being felt while the 
tagline, ‘Pump it up,’ was on screen. Okay, mystery half-solved. The triggering 
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element is known. But why is this happening, and why sadness? I have my staff 
comb back through the test subjects’ verbal responses looking specifically for 
comments related to sadness, disappointment, buyer’s regret.

Bingo. Knowing what needle in the haystack we’re looking for enables us 
to find the problem and solution quickly. We discover that a significant 
minority of the women tested found the tagline too aspirational. Put simply, 
‘Pump it up’ made it sound to the middle-aged women of the target market 
that the pretty women in colourful dresses depicted in the ad are workout 
fanatics, who go to the gym all day long just to get in shape. We learn that 
the thumping music, the tagline and the ever-so-slim and pretty women 
combined to make the target market feel sad instead of happy. In summary, 
‘Pump it up’ came to symbolize a bridge too far to cross for the middle-aged 
women. Their conclusion? ‘This diet drink offer isn’t for me.’ But that’s only 
half the story.

What is the client’s response to this analysis? They agree that the target 
market’s reaction makes sense. In focus groups, this multinational company had 
heard some fuzzy comments about the ‘Pump it up’ tagline but until now had 
been unable to identify, much less quantify, the problem. We have done both.

Unfortunately, the company’s solution is to simply tone down the 
thumping, gym-like music a bit and downplay the tagline by making it less 
prominent and moving it toward the end of the TV spot instead of inter-
spersing it throughout the spot. Ideal? Probably not, but at least it reduces 
the threat of off-emotion advertising that could alienate the target market 
and reduce acceptance of the offer. A better solution would have been an 
on-emotion spot with an on-message, intellectual alibi that justifies the 
choice and reinforces confidence about the purchase.

Gauging emotions helps to connect with consumers
By degrees here, I’m trying to tell you what this book is about and what you, 
my reader, will get from it. Let me do so, first, by telling you the basis of my 
authority to write this book. I’m no genius, but I do enjoy the advantage of 
being a Marxist, or more precisely: a Groucho Marxist. I’ll explain. In an old 
Marx Brothers movie, Groucho says to his stuffy dowager nemesis, Margaret 
Dumont, ‘Who are you going to believe: me or your own eyes?’ If you’ve 
been on earth for more than a few days, I think you’ll agree with me that 
‘your own eyes’ is a better way to go than traditional market research, which 
depends on verbal ‘lip service’ input.

People lie, consciously or unconsciously. But fortunately you will become 
privy to a natural, non-invasive (no sensors) way to figure out people’s true 
emotional reactions. Then your company can market to consumers more 
effectively. This non-invasive system is called facial coding, and it consists of
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the essence of 21st-century marketing:  
being on-emotion

Forget about whacking people over the head with canned messages. Being 
on-message reflects a fading broadcast business model imposed for years in 
print ads, over the airwaves and now, though faltering, with website pop-up ads 
few people notice. By comparison, feelings are natural, innate and organic to all 
of us. So being on-emotion defines the new marketing era, which champions 
‘pull’ instead of ‘push’.

reading people’s emotions through how the muscles on their faces move in 
combination to reveal seven core emotions. Facial coding goes across 
cultures; even a person born blind reveals through their facial muscle 
movements their emotions in the same way you or I do. Given a ‘wow’ like 
that, it’s no surprise that facial coding has entered popular culture through 
books like Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink and a TV show like Fox’s primetime 
hit, Lie to Me.

For over a decade now, my company, Sensory Logic, has used this unique 
research tool to get at how people feel their feelings, rather than think their 
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feelings by answering survey questions. In About Face: The Secrets of 
Emotionally Effective Marketing, I will reveal to you specific, actionable 
take-aways that major, global blue-chip companies have paid large amounts 
of money to acquire. For the readers of this book, I have pulled together the 
key lessons – patterns, insights and secrets – that a wealth of case studies 
have revealed to me over the years.

Is there value in what I’m offering? I think so. The upheaval in the 
marketing realm is so great that columnist Bob Garfield of Advertising Age 
has described it as a profession that ‘doesn’t even know what it is any 
more’.1 The Age of Interruption is over. The Digital Revolution, led by 
social media, is upon us, and amid all the technology, the gadgets, the new 
digital wiring, few of us know for sure what to do any more. I am here to 
reassure you that through measuring and managing emotions, there is, 
indeed, a way forward.

Let’s begin by understanding how people make decisions, because, as you 
will come to understand, at the deepest, most profound level, creating an 
emotional connection first provides the solution. From engagement to brand 
loyalty, everything is feelings based. Think of this book as an advocate for 
combining the new digital wiring with some really old wiring. I’m talking 
about the human brain. But in truth I should be talking about human brains, 
plural, because we have three of them. As scientists have known for decades 
now, there’s the original sensory (reptilian) brain, an emotional (mamma-
lian) brain (both millions of years old) and finally, since some 100,000 years 
ago, a rational (human) brain, where our verbal abilities reside.

In business terms, this means that first-mover advantage rests overwhelm-
ingly with the older, sensory–emotive way in which your marketing connects 
with consumers. Creating a strong sensory–emotive connection is at the 
heart of making money. In contrast, a rational, on-message approach is 
vital, but secondary in that it provides the intellectual alibi. By that I mean: 
give people a way to be interested (leveraging the sensory brain), a reason to 
care (leveraging the emotional brain), and then and only then a confirming 
reason to believe (leveraging the rational brain).

If you want a good return on investment for your marketing efforts, then 
you will profit from the specific examples and statistical patterns revealed in 
About Face because your strategy will change and reorient toward being 
on-emotion.

Two studies caught my attention before writing this book. The first 
appeared in 2008, touting a study from Omnicom Group that said managing 
to emotionally engage the target market really does move the sales figures. 
More specifically, the study found that engaging consumers resulted in a 
return on investment that’s 15 to 20 per cent higher than if only mere aware-
ness gets achieved.2
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the 3.5-pound universe atop our neck

Cortex and
neo-cortex
(Human)

Limbic system
(Mammalian)

Brainstem and
cerebellum
(Reptilian)

Some Monday mornings you may feel like you have no brain at all. Rest assured: 
you’ve actually got three brains, of which the emotional brain is the key to 
success – because the value of the offer your company is promoting gets deter-
mined emotionally as an instinctive judgment.

Then, in early 2009, in an article titled ‘Why emotional messages beat 
rational ones’, Hamish Pringle and Peter Field reported that based on their 
review of 880 case studies from the UK’s Institute of Practitioners in Adver-
tising Effectiveness Awards, emotions win.3

More specifically, they found that ‘soft sell’ ads that inspire strong 
emotional responses in consumers make more money. In fact, they resulted 
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in profit gains that were nearly twice as good as ‘hard sell’ ads with fact-
based, rational arguments.

Furthermore, Pringle and Field also learned that campaigns that 
leverage emotions excel at reducing price sensitivity, are superior at 
creating a sense of brand differentiation, and become more important as a 
market sector matures.

Now, to fully establish the value and importance of being on-emotion, 
let’s also look at marketing’s woes. Yes, it’s true that in a survey conducted 
by the American Association of Advertising Agencies, 69 per cent of my 
fellow citizens said they ‘are interested in products and services that would 
help them skip or block marketing’, with the result that ‘industry executives 
are frantically searching for ways to forge more emotional connections’ with 
consumers.4 Yes, it’s true that advertising is seen as a reliable source of infor-
mation by fewer than 10 per cent of people.5

But the statistics that should really get your attention involve updates to 
the famous 19th-century quote attributed to both William Hesketh Lever 
and John Wannamaker. It’s the one about how half of advertising gets 
wasted, but nobody knows which half.

More recently, the following experts have weighed in on the exact percentage 
of advertising effectiveness (or waste). Endorsing the low end of the spectrum 
of effectiveness is Lee Clow, global creative director for the TWBA/Chiat/Day 
agency that created the legendary ‘1984’ commercial for Apple Computers. 
Speaking most probably from gut instincts in an interview that appeared in 
Fast Company, Clow said that one of the realities of advertising is that ‘90 per 
cent of the work has always been terrible’.6

Other estimates have tended to come from market researchers. John 
Hallward of Ipsos says that the company’s vast database of results shows 
that under 50 per cent of global ad campaigns achieve their goals. In contrast, 
20 per cent of global ad campaigns do have a significant impact on sales for 
their sponsors.7

Rex Briggs and Greg Stuart, co-authors of What Sticks: Why Most Adver-
tising Fails and How to Guarantee Yours Succeeds, assert that of the nearly 
$300 billion spent on advertising annually in the United States alone, some 
37 per cent of it is ‘wasted’.8

Meanwhile, a decade before either of those sources, John Philip Jones 
weighed in with what is perhaps the single most definitive study. A total of 
2,000 US households were involved, using meters attached to home televi-
sion sets and a hand-held scanner to track the codes of products purchased. 
The study lasted over two years and involved 78 advertised brands. What 
was Jones’s main conclusion? Some 30 per cent of the advertising studied 
worked pretty well, of which a third worked extremely well. Another 40 
per cent worked less well. Finally, 30 per cent of the advertising was so bad 
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that Jones found that sales actually declined as a result of its being on the 
air, with the big brands disproportionately suffering from the most 
mediocre advertising.9

In other words, only about 15 per cent of marketing works great. Another 
40 per cent is a flop, or even counterproductive, giving you reason alone to 
keep reading this book to do better!

the BooK’s struCture anD Content

Although I love Luke Sullivan’s book on advertising, Hey, Whipple, Squeeze 
This, I’m simply too curious and persistent to entirely accept his verdict: 
‘Why most of it stinks remains a mystery.’10 What follows in About Face is 
why it’s no longer as much of a mystery to me. Using 10 rules to guide you, 
the book addresses the following key questions: how to create interest, from 
increasing your brand’s stopping power to establishing a powerful brand 
personality; how you can lock in interest, enhancing recall and considera-
tion; and finally, how you seal the deal, affirming the value and trust you’ll 
need for your marketing to be persuasive.

These 10 rules are not what you might suspect, or fear. They’re not 
commandments. Rather, this is a book dedicated to exploration. The 10 
rules speak to human nature, which is infinitely complex. Writing her poetry 
in the mid 19th century, Emily Dickinson couldn’t have known that the four 
inches between our ears hold about one hundred billion neurons. Still, she 
was correct in saying that ‘The brain is wider than the sky.’

It’s also, sadly, far wider than the perspective most companies take. I 
agree with Al and Laura Ries’s critique that advertising’s fundamental 
dilemma nowadays consists of being seen as ‘one-sided, biased, selfish, and 
company-oriented rather than consumer-oriented’.11 So to affirm the impor-
tance of dialogue and echo this famous statement from The Cluetrain 
Manifesto – ‘Markets are conversations’12 – I’ve secured the input of 20 
people from around the world through professional international contacts 
and a friends-of-friends network.

Here (on page 8) are their names, faces and the countries they call home. 
You will be seeing excerpts from interviews with them appearing inside grey 
boxes, along with quotes in black boxes from marketing professionals.

As noted by Denise Shiffman, the author of The Age of Engage, in this 
new emerging era of advertising, ‘hearts, not eyeballs, count’.13 That’s 
because from the use of the internet for website searches and forum posts, to 
podcasting, blogs and interactive ads on subway walls, the heart of the 
matter is now consumers’ distributed experience as opposed to a company’s 
marketing message.
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The chapters that follow move beyond the old product-centric Ps of 
product, price, place and promotion, to three new people-centric Ps. That’s 
because in advertising, feelings influence us three times over. First, there’s 
our immediate, often subconscious reaction to an ad based on our sensory 
perceptions of it and real-time emotional response. That’s the passion ‘P’. 
Second, to be competitive, a company will give its offer more than 
functional meaning by linking it to the higher calling of the target market’s 
emotionally-laden values and beliefs. That’s the purpose ‘P’. Third, a 
company whose brands come across as emotionally engaging, unique and 
authentic will have more character and be easier to identify with. That’s 
the personality ‘P’.

The bottom line takeaway, however, is simple. Emotions rule decision 
making. By focusing on passion, purpose and personality, your company’s 
marketing campaigns can help you step closer to consumers and ahead of 
the competition.



1

Get physical

orientation

Using as many of our five senses as possible will create more effective adver-
tising. The urgency of creating stopping power requires going beyond the 
common senses of sight and sound to invoking the other three senses when 
possible. We’re not abstract thinkers. Great advertising is something that 
you see and hear, and today you might also smell, taste, and feel it.

Another reason to engage people across the sensory bandwidth is that the 
new generation of consumers, especially those at the cutting edge, where so 
much of the spending power is located, will reject being mere consumers. 
They want to be advertising’s co-producers, people who condone or dismiss 
the messaging of companies based on how it is shaped and experienced by 
them, in their own bodies, through their own senses.

The pertinent emotion for this rule is surprise, the opportunity to stop us 
in our tracks and set up the opportunity for prolonged interest in the offer, 
as we encounter advertising executed in a way we might have never 
expected.

Billy Mays anD the Gift of the GaB

It’s Billy and Barb, the dynamic duo. I’ve never seen my sister-in-law like 
this before. I’m standing in her spotless kitchen in suburban Chicago, 
watching her eyes narrow, then disappear, amid laughter so hearty that 
nothing – not her head-shaking, no; nor her 13-year-old son watching her 
eyes tear up over bathroom humour; nor the fact that we’ve watched this 
parody of a Billy Mays TV spot for the third time in a row – can bring a stop 
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to her enjoyment. In that, Barb’s not alone. The parody, called ‘Billy Mays 
Big Piece of Shit Slider Station’, is typical of both the straight-up and parody 
versions of his TV spots on YouTube. The number of viewings can reach as 
high as 200,000.

In fact, of the thousands of commercials that Barb has seen in life, only two 
really stand out: an ad from Coca-Cola, and anything starring the now recently 
deceased Mays. In Coke’s case, it’s ‘That old Coke commercial,’ where Barb 
‘saw people standing in a line, connecting the world. Make the world sing… 
nice. The people there: it just had, it just gave me a good feeling.’

But Billy Mays is different. When asked, ‘What works at grabbing your 
attention?’ Barb tells me, ‘I hate to say it, but – loud noise. I’m thinking of 
Billy, the guy who does all those as-seen-on-TV [products]. It’s obnoxious, 
but the minute I hear it, it’s like, That’s him. What grabs my attention isn’t 
necessarily what keeps my attention. But I look because he’s got a loud 
voice. He’s got some new product worth ‘Ten times its weight in water’ or 
whatever. And in response,’ concludes Barb with both a sigh and another 
huge, eyes-disappearing smile, ‘I’m like, I’ve just gotta have it.’

Welcome to one of the key realities of connective advertising. It isn’t 
always pretty, and it’s rarely complicated. Often something as basic as 
responding to a voice (its volume, pitch and speed) can carry the day when it 
comes to the first key factor in advertising effectiveness: stopping power.

Notice I didn’t say ‘attention’. Stopping power is much more commer-
cially valuable, because merely gaining attention isn’t the same as knowing 
whether or not an ad grabs our attention and stops us in our tracks. Stopping 
power beats surface-level awareness as an advertising yardstick because it 
speaks to changing consumer behaviour.

Barb hears Billy Mays, turns to look at him – and wants to buy whatever 
the guy is selling. In other words, the sound of Billy’s voice is also the sound 
of ka-ching, of money being made. Why? That’s because in a world where 
the mind is geared to filtering stuff out, Billy Mays’ loud voice proves to be 
the perfect set-up. His distinct personality helps him carry his message effec-
tively. His TV spots aren’t really geared to rationally oriented awareness (I 
recognize you). Instead, they embody emotionally oriented stopping power 
(I can’t not listen, and look, and want your endless parade of $19.99 items 
that promise to solve a variety of nagging household problems).

the variaBles of voiCe

Billy’s loud voice is his way in, the opportunity, part of a formula that from 
an auditory perspective works far better than anybody in advertising might 
expect, for several reasons. First, let’s take volume into consideration. A 
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good way to isolate that variable is to focus on radio spots. After all, while 
the essence of television is moving pictures, and the essence of the internet is 
interactivity, with radio its essence is the human voice on behalf of commu-
nicating with emotion and a vivid personality.1

We tested radio spots using facial coding to capture emotional response as 
a way to investigate whether talking at the top of your lungs, as happens in 
Billy Mays’ TV spots, contributes to stopping power or not, based on 
captured emotional response.

Here’s what Sensory Logic found from numerous radio spots in its 
database. People emoted more, over 24 per cent more, to louder radio spots. 
They also had, by 18 per cent, a higher impact (arousal) level in emotionally 
responding to louder spots. And amazingly, going loud didn’t kill appeal 
(likeability). In fact, the average appeal score of loud spots was nearly twice 
that of moderately loud spots.

In short, loudness qualifies as attention grabbing. (For advertisers, that’s 
a good thing since people’s multi-tasking ways – online while ‘watching’ TV, 
for instance – mean that other media are now joining radio as a backdrop to 
whatever else they’re doing.)

Sounds are good. I like little beats of electronic music. I do not pay 
attention to more of the serious ads with the serious voice.

Hugo Martin Feu, Argentina

Moving on from volume, pitch has two aspects to it. First, a lower pitch is 
generally considered better by voice experts. A deep voice suggests compe-
tence and credibility, whereas a high-pitched voice suggests nervousness and 
volatility. Second, in general the greater the amount of pitch variability the 
better, since it suggests energy and passion.2 In Billy Mays’ TV spots, we’ve 
got a guy with a low – though not particularly low – pitch, accompanied by 
a limited variety in pitch.

A third factor is speed or tempo. In general, slightly faster is considered 
better because people who speak more quickly often get perceived as more 
competent, persuasive, as well as more likeable. Research indicates that 
people who speak about 20 per cent faster than average have more influ-
ence.3 On average, the typical English-language speaker says 125 to 150 
words a minute, but will most likely be able to comprehend words spoken at 
twice that speed.

In Billy Mays’ case, over the four TV spots that we checked, he spoke at 
182 words a minute. That’s 21 per cent over the normal range but well within 
the limits of what viewers can follow.
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Beyond volume, pitch and speed, what else might influence the effective-
ness of vocals used in advertising? One consideration is whether to allow for 
flaws and quirks. For instance, should ‘ums’ and ‘ahs’ be included in the 
sound track?

I don’t tend to pay much attention to information that is forced on 
me. Sense of humour is very important. With the French, if 
something makes you laugh, then you are more inclined to like the 
product.

Jean-Charles David, France

In Billy Mays’ case, the ‘ums’ and ‘ahs’ have been edited out. Fine, in the TV 
spots he’s not giving a speech. But so, too, are the pauses – perhaps leaving 
money on the table. Our radio database shows that about 10 per cent of all 
the emotional response occurs during the slight pauses that are typically left 
in during the delivery of a script. Why such a relatively large amount of 
emoting during dead-air time? The answer is that variation helps to avoid 
monotony. Furthermore, pausing may enhance curiosity as well as create 
clarity and opportunities for key words or phrases to be emphasized, register 
and sink in.

Finally, there’s another aspect that’s relevant here. Both sounds in general, 
and voices in particular, have associations that come with them.

In a study conducted in a wine store, the shelves were stocked with four 
types of French and German wines otherwise identical in price and dryness 
or sweetness. Then either French or German music was played on alterna-
tive days over a two-week period. When French music played, 76 per cent of 
the sales went to the French wines. When the German music played, 73 per 
cent of the sales went to the German wines. Among the shoppers who agreed 
to answer a questionnaire during the two-week test period, however, less 
than 15 per cent of them said ‘yes’ when asked, ‘Did the type of music playing 
influence your choice of wine?’4

So, what does that wine study have to do with loud-mouthed Billy Mays? 
My hypothesis is that the late Billy Mays’ high-energy voice, apparent 
conviction and, to quote my sister-in-law Barb, hopelessly ‘serious’ manner 
are all on-emotion. In this case, it isn’t fine wine that’s being sold; instead, 
it’s solutions to those nagging problems that plague you. Billy Mays takes 
your seemingly trivial problems seriously when nobody else will.
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seeinG what you Can’t see

In Florence, Italy, on market day I once saw a table loaded down with Jesus 
Jeans. The product’s tagline was ‘The ultimate designer’. Provocative, yes, 
but unpublicized. I never saw them advertised on TV. That distinction 
belongs to Calvin Klein jeans, whose 1980 campaign featured a languid 
15-year-old Brooke Shields asking the audience, ‘You know what comes 
between me and my Calvins? Nothing.’

Questioned about the scandal that ensued – CBS and ABC stations banned 
the TV spot – Calvin Klein blandly voiced surprise, saying he didn’t believe 
anybody could ‘read’ anything into his ‘things of beauty’.

Soon to follow was Brooke Shields purring into the camera: ‘I’ve got seven 
Calvins in my closet. If any one of them could talk, I’d be ruined.’5 Surely, 
‘reading’ these spots wasn’t the key to their notoriety and success, nor the 
reason why Calvin Klein recently authorized a billboard in New York City 
showing a teenage girl in a threesome (with suggestions of a foursome).

The average American can read 250–300 words per minute. In contrast, 
visual input takes everybody on the planet only about two milliseconds (ie 
two-thousandths of a second) to reach the older, sensory–emotive parts of

Decades later, the original Calvin 
Klein ads featuring Brooke 
Shields still make an impact. This 
girl does her best imitation of a 
pose that Shields made famous.
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the brain. That same visual input then takes 250 times longer to be consciously 
recognized by the newer, rational brain. Clearly, from an evolutionary, 
survival basis, we process visuals much more efficiently than we do the copy 
that might appear in ads.6 In this case, the speed with which we comprehend 
visuals is a huge benefit. Everybody understands the Calvin Klein jeans 
campaigns instantly.

How big an advantage is visual accessibility? Consider the fact that the 
global literacy rate is 82 per cent, which sounds pretty good, unless you are 
going to advertise in India, for instance, where the literacy rate stands at 61 
per cent. Moreover, two-thirds of the world’s 771 million illiterate adults are 
women, often the primary shoppers.7

Another advantage of on-emotion visuals is that you bypass language barriers. 
In today’s global economy, don’t let a foreign tongue stand in the way of 
stopping power. In the United States, for instance, about 20 per cent of people 
speak a language other than English at home. By the year 2050 the world’s 
diverse marketplace is projected to consist of 1,384 million native speakers of 
Chinese, 556 million of Hindi and Urdu, and 508 million of English. Spanish 
and Arabic will clock in at 482 and 468 million speakers respectively.8

Now, none of this is meant to suggest that a words-based or words-only 
piece of advertising can’t be fantastic. For instance, an ad for Mercedes–
Benz consists of blurry words like ‘road’, ‘traffic’ and ‘sidewalk’. The one 
word that stands out clearly is ‘child’, placed dead centre to promote a new 
brakes system that can read the road, thereby protecting a young pedestrian 
and the driver alike.

Is it the exception that proves the rule, however? I think so. Two numbers 
tell the story. The first is the cliché that a picture is worth 10,000 words, 
whereas written language is estimated as coming into existence a mere 5,000 
years ago.

In summary, my point is similar to what Luke Sullivan wrote in Hey 
Whipple, Squeeze This: ‘Find one great image and build a story around it.’9 
That’s what Calvin Klein’s agency did with the Brooke Shields campaign, 
and you could say that a lot of primal instincts came alive.

Whatever leaves an impression on my mind is what I gravitate 
towards and look for in the stores. I like an advertisement that is very 
subtle but makes a huge statement and has longevity, a history and a 
legacy.

Jennifer Jenkins, Colorado, United States
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Cave drawings are but one tangible sign of the primacy of visuals. Such imagery 
is still compelling, centuries later. Three of the seven secrets of eye tracking 
are hinted at here, given how the drawing focuses on implied, sudden or 
ongoing motion.

what has the Most visual stoppinG power?

Besides facial coding, eye tracking results can also help provide an answer. 
When I started Sensory Logic over a decade ago, I wanted to monitor gaze 
activity. But it wasn’t until the Swedish company Tobii came along that I felt 
eye tracking was viable because previous systems had been too cumbersome 
and invasive.

Using technology based on five cameras built into a screen that looks like 
a large, desktop computer monitor, the stage is set for capturing split-second 
readings of where people gaze most and longest, on average. More results 
will be shared in Chapter 2. But here are eye tracking’s seven secrets: five 
guidelines for what draws the eye in still images (print ads, outdoor, web 
pages, direct-mail envelopes), followed by two additional guidelines for 
moving imagery.
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Down the Centre

Sustained Movement

Mo�on

Sudden Movement

Meaning

Faces

Dominant

Five guidelines for still imagery
1. Down the centre. Put the most important image front and centre. We 

like to get oriented, which is energy efficient and makes us feel emotion-
ally comfortable. This placement makes sense because we process visual 
information far better when it is in the middle of our field of vision 
rather than on the periphery. Something that’s in the centre gets looked 
at by both eyes, each covering for the other eye’s blind spot.

  Example: A Miller Beer print ad attracted attention dead centre, 
where the beer bottle nestles up against an empty, waiting glass.

2. Faces. As will be discussed in depth as Chapter 4, faces draw attention 
readily and constantly. The combination of this and guideline 1 will 
capture most gaze activity.

3. (Implied) Motion. Other body parts can attract attention, too. Yes, 
cleavage draws attention but that’s not my main point here. It’s that an 
outstretched hand, for instance, or a person jumping in the air and caught 
freeze-framed draws our attention. Our ‘visual system is exquisitely tuned 
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to biological motion’10 because, in general, stationary objects don’t signify 
either attacks or food, ie the risks or rewards that are central to surviving 
and thriving on the planet from an evolutionary perspective.

  Example: A General Mills cereal advertising campaign in which the leaping 
lady is delighted by the prospect of improving her health by eating well.

4. What’s meaningful. We long for meaning and are constantly searching 
to buttress our lives with meaning and purpose. In regards to stopping 
power, that translates into risks and rewards.

  Example: A Kraft ad for Seattle’s Best means that, of course, despite 
its small size and placement in the lower right corner, all eyes gravitate 
quickly to the cup of coffee situated there.

5. What’s dominant. The larger the size of something, generally the more 
important we consider it to be. A day with a key meeting is a ‘big’ day. 
The eye goes to what is proportionally dominant, or in other cases more 
brightly lit, more colourful and so on.

  Let me also say a few words about words here. As shown by 
eye-tracking results, most people skim-read. A few words early or late in 
the copy may get attention. The rest? Barely. Increased font size helps; 
using an unusual font type can help, too. A single word placed next to an 
object or used in combination with any of the five guidelines above is 
your best chance for getting noticed.

two guidelines for moving imagery (video)
1. Sustained action. ‘Down the centre’ and ‘Faces’ aside, movement arrests 

the eye and constitutes stopping power. Sometimes that’s true even 
when faces are present.

  Example: A Bud Light Lime commercial was shot cinéma vérité-style, 
not literally black and white but so muted in colour as to be nearly so, 
with a faux hand-held-camera quality to the footage. The commercial 
itself shows a faceless Lime as it dances and tosses coasters, winning 
almost all the attention (with the exception of the coasters themselves, 
which are flying around the room, too). Despite the other people at the 
party, less than 5 per cent of the gaze activity lands on them.

2. Sudden movement. Everything else on screen can be fairly static, creating 
the opportunity for attention to be seized by the introduction, movement 
or disappearance of an object, person or even a part of the script.

  Example: In a Rosetta Stone spot, a sentence pops up in the middle of 
the screen once the spot’s primary narrative is over. However, the 
sentence has a gap in the middle – where a series of words flashes, 
drawing the eye. The words that flash into the gap are ‘extra’, ‘enjoyable’ 
and ‘interacts’, giving the company a trio of visual pay-offs.
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GoinG BeyonD siGht anD sounD into  
aDDitional MeDia

In our media-soaked world, every form of promotion needs an opportunity to 
be noticed. So beyond the use of sight (and sound) in TV spots, use of the other 
three senses of touch, taste and smell can, must and will increase in marketing in 
general. That’s true because media like event marketing, outdoor and in-store 
can be experienced in a way that can engage all five of our senses, thereby 
achieving a greater connection than is possible with traditional media exposure.

More creative is now in designing where the advert is going to go, 
rather than the message creation. Live events engage people, 
immersing them in the product experience. The contrived doesn’t 
stand a chance in the same way.

Paul Springer, author/consultant

Bringing promotions alive

Quiksilver’s ability to co-opt skateboarders into riding right over their logo feeds 
into teenage rebellion. It also causes the skateboarders to inevitably and repeat-
edly notice the branding effort.
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How big is the opportunity? Our senses take in an estimated 400,000,000 
bytes of information per second.11 As shown here, we’re all sensory logicians 
because, within the brain, each of our senses has its own special territory to 
handle each specific sensory signal. Failure to engage every sense lets brain 
real estate go to waste, undermining the opportunity for your ads to break 
through the clutter.

smell

touch

vision

hearing

taste

Different parts of the brain have their own sensory speciality. We think of the 
cortex as devoted to rational, abstract thought. But in fact the vast majority of 
the cortex is used for sensory processing, with only the frontal lobes reserved 
for non-sensual tasks.

Now let’s focus on the three senses not normally highlighted in advertising, 
for the simple reason that their marketing potential is so vast.

Smell. One study found a 40 per cent improvement in people’s mood when 
exposed to pleasant fragrances. Another study found us willing to pay over 
$10 more for shoes displayed in a scented as opposed to unscented showroom. 
Only about 3 per cent of the companies that belong to the Fortune 1,000 
have a distinct scent for their different brands.12

Example: To dramatize the dangers of carbon monoxide, my friend Joe Rich 
at the utility company PSE&G created a scratch-and-sniff mailer to point out 
that an odourless substance can kill you without any sensory warning.
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Touch. Skin serves as the body’s largest organ. Touch allows us to thrive. 
Indeed, ‘Massaged babies gain weight as much as 50 per cent faster than 
unmassaged babies. They’re more active, alert, and responsive…and are 
emotionally more in control.’13 Likewise, as adults, sensitivity to touch remains 
a key part of life.

Example: In Malaysia, Sony advertised its PlayStation® 2 with bus-stop 
signage that incorporated the texture of bubblewrap to invite people to touch 
it. The idea was that the bubblewrap’s raised Xs and Os suggest the tactile 
quality of the PlayStation’s controller, inviting people to explore the bubble-
wrap in anticipation of then getting to play with the PlayStation itself.

Taste. While people have 10,000 taste buds, this sense will probably be more 
difficult for advertising to leverage very often. That’s because of health 
concerns related to tasting and/or ingesting something new, especially if we 
don’t personally interact with a representative from the company offering it.

Not to be deterred, Adnan Aziz, the founder of First Flavor, Inc., has 
arguably created the first advertising tool to incorporate taste. Inspired by the 
1971 film Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, in which Gene Wilder plays 
Willy and lets kids sample the fruit-flavoured wallpaper in his surreal candy 
factory, Aziz dreamed up Peel ’n’ Taste Strips. Whether appearing in mailboxes 
or magazines, the strips serve as an alternative to grocery-store sample stations, 
capturing the flavour of almost any food in a tiny package.14

Should you think that leveraging all of the senses in advertising isn’t 
worth the bother, think again. For example, consider what Sensory Logic’s 
database reveals. In cases where we’ve tested products where a certain sense 
was dominant (eg perfumes, for smell), we’ve found that the smell, taste and 
touch of a product create an engagement level that’s three to four times 
higher than the engagement level stimulated by merely seeing the product 
being displayed.

leveraGinG sensory Contrasts

Across cultures, there are certain sensory contrasts that we often collectively 
take for granted, and might not consciously notice, but we still use them as 
ways to intuitively understand the world around us. Examples of these 
contrasts include: big versus small, hard versus soft, and relaxed versus 
tense. Built into each of these contrasts is the collective weight of associa-
tions that companies can exploit to ensure that their marketing campaigns 
have greater immediate meaning and persuasive impact.

Let me point to the single most prominent example I know of that takes 
advantage of these contrasts. It’s the ad campaign ranked number one of all 
time in Ad Age’s listing of the top 100 advertising campaigns. I’m talking 
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about the ‘Think Small’ campaign created by Doyle Dane Bernbach in 1959 
for Volkswagen. At that time in car history, big was unquestionably accepted 
as better. In introducing the VW bug, instead of glossing over the size issue 
(the bug clearly was not big) the campaign flaunted the small size of the 
Volkswagen Beetle. Thus the VW’s smallness became a virtue, with the offer 
positioned as the far more clever David battling the giant Goliath that was 
then true of General Motors both in terms of the size of the cars it was 
manufacturing and its market share in the car industry.

Today, we are accustomed to ever-smaller cellphones and other electronic 
gadgetry and we often think of smaller as better, more nimble, compact and 
energy efficient. So in retrospect it might be hard to recognize the revolu-
tionary nature of this ad.

What normally happens in a car ad, even to this day? The car is front and 
centre, prominent, larger than life. In ‘Think Small’ (page 22), the car 
occupies perhaps 5 per cent of the visual field, a further exaggeration of its 
small size. In its heyday, the VW Beetle was a huge anomaly. Acknowledged 
as a ‘little flivver’ in the ad copy, the Beetle was such a break from the big 
mindset of Detroit’s US-made cars that as late as 1978, almost 20 years later, 
General Motors was building a Cadillac Eldorado that was 18.6 feet long 
and weighed 4,906 pounds. With an engine compartment that’s been 
described as a ‘425-cubic-inch beast’, the Eldorado was ‘riotously big’ and 
epitomized the conspicuous-consumption mindset – big is better, big is 
power and might – that the ‘Think Small’ campaign was lampooning.15

In short, ‘Think Small’ effectively used the sensory contrast of big versus 
small, and effectively altered the then-prevailing bias towards one in favour 
of a smaller size. Moreover, it did so decades ahead of Seth Godin’s Small Is 
the New Big.16

Deep down, sensory contrasts work because the oldest, sensory brain is a 
pattern-matching machine. The natural world around us provides many 
sensory contrasts that companies, if smart, can leverage for their own gain, 
strategically choosing to exploit one side of the contrast or another to convey 
the essence of their offer or, in the case of Burger King, leverage both sides of 
a single contrast in different decades. I’m referring here to the sensory 
contrast of relaxed–tense.

What has Burger King done? Back in the 1970s when being ‘mellow’ was 
in style, the company’s famous ‘Have It Your Way’ tagline championed 
being relaxed. Seeking to differentiate itself from McDonald’s, Burger King 
sought to tap into the mood of the country by implying that its bigger rival 
served up standard fare in a rush-rush manner, indifferent to what customers 
really wanted.
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Long before the Arab oil embargo of 1973 made the United States think 
again about its love affair with big cars, VW struck with this great ad, 
heralding the virtues of small.

More recently, however, Burger King has taken the opposite side of the 
contrast. On behalf of pitching itself to its key demographic of young men 
more likely to be into extreme sports these days rather than wearing earth 
shoes, Burger King’s advertising has become edgy, tense, featuring a King 
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who is anything but mellow. While Ronald McDonald is a do-gooder, the 
King is mischievous.

As the two examples of the VW Beetle and Burger King show, sensory 
contrasts bring together properties of the natural world within the context of 
the era in which an offer is being positioned. Tangible and universal in 
nature, sensory contrasts provide a way of implicitly framing a campaign in 
terms that give it greater meaning than it would have on its own. Not to take 
advantage of these contrasts is to be as blind to the physical properties of the 
world, as if all companies were to choose grey as their corporate colour.

Creative teMplates that worK well

Finally, no discussion about creating stopping power would be complete 
without a look at the six sensory-oriented creative templates that a team of 
Israeli scientists discovered in studying award-winning advertising.17 While 
many of us may have wondered about whether there are patterns to the type 
of creative work that possesses stopping power and works well, here’s the 
rigorous process the Israeli team followed.

First, award-winning ads and contest finalists of New York’s The One Show 
and also the USADREVIEW were assembled for the years spanning 1990–5. Of 
these, 500 ads were randomly chosen and provided to a trio of ‘creative experts’ 
with at least a dozen years of experience in the advertising field. These experts 
privately chose what they considered to be the highest-quality ads from the 500, 
resulting in 90 per cent agreement about what were the best ads.

Next, discussions resolved the remaining choices in order to arrive at the 
200 best ads. Given the set, the Israeli team began studying the 200 ads. Their 
eventual conclusion: 89 per cent of the ads could be described as belonging to 
one of six creativity templates, with pictorial analogies accounting for over a 
third of all the best ads. In brief, here’s an overview of each template, including 
a top-line description of an ad that illustrates the template.

Pictorial analogy. Portrays situations in which a symbol enters the product 
space. An example of an extreme analogy rendered visually would be a Nike 
ad that adopts the perspective of somebody leaping from a tall building. 
What will cushion the fall? Down on the street a group of firemen are holding 
an oversized Nike sneaker. The tagline reads, ‘Something soft between you 
and the pavement’.

Consequences. Shows the implications of either following or ignoring the 
recommendation made in the ad. An example is of eggs sizzling in the 1980s 
commercial, ‘This is your brain on drugs.’

Extreme situation. Depicts unrealistic situations that showcase the impor-
tance of key attributes of a product or service. An example is an ad for a 
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security lock whose value is demonstrated by showing a woman, her voice 
replaced by that of a dog, barking at burglars to scare them away.

Competition. Shows situations in which the product competes with 
another product or event from a different class, such as a race between an 
advertised car and a bullet.

Dimensionality alteration. Distorts or otherwise manipulates the physical 
dimensions of the product in relation to its environment. For example, in a 
life-insurance commercial a wife is arguing with her husband for cancelling 
his policy. The catch here is that the scene is taking place after he’s died, and 
the wife is communicating with him through a séance.

Interactive experiment. Inspires a realization of the product’s benefits by 
requiring the viewer to engage in an interactive experience. An example is 
that Café Crown created door hangers with samples for college students 
nearing exam time, giving them a chance to experience their coffee at a time 
when stress levels were high and the students would have maximum appre-
ciation of coffee that keeps them awake and stimulates their thoughts.

To finish the Israeli research team’s story, consider this. In a subsequent 
review of advertising that didn’t win awards, they found that only 2.5 per 
cent of the ads fitted one of the six templates. Who would have ever thought 
that creativity was so rote! Of course, it isn’t – but that’s not the point here. 
The point in regards to stopping power is that the six creativity templates 
often grab our attention and stop us in our tracks through the use of the 
unexpected portrayed in tangible, physical terms. Novelty surprises us, and 
has great impact: in terms of facial expressions; surprise causes the eyes to go 
wide and the mouth to fall open, as if the body is telling us: look around, pay 
attention, stop talking.

suMMary

As we’ve seen throughout this chapter, the bland status quo is the enemy of 
stopping power. More and strikingly unique sensory stimulation equals 
more mental activity. Vision is the only sense that we have the ability to turn 
off. So to be on-emotion by creating surprise and enabling connectivity, the 
entire sensory bandwidth should be up for grabs. Going from two-dimen-
sional to five-dimensional advertising will be one hallmark of the future.

Takeaways include:

Stopping power is more commercially valuable because merely gaining zz
attention isn’t the same as knowing if an ad grabs our attention and 
stops us in our tracks.
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There are seven eye-tracking secrets, including: centrality, dominance, zz
showing faces, and showing or implying motion.
Beyond the use of sight and sound in TV spots, use of the other three zz
senses will increase because experiential media like event marketing, 
outdoor and in-store are so conducive to leveraging more than sight and 
sound in order to overcome media clutter.
Leveraging sensory contrasts enables companies to frame their campaigns zz
in terms of physical associations that carry great intuitive meaning.
Eighty-nine per cent of award-winning ads fit one of six creativity zz
templates, involving depictions that seize on or distort the physical proper-
ties of the world as we know it in order to highlight an offer’s value.
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Keep it simple

orientation

The advertising goal at stake in this chapter is engagement. Stopping power’s 
a start. In retail terms, that’s like tempting the shopper to enter the store and 
stand at the threshold. But if any money’s going to be made, the shopper has 
to go deeper into the store – in the same way that engagement involves 
creating substantial, often prolonged, emotional interest in an ad. What 
most often keeps that from happening? Needless complexity leading to 
frustration. After all, what doesn’t come easily typically doesn’t come at all: 
frustrated consumers will choose to disengage. Therefore an overly large 
degree of complexity in advertising is toxic.

Put another way, the joke that has to be explained to you is never as funny 
as the joke that you just get. So it is in advertising. The Keep It Simple 
(Stupid) KISS principle is relevant here because the cause of frustration is 
feeling like things are out of your control, including whatever advertising 
you’re experienced that has left you confused.

how not to waste half your aDvertisinG

In my Introduction, I mentioned the famous quote that haunts advertising: 
‘Half my advertising is wasted, but I don’t know which half.’ Well, what if 
you did know and could avoid the waste? Quite frankly, as the following 
example illustrates, facial coding makes that possible by pinpointing when, 
in real time, consumers are engaged or disengaged by advertising.

At Sensory Logic, the key way we measure engagement is to quantify the 
number of test participants who, in response to exposure to an ad or 

 27
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discussing it, show an emotional response that we can quantify scientifically. 
So if, say, 10 people out of 50 reveal at least one codeable response, then that 
represents a 20 per cent engagement level. In cases where we have exposure 
that unfolds over time, as is the case with TV and radio spots, there’s also the 
distribution of second-by-second feeling points to consider. We plot feeling 
points in real time. Look at these results from a 60-second radio spot.
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For the first 38 seconds, this spot is cruising along great. Then listeners drop out, 
bored by the voice-over, hence the image of a man’s bald spot. For the last 22 
seconds of this radio spot, nothing, nada: emotionally empty real estate.

What’s the darker line here? It’s the appeal score, which is the number of 
positive feelings generated relative to negative feelings. A higher level means 
more appeal. What’s the lighter line here? It’s the impact score or the inten-
sity or strength of the emotional responses. There are many ways the appeal 
and impact scores can interact, but in general the higher the scores the better, 
even though higher scores are not always the most important story.

In this case the important story is about the number of feeling points and 
their distribution over time. In this case the key is the bald spot that appears 
after second 38.

What’s going on? The first 38 seconds of this spot work well because of the 
drama involving the characters in the ad: Loser Dude, Cool Dude and a 
hapless female folk singer in a club somewhere. Both of the guys want to 
leave. She’s awful. But Loser Dude can’t leave. He’s paid for the club’s WiFi. 
In contrast, Cool Dude has got mobility – thanks to the sponsor’s laptop 
WiFi connect cards.

Up to second 38, this spot is very engaging and is also on-emotion (appeal 
falls when Loser Dude speaks, and rises when Cool Dude speaks). So what 
happens after second 38? There’s commercial death, a bald spot, a duration of 
exposure where there aren’t any feeling points. So the coy answer would be that 
absolutely nothing happens. But here’s the real explanation. Just prior to second 
38, the radio spot switches gear and Loser and Cool Dude disappear, along 
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with Dreadful Folk Singer. After second 38 the spot is dominated by the profes-
sional voice-over talent that comes in to sell the branded offer more explicitly.

There’s nothing wrong (technically) with this female voice-over. It’s smooth. 
It’s polished. It’s clear. It’s articulate. But it’s an emotional void. There’s no 
sense of passion or conviction or authenticity to the Voice-Over Lady.

Moreover, the Voice-Over Lady sounds generic, like a million other such 
voice-overs. So it’s no surprise that listeners – as indicated by the bald spot 
– will go away. In short, the sponsoring company paid for 60 seconds of 
advertising, but got only 38 seconds of value. Ouch!

enGaGeMent: what the finanCial staKes are

Engagement matters; in fact, it’s tremendously important. With it, exposure 
brings gain. But without engagement, there’s no sustained interest, little 
opportunity for retention and almost certainly no opportunity for consider-
ation or persuasion. The example I just shared makes that point.

But maybe like Cool Dude, you’re a born sceptic. You say to yourself: 
prove to me that engagement matters in financial terms.

Here’s validation based on an instance where the Gallup Organization 
joined up with a research firm in San Diego to benchmark customers’ engage-
ment levels regarding a Japanese luxury retailer. In this case, fMRI brain 
scans were used to monitor blood flow in the brain while people answered 
simple yes–no statements about the retailer. In the end, what stood out from 
the testing is that the highly engaged test subjects (those whose brains were 
most active), proved to be the same people who spent the most money in that 
particular retailer.1

As Gallup affirmed, engagement might be thought of as stopping power 
turned into sustained attention, interest and commitment. Like the brain, 
faces feed us subconscious information. What we know as happiness, surprise, 
anger, fear, sadness, disgust and contempt are like the primary colours of red, 
yellow and blue. They’re building blocks that we experience intuitively.

These primary emotions aren’t soft ‘touchy-feely’ things like traditional 
business theory would have us believe. Instead, they’re vital to survival and, 
if anything, even more vital to marketing because ‘Advertising does not first 
get attention, and then create an emotion. Advertising creates an emotion, 
which results in attention.’2

As a result, engagement and emotions alike are at the heart of advertising 
effectiveness. To learn what works, we’ve reviewed our database of TV and 
radio spots to offer a top-line summary of what typically causes emotional 
momentum (hot spots) or disengagement (bald spots). Across those two media, 
here are some guidelines to help you ensure that your money’s well spent.
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In TV spots, famous faces, slow motion and zoom-ins work best. With 
radio spots, the use of dialogue, pauses and punchlines engages people the 
most. Meanwhile, in both media the greatest danger consists of monotonous 
voice-overs, which kill momentum. That’s no surprise. As stated in Ambrose 
Bierce’s The Devil’s Dictionary,3 the definition of a bore is ‘somebody who 
talks when you want them to listen’.

aDvertisinG’s seCret eMotional CanCer: 
frustration

As important as emotional engagement is as a barometer of creating – or 
losing – the chance to connect with your target market through advertising, 
there’s another barometer, too: it’s frustration. During a decade of market 
research tests that, thanks to facial coding, enable me to study consumers’ 
real-time responses emotion by emotion, I’ve found that (unfortunately) 
frustration is the number-one negative emotion felt by us in response to 
exposure to advertising.

When an ad tries to tell you everything in words in such a short time, 
it can be very frustrating. I do not think regular viewers follow so 
many words.

Momoko Kang, South Korea

The table opposite shows the overall levels, in rounded numbers, by marketing 
medium. Note that they’re ranked high to low in terms of the amount of 
frustration created.

The good news here – slight as it is – is that with the exception of the top 
two examples, television animatics and website exposure/navigation, the 
amount of happiness (smiles) also being shown by consumers at this time 
exceeds their levels of frustration. But the bad news remains: we experience 
lots of frustration, ie anger, when we encounter the nine different types of 
marketing listed in the table opposite.

Most of us would agree that Apple CEO Steve Jobs is a pretty savvy 
marketer and he advocates ‘elegant simplicity’. The research of Rex Briggs 
and Greg Stuart has led them to the conclusion that the ads that work best 
are, almost without exception, ‘straightforward’.4

Moreover, a study reported in Gerd Gigerenzer’s book Gut Feelings: The 
Intelligence of the Unconscious shows that baseball players do far better 
when they don’t over-think their decisions on the playing field. That’s 
because gut instincts are nature’s way of improving our odds of survival – a 
skill that overly complex ads undermine.5
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Frustration Caused
TV Spots (animatics)
Web (exposure/navigation)
TV Spots (storyboards)
Product Usage
Sales Scripts
Radio Spots
TV Spots (fully produced)
Print Ads
Packaging (exposure and/or opening of)

40%
38%
34%
32%
29%
29%
28%
26%
24%

Why so much frustration? Two factors, I believe. First, people are rushed, 
distracted, tired, uninformed – you name it. They just don’t have enough mental 
resources left to get it. Second, those with all the financial resources in the 
world – companies and their ad agencies – make the connections too readily. 
They suffer from the tunnel vision of failing to recognize either the surfeit of 
information (the company’s fault) or pacing that overwhelms people, burying 
engagement (the agency’s fault); and everyone suffers.

In Ogilvy on Advertising, David Ogilvy cites a study that found that of 25 
‘typical’ television commercials being analysed, all of them were miscompre-
hended by 19 to 40 per cent of the people involved. Ogilvy’s conclusion and 
subsequent admission? ‘If you want to avoid your television commercials 
being misunderstood, you had better make them crystal clear. I cannot 
understand more than half the commercials I see.’6

Now, just a note about the table above: yes, the testing of unfinished TV 
spots (ie animatics) can frustrate people, for instance, because they’re so 
accustomed to polished TV spots. That said, however, the average level of 
frustration in response to fully produced TV spots, radio spots and print ads 
is, on average, nearly 28 per cent. Moreover, the typical website experience is 
plagued by frustration that comes in at 38 per cent.

Dissatisfaction. Discouragement. Disengagement. Those are hardly the 
goal of marketing. So let’s discuss causes – and solutions.

overCoMinG frustration throuGh siMpliCity

There’s no money in making people feel stupid. We don’t look favourably 
on a company for making us work too hard to follow along. Instead, we just 
give up and go away. Or as the populist politician George Wallace once 
reportedly said: ‘You’ve got to pitch the hay where the goats are’ (and 
they’re rarely on the mountain top).
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I’ll start with visual guidelines – rules for the eyes. After all, images register 
ahead of the printed or even spoken word.

choose accessibility over obscurity
To build on the eye-tracking guidelines I gave you in Chapter 1, let’s begin 
with the need for quick comprehension as the first rule for the eyes. Since the 
brain takes about half a second to react to a stimulus,7 if nothing happens 
that quickly, then consumers’ first emotional response is a void.

To make my point, here’s an example. Even more than other forms of 
marketing, billboards have to be accessible, given the speed of your car and 
all the distractions (like other cars) that are, frankly, more important than 
taking in a billboard. Seems obvious enough, right? Nevertheless, that reality 
wasn’t enough to keep a major packaged goods company and its agency 
from developing a billboard that had two fatal flaws.

For the company, the first problem was that the cereal’s colouring blended 
right in – so aesthetically harmonious but oh, so invisible to the eye against 
the amber background of the billboard. The eye literally couldn’t pick up the 
cereal’s distinct shape, on display, piece by piece, interspersed between a 
series of black Xs.

Nor did the second problem help matters. Down below the row of cereal 
pieces sat the phrase, ‘The 1 and only’. However, the digit 1 was so close to 
the word ‘and’ that many people read it as ‘land’, making them read the 
caption as ‘the land only’ – creating utter confusion. Now back up to the 
typical situation, where people are driving and they see, not the cereal, but 
the black Xs and then ‘the land only’ if they even get to the text.

Well, that’s a commercial disaster. It’s hard for the product to be the hero 
if the product is invisible. What’s physically obscure or blurry runs the risk 
that it will create an equally blurry emotional response in all of us.

Sometimes it is so complicated and confusing. It is really hard to 
concentrate on watching television if the ads are very fast.

Jalal, Qatar

Provide perspective: create a path through the woods
As a general rule of thumb, we prefer global information (the forest) before 
getting local information (the trees). Essentially, what this means is that we 
want to see the whole picture first, before the parts. It’s a matter of getting 
us oriented to a new situation, and comfortable, thanks to what’s simple 
and easy.
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Therefore, a company and its agency can create a stronger emotional 
connection with us if they’ll provide the big picture first, and do it visually. 
In scientific terms, here’s why. The sensory and emotional brains occupy 
more of the right and rear side of our craniums. The rational brain sits 
more on the left and front side of our craniums. It’s the emotionally-
oriented right hemisphere that processes in a holistic – big picture – fashion 
and is oriented to spatial relationships. In contrast, our left brain processes 
in piecemeal, detail-oriented analytic fashion, and favours what unfolds 
over time.

Right–left brain specialization also means the brain’s two hemispheres get 
crossed. As a result, the right brain reacts first – but in doing so it draws on 
sensory data from the left eye and ear. Does that mean that having your 
visual on the left side of a still image and your copy on the right side will 
create a stronger emotional response? Brain science would suggest so.

But consider the typical home page layout in a website, for instance. The 
standard is to have a left-column navigation layout. Moreover, that’s not the 
only potential issue involved when it comes to designing a website that will 
work from both a usability standpoint and aesthetically in order to, on the 
one hand, avoid frustration; and on the other hand, inspire engagement.

Someone keen on achieving both functional usability and aesthetic 
pleasure is web developer Jason Beaird, whose article, ‘The principles of 
beautiful web design,’8 provides five major guidelines to ensure optimal web 
design. Here they are, followed by our survey of 10 consumer-oriented 
websites from among the ranks of companies listed in the top 25 by Fortune:

Content before design. The design should facilitate scanning the page zz
for the information we want. A good design leads the eye without getting 
in the way of the page’s readability or organization.
Intuitive navigation. The primary navigation block should be clearly zz
visible, and each link should come with a descriptive title. Items should 
be easy to find, thanks to being separated visually from the content.
Unity. A cohesive, coherent theme or style should unify the pages of a zz
site, with repetition a key device. Two approaches aid with this goal: 
proximity, ie placing objects close together to create focal points; and 
the repetition of bringing similar items together.
Visual balance. Balance is crucial. Symmetry is one way to handle this zz
need, but asymmetrical balance can also be achieved by arranging objects 
so that they visually equalize despite varying weights.
Emphasis. Specific elements should draw our attention. The isolation zz
and contrast of key elements are two ways to achieve this goal. Working 
with proportions, or differences in the scale of objects, is another means 
to that goal.
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Does this all seem too nit-picking? Hardly. First, remember that after TV 
animatics, website exposure and navigation are the second greatest source of 
marketing-related frustration. Grrr.

Second, here’s my review of the 10 websites. Despite a wealth of financial 
resources, most of the companies struggle to adhere to Beaird’s guidelines.

Fortune 500
Rank
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Ford
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Bank of America

IBM

Verizon
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Content Before
Design

Intuitive
Navigation

Unity Visual
Balance

Emphasis

Top 25 FORTUNE Companies (Consumer Websites)

Maybe money can’t buy you love; it certainly can’t buy you the perfect website. 
Using five criteria from a website guru, Sensory Logic conducted an internet-
experience audit. How easy and pleasing was it to be on these sites? The good-
news results speak for themselves. In contrast, visual balance was often a problem 
because companies stick to a single colour or limited palette – failing to draw on 
how different colours can serve as visual guides, lending emphasis and separation.

Provide a clear hierarchy of visuals
In Chapter 1, I wrote about the sensory-leveraging value of having a 
dominant visual. That point is built into Beaird’s criteria, too. It’s important 
to design based on what detail will be the single most arresting visual detail, 
then the second most arresting, and on downward from there, in a clear 
hierarchy of significance.

Visual clutter is nobody’s friend. Connectivity suffers. For one thing, as 
Luke Sullivan writes in Hey, Whipple, Squeeze This: ‘Every element you add 
to a layout reduces the importance of all the other elements.’9

So imagine my chagrin when Sensory Logic was asked to test some direct-
mail pieces for a major insurance company in which their attempt to sell to 
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everybody meant they seemingly showed most everybody in every single 
piece. The greater the number of people in a photo spread, generally speaking, 
the less positive consumers’ emotional response to it. In this case, a mailer 
whose cover image showed only five people netted a 52 per cent positive 
score. In contrast, a mailer with nearly a dozen people on the outside cover 
netted an emotional result of only 35 per cent positive feelings.

To show that there were far too many people on the cover of the direct-
mail piece to take in easily – or to emotionally care about – I brought to the 
presentation a final PowerPoint® slide showing Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘Last 
Supper’. My point here (besides interjecting a little humour) was to indicate 
that at least in da Vinci’s case the eye knows where to look. There sits Jesus, 
clearly the focus of attention thanks not only to sitting in the middle of the 
gathering but also, of course, because of the golden halo around his head.

news flash: da vinci’s better than a direct-mail layout artist

What’s the easiest thing for the recipient of a direct-mail piece to do? Decide 
not to decide (into the trash can it goes). Don’t make that default option any 
easier for us than it already is. In companies, the consensus decision-making 
style makes it natural to think ‘Let’s add one more thing. More is better.’ But in 
reality, filler is harmful because it doesn’t help direct the viewer.

Don’t put your logo in the corner of death
In comparison with stopping power, engagement happens over time. But the 
longer duration doesn’t mean it goes on forever. Far from it. The average 
time spent looking at a print ad is less than two seconds.
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A European study involving 1,300 print ads and 3,600 participants found 
the average to be exactly 1.7 seconds: with 0.6 seconds devoted to imagery, 
0.7 seconds devoted to text, and 0.4 seconds to noticing a company’s 
logo. Moreover, in testing across the three elements of brand, imagery 
and text, here’s what that study also found. When logo size goes up, text 
attention loses out more than the imagery. When text size increases, the 
imagery suffers. But when the imagery expands in size, the other two 
elements are only marginally harmed, making prominent imagery the 
best way to go.10

Meanwhile, another study provides guidance on the typical pattern that 
the eye travels in absorbing a home-page layout (time duration not speci-
fied). Notice the pattern.11

the path the eye typically takes

vision

Start

Corner of Death

Here’s proof positive that knowing how people behave can make your marketing 
efforts much more effective. A branded offer can make you money, an 
unbranded design surely won’t. In other words, your logo in the lower right 
corner typically gets seen too late in the visual-scanning process.
 Proof negative: One time I was meeting with a hotshot web designer. In 
response to my suggesting that eye tracking and facial coding could tell him 
where consumers look and how they feel about his designs, the guy replied: 
‘Why would I want to know that?’ As they say in court, I rest my case.
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Much like the way in which people shop, the eye lands first slightly in from 
the left side. Similarly, shoppers typically go a couple of steps into an aisle 
before turning to face the merchandise, get oriented, and decide what specifi-
cally to focus on.

Once you have the advantage of being able to use eye tracking to gauge 
reliably, behaviourally, precisely, what people look at, when, for how long 
and in what order, you would most likely be amazed at just how often 
there’s no good flow to a layout design. What does ‘good’ flow mean? 
There are two aspects to it. One is aesthetic, inviting us visually into the 
layout in a way that will create the chance for a sensory–emotive connec-
tion, ie engagement.

The second protects commercial viability, which brings me to the addition 
of a skull-and-bones emblem in the lower right corner.

Most disturbing for the companies who sponsor advertising – and want it 
to be effective by promoting not general sales but, more specifically, sales of 
their branded offers – is that the identity of the sponsor often goes unnoticed. 
I refer to the lower right-hand corner as the corner of death. That’s because 
as the pathway chart shows, it’s the second-to-last place we look. That’s 
right: second to last when you’ve got only 1.7 seconds to connect. And yet 
it’s the first place agencies put their clients’ logos for all ad executions except 
TV spots, as we found from checking out advertising examples from projects 
that we’ve done in recent years.

logo placement by percentage
Overall Results Primary Placement by Medium

Print: 56%
Billboards: 60%
Direct Mail: 36%

TV: 88%

8% 1% 10%

2% 25% 2%

4% 6% 42%

See a problem? I do. Having just shown you that the lower right corner is the 
corner of death, lo and (fail) to behold, that’s where agencies put their clients’ 
logos most often in all but TV executions.
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Give the viewer a chance to keep up with you
When it comes to editing video for TV spots, there’s an extra consideration. 
The eye typically needs six frames, or one-fifth of a second, to move from 
one part of the visual field to another. Edit the video more tightly than that 
and two bad things happen. First, the gaze of consumers won’t travel fast 
enough to shift from an image in one part of their visual field to another, 
causing the new image not to be noticed much if at all before the video moves 
on. Second, overly abrupt, tight editing – involving scene shifts that the 
viewer can’t follow easily – raises the frustration level.

Unfortunately, this rule gets violated all the time. Let me give you two quick 
examples, both involving a major packaged goods company headquartered in 
Europe, so that you can see why this last rule for the eye is so important.

In the first example, a TV spot aired in Turkey worked great and was 
generally on-emotion. The product was a deodorant, and the people we 
tested felt sadness when the attractive woman with body odour wasn’t being 
noticed by the man she fancies, and happiness when they finally exchange 
warm glances. The one off-emotion hitch was when the story shifted from 
the woman’s home back to the office building’s elevator, where she meets the 
man again. The scene shift happens too abruptly, creating frustration in 
viewers, and marring a span of over 12 seconds during which viewers have 
predominantly enjoyed the TV spot’s storyline.

The second example from this same company involves a 15-second TV 
spot, which ends by transitioning from showing two actors on screen to a 
product shot. Clearly, the company wanted people to notice the product. 
But because the actors’ faces are on the far left side of the screen, while the 
product is slightly to the right side, the eye-tracking results revealed that at 
first viewers keep looking at the place on screen where the actors’ faces had 
just been. They didn’t transfer their gaze over to the product quickly enough 
to take it in before text was introduced on screen, distracting viewers away 
from the product on display.

There, as in so many cases, it’s good to remember that people process 
images better that are shown in the same visual field as before. In other 
words, there must be a reason to vary the location of images. Otherwise, 
leave well enough alone, because excessive variety undercuts effectiveness.

rules for worD play

The degree to which we’re visual creatures as opposed to wordsmiths can hardly 
be overstated. While William Shakespeare used some 29,000 words in writing 
his plays and poems, the average American has a vocabulary of only about 
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8,000 words12 or 28 per cent of Shakespeare’s total. By and large, advertising is 
a seduction, not a debate, as affirmed by John Philip Jones’s conclusion: more 
successful campaigns are neither hard-selling nor didactic in nature.13

Nevertheless, along with visuals there must be some guidelines for how to 
make copy work best to create emotional sparks. Here are the essentials.

choose words that trigger simple pain–gain contrasts
A study conducted by Yale University came up with the 12 most persuasive 
words in the English language.14 Here’s the list:

 1. You
 2. Money
 3. Save
 4. New
 5. Results
 6. Easy
 7. Health
 8. Safety
 9. Love
10. Discovery
11. Proven
12. Guarantee

What’s striking about this list? To me, it’s about how basic and emotionally 
charged these words are. Underlying the majority of them are really, after 
all, two other words: fear and self-defence – which makes sense because our 
survival instinct comes first.

Let me explain. Look at the list again and you’ll see what I mean. What’s 
the contrast to ‘health’ and ‘safety’? It’s vulnerability: illness and danger. 
What’s the implied opposite of ‘results’, ‘proven’ and guarantee?’ It’s that 
you didn’t realize any gain from buying something. In a similar vein, ‘money’ 
and ‘save’ can actually be interpreted as concerns about foolish spending, 
about wanting a gain, but fearing the experience, the pain, of realizing your 
money has been spent, but to no avail.

As a result, at least seven of the top 12 words are defensively oriented. 
Throw in ‘easy’ as a way of defending yourself against expending energy on 
something that’s hard to do, and you can put fully two-thirds of this list into 
the category of self-defence. That leaves four words, of which ‘new’ and 
‘discovery’ are about the allure of making a change, and ‘love’ and ‘you’ (as 
in me, the buyer) are about the thrill of finding somebody or some product/
service offer you cherish.
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Put another way, the first rule of word play is not to get too conceptually 
grandiose. Looking out for number one, the individual consumer you’re 
marketing to, remains a smart strategy.

Avoid elaborate claims (message-itis)
Related to the conclusion above is the second rule of word play: ‘you’ is more 
powerful than the offer’s features. Far too many companies are egocentric, 
thinking in terms of themselves instead of ‘you’ the customer. As a result, 
they also see the offer as the hero and get caught up in what I call message-
itis: marketing that’s stuffed full of more messages, or claims, than consumers 
have the time, energy or intellect to absorb, or any interest in doing so.

Of all the speakers I‘ve ever heard at a business conference, my favourite has 
been the guy at an Outdoor Advertising Association of America event in Palm 
Beach, Florida. There, in describing how hard it is to get clients to simplify 
their messaging – limiting themselves to a single main idea – he stopped to play 
a snippet from a song. His choice? ‘One’ by Three Dog Night to dramatize his 
point that, in advertising ‘one’ is, indeed, ‘the loneliest number’.

If a lot of information about the product is being tried to be transferred 
to me in a 10-second commercial, it gets confusing. They’d rather 
consider putting only the main points of the product in it, the points 
that will really attract potential customers to buy the product.

Jan-Paul Wiringa, Holland

Too bad. For this book, I asked my staff to review our project files to count 
up the number of features, attributes and/or benefits mentioned per ad. 
Then we put the total up against the emotional-engagement percentage and 
the frustration level, as captured through facial coding. What we found is 
that ads with only one to three claims were 11 per cent more engaging and 
created four per cent less frustration than ads with four to nine claims in 
them. In short, less is often truly more.

For example, in testing a pharmaceutical sales script among doctors in 
Europe we found that the emotional response to the last third of the script 
was entirely negative because the participants felt, rightly, that everything 
being said had already been covered earlier. The repetition wasn’t reinforcing; 
instead it was both dull and rather insulting to the doctors’ intellects. 
Meanwhile, the most complex TV spot we have ever tested may have been a 
healthcare spot in which 86 words flashed across the screen in 30 seconds, 
along with 11 spoken words – far more than the maximum of 60 to 70 written 
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words that John Philip Jones’s research has found to be people’s limit.15 The 
result? Surprise, frustration and fear reactions at levels all far above norm.

That outcome confirms a statement made by the Heath brothers in Made 
to Stick, namely that ‘Once we know something, we find it hard to imagine 
what it was like not to know it.’16 They call this predicament the curse of 
knowledge. It’s a curse that plagues chief marketing officers and their staffs, 
given the huge information imbalance between what they know and what we 
either know or care to know.

Focusing on a core idea is vital. Browbeating us with reasons why we should 
buy doesn’t work. For those seeking to reduce message bloat, remember:

Message-itis reflects an undue emphasis on the offer, neglecting zz
consumers. For every feature/attribute you want to promote, ask 
yourself how you’d answer the question: ‘So what?’ Address benefits, 
emotional benefits.
The more you get told, the less you know. As Herbert Simon has said, ‘A zz
wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.’17 Faced with lots 
of claims, the rational brain simplifies anyway. As a result, emotions 
become decisive – subconsciously focusing us on what’s most important 
and excluding the rest. Get there first and save people the effort by 
engaging in simplification yourself.
Here are words to live by: ‘Advertising isn’t brain surgery. You want zz
people who feel X about your product to feel Y. That’s about it. We’re 
talking one adjective here. Most of the time, we’re talking about going 
into a customer’s brain and tacking one adjective onto a client’s brand. 
That’s all.’18

Don’t go for big words
One of the great things about direct marketing, maybe the greatest thing, is 
that you have a response mechanism to know what’s working or not. So 
somebody who knows is Ben Suarez. Operating out of Canton, Ohio, Suarez 
has, over a 30-plus-year career in direct marketing, created a company that 
long ago established itself as more profitable than 99.5 per cent of all 
businesses in the United States.19

What has Suarez learned that relates to keep it simple? At least two things: 
1) two pictures increase sales, while more than three pictures – or no pictures 
– lowers sales; 2) short words, sentences and paragraphs lift sales, while long 
sentences and big words or technical terms lower them.

That sounds simple enough, and wise. After all, in that list of the top 12 
most persuasive words in the English language, five are only a single syllable 
and another five are two syllables long. Only one is three syllables, and only 
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one four syllables, none is a bigger, longer word than that. But in terms of 
avoiding big words, how often is that rule actually adhered to in advertising? 
To find out, I asked my staff to compare print ads and direct mails from two 
sectors of the economy: automotive, and household products. Per sector, we 
reviewed 20 ads to determine how often the words used qualified as either 
complex or simple.

I find the most effective adverts can be the cheapest, tackiest kind. 
For example, radio adverts that constantly repeat the company name 
and contact details.

Tony Hodgson, England

Our definition of complex was that more than 5 per cent of the words in a 
given ad involved four or more syllables. By that measure, the household 
products category was in fine shape. None of the 20 examples we reviewed was 
stuffed with complex words. Simplicity ruled. But when it came to the automo-
tive sector, suddenly 30 per cent of the examples qualified as mostly complex.

Maybe the idea is that to sell expensive products you can’t use humble, 
‘nickel’ words. Or it’s a matter of positioning, since VW (the people’s car) 
always fell into the simple category. But Peugeot and Fiat aren’t more upscale 
than Mercedes–Benz, and yet they favoured more big words. You should 
know that your marketing is in trouble when just about the shortest word in 
your ad is a term like ‘turbocharging’!

suMMary

Think too much, and you don’t feel enough. Consumers who don’t get 
emotionally engaged by your advertising out of boredom, or frustration, 
represent a lost opportunity. If leveraging the sensory bandwidth is the gate 
in the wall, then keep it simple is the opportunity to pass through the gate, en 
route to creating persuasion and sales. Ads that are too complex get lost in 
their own heads.

Takeaways include:

Engagement involves creating substantial, often prolonged, emotional zz
interest in an ad. What most often keeps engagement from happening is 
needless complexity leading to frustration.
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Engagement is like stopping power turned into sustained interest. That’s zz
because ‘Advertising does not first get attention, and then create an 
emotion. Advertising creates an emotion, which results in attention.’
Famous faces, movement and climaxes engage people. In contrast, zz
monotonous voice-overs kill momentum.
Additional rules for the eyes include: provide perspective, orient people zz
quickly and easily, create a clear hierarchy of visuals and don’t put the 
brand logo in the lower right-hand corner of death.
Five visual guides for optimal web design consist of: content before zz
design; intuitive navigation; unity of style; visual balance; and emphasis.
To make copy work best, exploit pain–gain contrasts, avoid message-zz
itis, and don’t inflate your vocabulary level. Remember that the more we 
get told, the less we know, as the subconscious focuses on what’s most 
important and excludes the rest.
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Keep it close to home

orientation

The focus here is on generating likeability and preference through famili-
arity. The operative emotion is assurance; the operative term is comfort. In 
marketing, what’s unfamiliar tends to get screened out by us. Go too far 
afield and you lose people. A far better approach is to use an existing zone of 
comfort to ease our natural fear of change. Most of this chapter will focus on 
that advice. But in closing I’ll shift to addressing security, where fear of 
what’s foreign affects how marketing works.

easy Does it:  
the aDvantaGes of leveraGinG what’s faMiliar

Psychologist William Wundt, a contemporary of Sigmund Freud, created 
what is nowadays known as Wundt’s Curve. It’s his diagnosis of what it 
takes to communicate effectively. Besides being simple and novel, the other 
winning combination is complex and familiar. It’s the inherent strength of 
playing to what’s familiar in our lives that gives marketing enough freedom, 
or margin of error, to explore what’s complex without becoming obscure.

There are two essential reasons why familiarity works. The first is greater 
ease, because what’s familiar is more immediately accessible. For instance, 
research indicates that we instinctively recognize a familiar word like ‘mother’ 
in a mere one-tenth of a second. That’s three times the speed of processing a 
less familiar word like ‘ostrich’.1 Two-tenths of a second may not sound like 
much of an advantage. But given that the average print ad only gets 1.7 
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seconds of attention, or that two-tenths of a second equals six frames of 
video in a TV spot, extra speed can be decisive.

Put another way, what’s familiar gets absorbed readily because it doesn’t 
require as much mental effort. That’s why when Land Rover decided to 
become the first major brand to execute a national Twitter campaign, the 
company felt it could rely on hurriedly experienced venues like billboards 
and taxi TVs to seed so-called hashtags (words used in tweets that make it 
easier to follow an ongoing conversation via online searches). For those in 
the know, ie familiar with hashtags, fleeting exposure to the hashtags might 
be all that’s required to help get a social media buzz going among Twitter 
users. Or so Land Rover hopes.2

Meanwhile, the other reason familiarity works so well in regard to acces-
sibility is that there’s then a lack of filtering. On average, we tend to screen 
out the unfamiliar, which requires more effort. Often the rational brain’s 
prefrontal cortex filters information to reduce cognitive load. As a result, 
our feelings, always on – even if only subconsciously – automatically strive 
to analyse the world around us and ‘capture the wisdom of experience’.3

Things that are not familiar don’t mean that they are interesting. 
However, if something is familiar to me, I will keep watching it 
unless it contains a lot of wrong information.

Sadaaki Takata, Japan

For instance, in TV spots that Sensory Logic has tested we’ve often seen a 
surge in both emotional engagement and positive feelings when something 
very familiar comes on screen, even if the treatment itself isn’t that special.

How strong is this bias towards what’s familiar? So strong that if kicks 
and squirms can be taken as proof of acceptance, then babies in utero already 
prefer to have their moms repeat familiar stories aloud rather than experi-
ment with something the yet-to-be-born child hasn’t heard before.4

No wonder then that as a result of this familiarity bias the brain likes to 
follow a standard narrative formula: beginning, middle and suitable ending. It’s 
an insight highly relevant to advertising, since abbreviated storytelling is one of 
its fundamental tools. A case in point is an ad for National Car Rental that 
shows a guy with his head down, having fallen asleep at the conference table 
while the boss drones on. The headline of the print ad is ‘Get to boring meetings 
quicker,’ which everyone in business can relate to. After all, who hasn’t been in 
a meeting that was like a story with a beginning, a very, very looooong middle, 
but no plot – certainly no climax – just a merciful conclusion?
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Meanwhile, in a different vein, for its new Fiesta, Ford is also trying to leverage 
the power of (social media) storytelling in hopes of creating familiar tales.5

In Ford’s case, the idea is to simulate a 100-person test drive. By that I 
mean 100 ‘Fiesta agents’ were chosen from some 4,000 online applicants to 
receive the car for six months in exchange for agreeing to post blogs about 
their experiences with the car. As Ford’s Fiesta product manager, Sam de La 
Garza, was quoted as saying: ‘We’re going to allow people to tell the story 
[of the Fiesta] from their lives.’ Whether Ford’s social media initiative will 
work or not, who knows. But one story angle has already gained traction. 
Many of the people chosen to get the cars for six months for free have 
already been interviewed by regional newspapers or TV stations, based on 
their acceptance into the Fiesta Movement programme.

In summary, what’s already known and readily recognized has a leg up 
when it comes to likeability. Our Keep It Simple brain prefers to function 
like a probability computer, looking to predict what is likely to happen next 
based on what it already knows.

Familiar details that I have seen effectively used in ads are working 
people who are always rushing and do not have time for themselves. 
Anything that is not familiar will be totally ignored as it is a waste of 
time to listen to it.

Kadulliah Ghazali, Malaysia

The fact that most easy-does-it assimilation happens on a subconscious level 
doesn’t matter. In fact, if anything it’s most likely helpful to advertising 
because the lack of conscious contemplation lowers the risk of objections 
being raised. Surprised? Don’t be. As psychologist Robert Zajonc wryly 
observes: ‘People generally prefer things they have seen before, even if they 
do not remember seeing them.’6

the CoMfort zone: where the faMiliar is CreDiBle 
anD easy to aCCept

Besides providing easy accessibility, the other major positive reason why 
it’s best to keep it close to home is that familiarity increases acceptance. 
Advertising is more emotionally connective, and effective, when its contents 
have already been internalized as part of us. That’s because the brain rewires 
itself to accommodate the influence of previous experiences. As a result, 
when presented with what we already know, we enter a feedback loop, or 
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memory echo chamber, which makes us ever more mentally and emotion-
ally invested in what’s familiar to us.

home is where the heartbreak is

 Think your marriage is tough going? 
Try being a Cubs fan. It’s been like 
forever since the team last won 
baseball’s World Series. This ad for a 
home-town company leverages the 
heartaches of Cubs fans in Chicago and 
elsewhere, working to create a warm, 
fuzzy, nostalgic feeling for the image 
as well as for the company itself.

For advertisers, this feedback-loop phenomenon represents a bonanza. 
Persuasion depends on our acceptance of claims explicitly or implicitly made 
about the offer. Well, due to the feedback-loop phenomenon, ‘The brain 
unconsciously assumes that familiar information is true information.’7 So 
how can agencies and their corporate clients trigger this same familiar-is-
true-and-hence-acceptable formula? Scientific and psychological research 
would indicate the following.

Repetition. A path to fabricating familiarity is to repeat something until it 
becomes well known, thus subconsciously accepted and believable. Taglines 
are meant to work this way. Allstate can say, ‘You’re in good hands.’ And if 
Ford says ‘Quality is Job 1’ often enough, the odds of our believing it go up. 
Moreover, a claim reiterated suggests it’s important and worthy of remem-
brance, a mental signpost that may help to steer a purchase decision some 
day down the road.

Casting. The simple fact is that we relate best to others with whom we 
share looks, a similar vocabulary, and even a similar name. One study found 
that when sent surveys by mail, people were nearly twice as likely to complete 
and return the survey (56 per cent to 30 per cent) if the survey came from 
somebody with a similar name to the recipient. (When asked later, none of 
the test participants thought this factor had influenced their behaviour.) 
Want a testimonial that hits home? Get a person as similar to your target 
market as possible.
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I’m tired of looking at white women in commercials. They do not 
represent all of us. I would love to see different-looking women. So I 
really like the Dove commercials because there are natural, big and 
curvy women in them. I like the different shapes of the bodies. If 
something is reproduced and fake, then I do not like it.

Jennifer Jenkins, United States

Soundtrack. Along with visuals and other sound effects, music isn’t just a 
production choice; it’s a potentially very meaningful, emotional signifier. 
Everybody knows that music induces feelings. It’s also obvious that 
whether you’re a rock fan, or a country, folk, bluegrass, jazz, rap or 
classical-music lover, among other options, your musical taste says a lot 
about who you are and may even signal where you come from. So choosing 
just the right genre of music and even specific artists to suit the target 
market is a natural.

What’s less obvious is why ‘canned’, mechanized soundtracks are a staple 
of both TV and radio spots. After all, our research finds that generic sound-
tracks generate far less of an emotional response than do identifiable songs. 
When a canned soundtrack plays it generates feeling points only 13 per cent 
of the time: that makes it one-fourth as engaging as when identifiable music 
is playing. Moreover, when the known music is playing in a radio spot, the 
percentage of positive emotions felt by people is 23 per cent higher.

In summary, companies and their ad agencies are always talking about 
getting closer to consumers. Along those same lines, in The Little Blue Book 
of Advertising the authors even say: ‘Know your audience is the single most 
important tip in this book.’8 But to truly know how it feels to be that audience. 
To truly know what differentiates the target market from a rival’s core 
customers. That’s hard to do unless those who advertise take ‘keep it close to 
home’ seriously as a rule, and go beyond demographic data in order to 
empathize with those they seek to persuade.

Tell powerful existing customer stories. Then you are operating from 
a place of truth, which is the highest place to be. We have so much 
reality television going on, I would actually like to see a little more 
reality advertising.

Denny Post, CMO, T-Mobile
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leveraGinG people’s preferenCe for CoMfort

How important is it to build a brand, through advertising, that we see as 
sharing our perspectives and attitudes? How strong is the tendency to be 
attracted to what reminds us of ourselves?

Like Unilever’s famous and often loved Dove ads, an ad like this depicting 
average people helps us connect more readily and see ourselves using the 
product. For everyone, from young girls to older women, who don’t get to see 
themselves portrayed much in advertising at all, let alone positively, ads like 
this represent a very positive step.

Based on the global research conducted by Ipsos, the answer to both the 
above questions is ‘a lot’. The more a brand matches its target market, the 
greater the rise in purchase intent.

In fact, when the number of personal associations linking a brand and the 
target market is at its maximum level, Ipsos found that the linkage actually 
drives purchase intent scores 15 per cent higher than does even an equally 
optimal match between a brand and the target market’s aspirations.9 In 
other words, our comfort zones come first. In contrast, when fear becomes 
the operative emotion it’s often because the familiarity that facilitates acces-
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sibility, promotes likeability and supports acceptance now either disappears 
or feels under attack.

As Leslie Hart says in How the Brain Works:

Under threat, we… run, fight, seek the comfort of a group, or the 
security of home or a substitute shelter… Commonly, we also tempo-
rarily lose the power of speech – one of the newest brain functions – 
and at best can make only some kind of noise… [We resort] to more 
traditional, more familiar, cruder behavior – to what we would do if 
we had much less brain.10

Reducing our affective response to near zero is hardly what companies 
should be striving for. And yet that’s what they too often inadvertently do by 
reducing our comfort level. What’s the flip side of acknowledging that people 
accept what’s familiar as true? It’s when a company goes against the grain of 
what its target market has internalized, with the result that its advertising 
dies a quick death.

Much of Al Ries and Jack Trout’s landmark book, Positioning: The Battle 
for Your Mind, is devoted to this very topic. What doesn’t reinforce our sense 
of home and security, destroys it. Here are a few highly relevant passages:11

In general, the mind accepts only that which matches prior knowledge 
or experience.

The mind has no room for what’s new and different unless it’s related 
to the old.

The basic approach of positioning is not to create something new and 
different. But to manipulate what’s already up there in the mind. To 
retie the connections that already exist.

Or most of all:

Once a mind is made up, it’s almost impossible to change it… The 
average person can tolerate being told something which he or she 
knows nothing about. (Which is why ‘news’ is an effective advertising 
approach.) But the average person cannot tolerate being told he or she 
is wrong. Mind-changing is the road to advertising disaster.

In other words, we see what we expect and hope to see. ‘Keep it close to 
home’ is vital because we have a strong tendency to shut down and ignore, 
avoid or otherwise suppress noticing anything that goes against our preferred 
way of seeing things (eg listen again to Kurt Cobain singing ‘a denial, a 
denial, a denial’ at the end of Nirvana’s song, ‘Smells Like Teen Spirit’).
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Want your marketing efforts to be filtered out? Carelessly demolishing the 
target market’s collective comfort zone will do the trick. As a result, in 
advertising it’s a matter of promising something new, but not too new.

taKinG into aCCount people’s Bias  
aGainst what’s foreiGn

Deep down, acute sensitivity to what’s foreign or otherwise new and different 
involves protecting our own beliefs, our familiar perspective on life. Nothing 
could be more intimate, closer to home, than our memories and innate 
expectations. So when we feel under attack, it’s natural that we seek to 
identify, and blame, an outside force. What’s foreign to us becomes the 
potential threat.

Over the years, at Sensory Logic we’ve seen how three otherwise all but 
identical home-mortgage print ads created very different degrees of positive 
emotional appeal – depending on whether the families shown were Cauca-
sian, African-American or Asian-American.

We’ve also seen how a print-ad campaign for a US-based pharmaceutical 
company was responded to very differently in different markets. Options 
with African-Americans in them did fine in Europe, for example, but then 
they fluctuated in performance in America, depending on test locale. 
Meanwhile, the image of two female South Korean doctors did far better in 
Japan than elsewhere. Despite historical animosity between the two countries, 
it was a case, based on race, of my tribe, thereby creating appeal. (The other 
11 ads were all, crazily enough, missing Asians despite the stated goal of 
launching a global campaign).

Yes, those might be extreme cases. But discomfort with strangers remains 
endemic to human nature.

It does have to be designed for me and I also have to relate to it 
through characters/actors who are nice, with a friendly attitude. As 
long as there are pleasant, friendly people, then that is the familiarity I 
relate to.

Jean-Charles David, France
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a global campaign that mistook asia for being 
practically empty
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Does Asia constitute one-twelfth of the world’s market? Hardly. But in testing in 
Japan, we found that, deprived of other similar faces, participants gravitated to 
those of their fellow Asians. There was nothing notable about the photograph 
otherwise. In The Sopranos, they might say: ‘My people will talk to your people.’ 
But in real life, opposite camps rarely do talk.

Clearly, we–they empathy has its limits among at least some people. But 
there are also cases in which the label of being foreign simply leads to an 
emotional void. It’s as if there’s no internal map by which to relate to those 
we don’t know (well). By map, I sometimes mean that literally. Geographic 
illiteracy among young Americans is so pronounced that, in a test, only 37 
per cent of them could find Iraq on a world map in 2006 – despite the fact 
that US troops had by then been in the country in highly publicized combat 
for three years.12

Almost as shocking to me was the lack of emotional reaction to a 
gorgeously filmed TV spot that we tested for a company in the automotive 
sector. The spot in question showed first a Russian family, then an Asian 
family, then an African family, to make the point that squabbling, impatient 
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kids is a problem all parents, everywhere, struggle with. It was a good spot, I 
thought. But maybe since only 34 per cent of all Americans own a passport 
(compared with 41 per cent of Canadians, for instance),13 the spot came in 
last emotionally among six spots because it involved places my fellow Ameri-
cans haven’t visited and don’t know much about.

In short, it would be nice to believe everyone can empathize with 
everyone else in the world, and relate to those in faraway places. But it’s 
more likely that, quite often, out of sight isn’t just out of mind but, sadly, 
out of heart, too.

suMMary

The benefits to advertising of keeping it close to home consist of a target 
market enjoying easier recognition, enhanced comfort and a greater sense of 
security. Those are hardly trivial table stakes. Stated in negative terms, 
advertising that doesn’t provide what’s emotionally familiar runs a greater 
risk of failing to resonate. Think of Apple, for instance. That brand cult is 
built on a sense of uniqueness and a celebration of self-actualization. The 
perceived stranger is Microsoft, which the loyal followers of Apple couldn’t 
be moved to endorse the advertising of any more than they would welcome 
getting relocated to Siberia.

Takeaways include:

Generate likeability and preference through familiarity. Advertising’s zz
best approach is to use an existing zone of comfort to ease our natural 
fear of change.
Neurologically, familiarity works because what’s familiar is more acces-zz
sible and doesn’t require as much mental effort. In other words, it’s easy.
Familiarity also works because of lack of filtering. We’re more accepting zz
and emotionally invested in what’s familiar to us. As a result, the brain 
unconsciously assumes that familiar information is true.
To trigger the familiar-is-true-and-hence-acceptable formula, use repeti-zz
tion, casting choices that echo the target market and music that invokes 
appropriate associations.
Beware of creating cognitive dissonance, because what goes against our zz
preferred way of seeing things will create discomfort and, subsequently, 
be blocked from consideration as a way of protecting our own beliefs.
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focus on faces

orientation

People respond to people with emotions that are highly contagious. So 
selecting the right faces (and personalities) for ads is crucial, and yet nobody 
to date has really got much of a handle on it.

Surely there are many reasons why. But one of the main reasons has to be 
that the people who choose the talent and review the footage after a day’s 
shoot most likely don’t know facial coding. Over and above the type of 
physical look an agency may want for a campaign, there’s also the matter of 
focusing on what types of expression will be appropriately on-emotion on 
behalf of the campaign. After all, a person’s inherent emotive nature, expres-
sive range and authenticity can make or break an advertising execution, as I 
have seen time and again.

The stakes couldn’t be higher. The people who appear in ads become a big 
part of a company’s brand personality, helping it to capitalize – or miss out – on 
an opportunity for us to relate to, identify with and ultimately have preference 
for the branded offer being advertised. The operative emotion for the viewer is 
curiosity, because in looking into someone’s face, we prefer to believe, not 
unmistakenly, that we can catch a hint of what their personality is like as well.

why faCes are speCial:  
proof and four well-known reasons

Imagine a company ranked well within the 100 largest in the United States, 
with sales of over $40 billion worldwide, and yet the faces of a few unknowns 
gain far more attention than the brand. That’s what happened when we tested 
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for an electronics retailer, whose TV spot had all sorts of brand elements clearly 
visible in it. The company’s name appeared on the uniforms of employees, on 
products behind the employee spokespeople, as well as at the end of the 
commercial where, finally, based on eye tracking, at second 28, test participants 
fixated on the brand name and logo long enough to mentally register it.

Earlier, one, two, three, then a fourth employee, then a couple, an 
employee, the couple again, a family, the couple yet again, another employee, 
another couple, and the final employee: in all, some 16 seconds of video. 
And all the while, the gaze activity of test participants was at least 90 per cent 
concentrated on the faces of the people on screen. Indeed, the only signifi-
cant departure from that pattern was that the guys we tested looked over the 
mother’s bust line in the brief family scene.

Initially, the commercial was, in effect, an unbranded TV spot: first, the 
16 seconds of looking at faces, followed by looking at numbers and key 
words in the copy on screen. How could it be that a commercial jammed with 
brand signifiers might not communicate its sponsor to viewers who didn’t 
look away or leave the room before seconds 28 to 30? Moreover, in a country 
that watches as much television as we do in the United States, how could 
scene after scene with TV sets as the backdrop – sometimes a whole wall of 
the latest, greatest models – not draw people’s eyes?

As that retailer learned, welcome to the power of faces.
In truth, the results were not a surprise to me. Our database of tested TV 

spots indicates that, based on eye-tracking results, faces are on screen 70 per 
cent of the time during TV spots and that 76 per cent of all the gaze activity 
while they’re on screen is focused on faces. And that’s just an average. If it 
weren’t for cases where the talent is whirling around on screen, making it hard 
for consumers to track their faces, the average would be much higher. In point 
of fact, the retailer’s spot was part of the 30 per cent of all TV spots we’ve 
tested where 80 to 95 per cent of the gaze activity is focused on the faces.

faces: earth’s most important, mysterious surface

 There is no single ‘lying’ muscle in the face. If there 
were, we would all probably be heading off to plastic 
surgeons or having Botox injections. But with facial 
coding, it is possible to pick up clues and insights into 
what others are feeling, a huge adaptive advantage 
honed over centuries. As the former US President 
Lyndon Baines Johnson reportedly once remarked, 
‘If you can’t walk into a room and know who’s with 
you and who’s against you, you ain’t worth spit as a 
politician.’
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Why do we focus on faces, and do so right from birth? While this entire 
chapter is devoted to addressing that eternal mystery, let’s start with some 
fairly obvious, well-known reasons why.

Faces are the sensory centre of our lives and the pre-eminent means of 
recognizing ourselves and others. For one thing, they’re the place of four of 
our major sensory inputs: eyes, ears, nose and mouth. In addition, faces are 
an easy, immediate barometer by which we often gauge the health and 
vitality as well as beauty or handsomeness of another person.

Those reasons address the sensory aspect of faces. But there’s also the 
emotional angle to consider in identifying and assessing others.

First, we focus on faces because they’re so expressive, providing valuable 
information for anyone trying to read another person’s mood and intent. Second, 
impressions drawn from people’s facial expressions are often used to justify our 
opinions of new acquaintances. From ‘shifty’ looks, to ‘kind’ eyes or a ‘crooked’ 
smile, we don’t hesitate to make character judgements based on what we see in 
somebody’s face. In summary, as noted by social critic Roger Scruton, ‘Human 
beings are alone among the animals in revealing their individuality in their 
faces.’1

why faCes are speCial:  
suBtle faCtors hiGhly relevant to aDvertisinG

I’ve just provided obvious reasons why getting the use of faces right in adver-
tising pays huge dividends. But there are other, subtle yet profound scientific 
factors at play here, too. I’ll describe each factor in turn and state its implica-
tion for enhancing advertising’s emotional strength.

For starters, face-reading and recognition are so vital to survival that 
there’s a part of the brain especially devoted to reading other people’s faces. 
It’s called the fusiform face area (FFA), and is located near the visual-
processing part of the brain, which is significant because an active face 
activates more of the brain.

Advertising implication: A changeable, emotive face provides motion, 
and people are geared to pay attention to motion. As the poet William Blake 
wrote: ‘He who… acts not, breeds pestilence’ (and I might add, unengaging 
advertising).

Second, the brain’s FFA is a finely tuned instrument. Want to know how 
good it is? Look at the upside-down images of Mona Lisa on page 59. Then 
turn the page around. The distortions you almost certainly didn’t notice 
before in her famous features went undetected because the brain reads an 
upside-down face as an object – leaving the visually acute FFA out of the 
process.
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order of visual processing of faces

3

4
2

1

1 - Primary Visual Cortex
2 - Fusiform Face Area (FFA)
3 - Prefrontal Cortex
4 - Amygdala - ‘Hot Button’

While the way we interpret faces does include step 3, where the brain’s ration-
ally oriented ‘executive centre’ provides input, the rest of the process is entirely 
sensory–emotive in nature. In other words, we respond to faces at a very intui-
tive gut level, judging whether somebody is a ‘friend’ or ‘foe’.

Advertising implication: Compared with the power of faces, products, 
packages and other objects put in ads will tend to blunt engagement. So 
putting a single face, or two, but not nearly as many as the electronics retailer 
stuffed into its spot, in proximity to the key items in the ad will help to lift 
interest and cast a halo effect of visual attention onto them.

Third, a study of macaque monkeys may provide insights into human 
nature. Genetically almost identical to us, the macaques have 182 visual 
brain cells that are selectively responsive to faces or heads, but not to objects. 
Of these, 63 per cent are sensitive to head orientation and of those, nearly 
half are full-face oriented. As a result of studies with the monkeys, it’s 
believed that to the degree that a face turns away from the viewer, human 
brain activity also most likely slackens.2

Advertising implication: From everything I’ve said, letting us see the 
actor’s face seems obvious. But in testing a TV spot for Popeye’s, for instance, 
Sensory Logic found that what was otherwise a successful commercial ended 
on an emotional low note because the actor was scripted to twirl, thus 
turning his back to the camera.
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in an upside-down world, you’re half-blind

Before you flip the page around, Mona Lisa looks normal. You can’t see the 
distortions. The reason is that object processing happens elsewhere in the brain, 
not in the facial-processing area. You’re not able to scrutinize her face nearly as 
well when she’s upside down because you’re seeing her as merely an object.

Fourth, our face-reading ability is primarily a function of the right 
(emotional) hemisphere. The emotional significance of faces is revealed, in 
part, by research indicating that we can remember up to 10,000 faces.3 
Forget abstractions; seeing people moves us to feel. We also respond more to 
emotive faces than to neutral, expressionless faces. Furthermore, our right 
brain being more emotionally oriented means that, given the body’s cross 
lateralization, the left side of our face is generally more expressive than the 
right side, especially when negative emotions are involved.

Advertising implication: If you’re checking whether the smile on the 
person in the photo shoot isn’t blemished by some negative feelings, check 
out the left side of their face first (unless they happen to be left-handed, in 
which case you most likely need to switch sides).

Fifth, facial expressions are emotionally contagious. Thanks to mirror 
neurons that read emotions and foster empathy, whatever somebody else 
feels and shows on their face, you also feel. Moreover, we tend to subcon-
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sciously adopt the expressions we detect in others because a perceived emotion 
activates the same brain circuits used to generate that identical emotion.

I like to see faces full of emotion. It becomes photographic when you 
see faces in motion. It would be morbid with a still face with no 
emotion. A face brings you in with excitement and something to share.

Katrin Nogols, Estonia

Advertising implication: Women tend to have not only more active mirror 
neuron responses, but also make more of the purchase decisions.4 So isn’t it 
downright foolish not to help make emotional responses contagious in your 
marketing efforts? This realization came to me a few years ago, during a 
project in which I found that a split-second look of fear on an actor’s face 
(totally off-emotion and against the script, by the way) immediately took 
test participants there: they then felt fear, too.

The man is showing some anger around the eyes. But much more pronounced is 
the disgust signalled by the raised, flaring upper lip. The image on the right 
shows the fMRI brain scan of a person whose feelings are being triggered by 
exposure to the photo on the left. What a match! That’s because the second 
person’s brain is lighting up in precisely the areas where disgust registers most 
strongly – evidence that emotions are as contagious as the flu.

Sixth and finally, familiar faces get stored in our brain’s neural circuits in 
what’s known as face-recognition units (FRUs). Every new face gets an 
intuitive FRU scan, as we look to make a match. Like memories, FRUs 
remain robust thanks to steady use, getting etched deeper into the brain 
through repetition. So-called ‘warm’ FRUs are why, for instance, a stranger 
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with only a passing resemblance to the person you’re madly in love with can 
trigger such a strong emotional response.

Advertising implication: Celebrity spokespeople can help because our 
emotionally oriented memory (the hippocampus) flares on seeing famous 
faces. On the other hand, is paying the big money for them necessary? Not 
exactly, for research indicates that the highly emotive faces of anonymous 
actors can spur more activity from our emotional hot buttons (our 
amygdalas). By the way, drawings of faces don’t test well. So don’t try saving 
on casting costs in that way.

If celebrities I like are in ads, it helps me to pay attention and I may 
have a better impression about the product or service. If celebrities I 
dislike are in ads, it also grabs my attention but then I tend to have a 
negative impression.

Rika Takahashi, Japan

froM theory to praCtiCe:  
eMotional responses to faCes

Naturally, years of research using facial coding give us a unique vantage 
point from which to draw conclusions about what works and doesn’t work, 
when it comes to how faces get used in advertising. Here’s a little of what 
we’ve found:

1. Close-ups. In Sunset Boulevard, Gloria Swanson famously says: ‘I’m 
ready for my close-up.’ Are Hollywood and the directors of TV spots 
correct in using the close-up to move the audience? Based on moments in 
TV spots when there’s a close-up versus its extreme opposite, a distant 
crowd shot, which grabs people the most (impact) and wins them over, 
creating preference (appeal)? The answer is the close-up, with a 20 per 
cent lift in appeal over and above the crowd shot’s level of appeal. 
Moreover, the level of true-smile response (happiness) is nearly 10 per 
cent higher for close-ups over distant crowd shots.

2. Talent moving. Is a person merely talking on screen sufficiently involving, 
especially in comparison with a person actively moving around? The 
impact scores are identical, but appeal favours the actor being active 
when on camera in a TV spot.

3. Talent looking away. When it comes to reactions to head and face orien-
tation, looking directly at the camera, face on, creates a response very 
similar to a 90-degree angle profile shot of the actor. But our seeing the 
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back of the actor’s head results in both a notably lower impact score and 
a negative appeal score.

4. Gender. How about men versus women on screen? The response to a 
female presence is about even in terms of impact, but the appeal score is 
nearly 9 per cent higher than when men are on screen. (On a slightly 
different note, our database also reveals that when a lot of bare skin is 
showing, the appeal score reaches its highest level, a score of 26, with 43 
per cent true-smile activity. So in other words, yes, sex sells.)

5. Famous faces. Finally, using famous people versus relatively unknown 
actors as talent merits hardly a difference emotionally, based on the 
results in our database. Famous faces achieve only slightly higher impact 
and appeal scores than their ordinary counterparts, who often try harder 
and are more emotionally engaged.

true sMiles versus soCial sMiles:  
how heartfelt sMiles Differ froM willeD ones

Over the centuries there have been all sorts of great quotes about faces. For 
instance, there’s the observation by the Roman writer, Cicero: ‘Everything is 
in the face.’ Or this from the British writer, George Orwell: ‘By the age of fifty 
a man has the face he deserves.’ My favourite, though, is a rhetorical question 
from advertising legend Bill Bernbach: ‘How do you storyboard a smile?’

Of course, in a way you don’t; like any expression, a smile can’t be 
described in words. Then again, thanks to the scientific rigour of facial 
coding it’s possible to diagnose the differences between a number of smiles. 
Facial-coding guru Paul Ekman has described approximately 20 different 
types of smiles,5 a few of which I’ll review later on in the chapter.

That said, now let’s focus on the gap between true smiles versus social smiles.
True smiles are innate and arrive first, soon after birth. (Later, between 

the fifth week and fourth month of life, the social smile appears.) Like the 
other core emotions, the happiness shown by a true smile isn’t learned; it’s 
automatic, beyond conscious control. Few of us can do even a halfway 
decent job of pretending to be genuinely, deeply happy when we’re not. In 
contrast, with social smiles people are often faking.

As you may imagine, true smiles are better liked – hence the importance of 
learning this distinction for the purpose of making advertising that’s 
on-emotion and connects well. In other words, make sure you use true smiles 
in your ads! By way of proof, social scientist Alicia Grandey and her 
colleagues ran a pair of tests.
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Detecting a true versus a social smile

Motor Cortex
(conscious)

Limbic System
(unconscious)

Orbicularis Oculi
Pars Lateralis

Zygomatic Major

True smile Social smile

True smiles emerge spontaneously from our intuitive limbic system and activate 
both the mouth and eye regions. The corners of the mouth rise, the cheeks rise, 
and there’s a host of subtle muscle activity around the orbit of the eye socket. In 
contrast, Have-a-nice-day smiles involve a pathway from the motor cortex, 
appear only around the mouth and can be consciously summoned at will. The 
lack of eye-muscle activity is why we say, ‘The eyes are the window to the soul,’ 
a place where faking it doesn’t come easily.

True smile Social smile
Peak

Onset

Offset
“Light Bulb”

“Butte”
“Guillotine”

Here’s a further peek into my world of facially coding the rich and would-be 
powerful. When I critiqued the 2008 primary and presidential debates for CNN, 
Fox, MSNBC, NBC, Politico, and other media outlets, I had a field day with the 
politicians’ often faked or contrived expressions of happiness.
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In the first test, participants watched previously videotaped interactions 
that, unknown to them, had been staged between a hotel check-in clerk and 
a would-be guest. The variable was that for some check-in enactments the 
actress playing the clerk was invited to feel, then project, genuinely positive 
feelings toward the guest (true smiles). In other cases, the actress was instead 
told she had to smile (social smiles). Observers of the respective videos found 
the service performed with a truer smile far more satisfying.

The second test involved surveying random restaurant patrons after 
their meals. Those who felt the food servers’ displays of positive feelings 
(ie smiles) were genuine reported far greater satisfaction with the service 
they had received.6

Given those stakes, it’s understandable why General Mills has replaced 
the mythic happy housewife, Betty Crocker, with merely a spoon on its 
packaging. (There have been seven versions of Betty over the years, and in 
no version was she ever truly smiling.) That’s because faked smiles can lead 
to frowns. In advertising, smiling people are a given. But the question is 
whether, in trying to leverage the cliché ‘Smile, and the world smiles with 
you,’ advertising falls afoul of the 21st-century emphasis on authenticity.

the quest for authentiCity

Because authenticity is ‘in’ and fake is ‘out,’ a personality type that invites 
trust has become an asset. At the same time, however, the social smiles 
shown by CEOs, celebrities and others in today’s advertising have become a 
serious liability. Fake feelings – especially of happiness, of unsubstantiated 
promises of hope – threaten faith in all advertising. A faked smile isn’t 
on-emotion, thus off-target. Nobody wants to be spun or manipulated.

Our competitors for the most part I like to describe as a faceless 
family of people and what they are constantly trying to communicate 
is this sense of the power of the network. But it doesn’t have a lot of 
personality in the way that our best work taps into an emotional level.

Denny Post, CMO, T-Mobile

Put another way, the stakes have increased. Twenty-first-century consumers 
often feel both wary and increasingly repulsed by what they perceive as 
corporate guile. Given the cynicism among today’s media-savvy consumers, 
advertisers shouldn’t risk showcasing the inauthentic feelings of paid actors. 
That’s because everyone’s naturally a facial coder. We all read other faces all 
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the time, instinctively, inevitably, as people have done for centuries to aid in 
deciphering friends from foes.

How does the average consumer instinctively distinguish between true 
smiles and other, less than genuine, displays of pleasure? How can creative 
directors looking at photo-shoot output and video footage on the set be on 
guard against triggering negative emotional reactions in us because of false 
signals? Here’s a primer:

Social smiles tend to last an unnaturally long time. While a true smile zz
will typically last for about four seconds – or even less – fake smiles don’t 
know when to end. They linger. They’re more like the Energizer bunny; 
they go on and on.
Social smiles begin and end too abruptly or aren’t in synch with what a zz
person is saying. In short, they have odd timing.
Social smiles are often asymmetrical, or lopsided, because they’re being zz
willed onto the face. As a result, whichever cerebral hemisphere is 
dominant will send a stronger signal. The left lip corner on a right-
hander’s face will rise higher, and the reverse for a lefty like me. In 
contrast, true smiles are involuntary expressions that occur in the older, 
emotional brain and exhibit a much more uniform onset, rise and peak 
of intensity, before they then fade.7

Of course, there are also other ways in which the viewers of everything from 
TV spots to print ads, direct-mail pieces, websites and outdoor can detect a 
note of emotional falsity. Since depictions of the happiness supposedly wrought 
by buying the product or service will be subject to intense scrutiny, bear in 
mind that false masking smiles are less likely to involve the full face. They may 
also come mixed with signs of other, darker, more negative emotions.

To that end, there are crocodile smiles (a mixture of happiness and contempt). 
In Japan, they’re known as nita-nita or chohshoh. There are also grin-and-
bear-it misery smiles (where the sun is out but it’s also raining sadness), which 
I prefer to call Charlie Chaplin smiles because the famous silent-screen star’s 
smile involved lips angling upwards more vertically than they do in a genuine 
smile. Finally, there’s a range of smiles that cover up grim emotions. Who 
hasn’t seen fearful, cringing smiles or cruel, angry smiles, among others?

Criteria for CastinG appropriately anD 
evaluatinG perforManCe

Finally, no discussion of focus on faces is complete without understanding the 
dynamics at work in choosing among four possible types of talent: celebrities, 
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CEOs (or other company leaders), professional experts and people giving 
testimonials or otherwise representing your typical consumer, ie Jane or Joe 
Doe. I am going to give you three criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of 
the people you choose to have on screen or in a photo shoot.

Communication experts will tell you that first and foremost is credibility.8 
Credibility comes from either expertise or common experience.

For a CEO or professional expert, such as a doctor giving a testimonial on 
behalf of a new medicine, expertise is crucial. They should know their stuff 
– from a rational, information-based perspective. In contrast, celebrities and 
Jane/Joe Doe consumers are effective based on the target market’s gut-level 
emotional sense that what they are talking about is authentic and truly based 
on experience. For Jane or Joe Doe, our perception that they are informed 
through experience is a must-have; for celebrities, it’s a nice-to-have quality 
that isn’t quite as vital. Their star power can see them through here.

Sometimes the appearance of a celebrity may hurt the brand, 
because it is unbelievable that such a celebrity would use such a 
product. On the other hand, there is a particular brand of cookie in 
India sold at like $0.05 and I am convinced they are the best since the 
face of the cutest baby is on the advertisement!

Umang Talati, India

The second criterion is safety, which involves being trustworthy and likeable. 
Unlike the first criterion, safety is entirely emotional in nature. Here an 
ability to inspire trust is vital for CEOs and experts, whereas celebrities and 
the average Jane/Joe Doe consumer must score big on likeability.

The final criterion is dynamism, a quality that involves energy level or 
perceived power and prestige that, together, equate to status. Here, a high 
energy level is a desirable quality for celebrities and Jane or Joe Doe 
consumers, while status is mandatory for celebrities, CEOs and experts.

That’s in theory. In practice, how well do actual CEOs and celebrities – 
the two most intriguing types of talent – do in adding emotional voltage to 
the ads they appear in? To find out, I decided to review examples of each.

Everybody is going to give you a smile. But celebrities don’t cut it 
with young people, Coke is finding. Being part of the seed roots of 
music, that’s far more significant than latching on to a celebrity 
who’s already got lots of associations.

Paul Springer, author/consultant
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I analysed the talent’s facial expressions using two key criteria. First, are 
they emotionally expressive, hence engaging? Second, do they emote in an 
authentic manner that feels right because it fits the script and comes across 
as genuine? Let’s see what I found, with ratings based on a 1/low to 5/high 
scale for measuring engagement and authenticity.

Engaging Authenticity CommentsCEO

Lee Iococca

Dave Brandon / Domino’s 
‘Big Taste Bail Out’

Dave Brandon / Domino’s 
‘Burns Subway Letter’

Dan Hesse / Sprint

Margaret Kelly / Remax 
Realty

Arkadi Kuhmann / ING ‘Join 
the Savers’

Jim McCann / 1-800-Flowers

Average

2

2

5

2

3

1

3

2.57

2

2

4

5

2

1

1

2.43

The former Chrysler Chairman’s 
smiles are far less genuine than 
Snoop Dogg’s smirks

Words say anger about major 
companies getting bail-outs, but 
face is largely neutral

Anger, sardonic disgust, and 
smiles in rejecting Subway’s 
complaints, here the CEO is 
engaged

Subdued smiles and smirks are 
genuine, but energy level doesn’t 
match customers’ service angst

A fair amount of (subdued) smiles, 
but they are tight and wan

Attempts body language (shrugs, 
etc.) but barely emotes and 
doesn’t come across well

Off-emotion: shows disgust, but 
he is selling the sweetness of 
flowers and saying all the right 
things

Is there room to improve the process of vetting the selection and perform-
ance of those who appear in front of the camera? As these results show, 
absolutely. To do so, choose talent based on video samples, instead of stills, 
as a starting point so that you get a better sense of the person.

Then after the video sessions (for TV spots), play the spot back three 
different ways: 1) with the sound off, so that you can concentrate on what 
the faces (and the other visuals) are conveying and whether it’s on-emotion; 
2) the sound by itself (does it match the visuals?); and 3) the TV spot played 
backwards (in scene-by-scene chunks) to make sure that the creative direc-
tor’s mind isn’t artificially filling in gaps in narration/logic that, in reality, 
exist and will leave other people who see the spot perplexed. (Meanwhile, if 
it is photos you’re critiquing, check them closely for the presence of less 
satisfying social smiles, or hints of other negative emotions in case they don’t 
fit the purpose.)
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Engaging Authenticity CommentsCelebrity

Sally Field / Boniva

Dennis Haysbert / Allstate

Celine Dion / Chrysler

Julia Louis Dreyfuss / 
Healthy Choice

Cindy Crawford / Pepsi

Michael Jordan & Larry Bird / 
McDonalds

Drew Barrymore / Cover Girl

4

2

5

4

1

4/3

1

4

5

1

5

2

4/4

1

Best moment is when she shows 
pride at fighting osteoporosis and 
does so genuinely; real smiles

Doesn’t emote a lot, but there are 
small smiles and a resolute look, 
supporting credibility – doesn’t 
overplay it

Lots of fake smiles get flashed; 
the car’s smile (actually shown in 
the grille work) is more real

Constant eating holds down just 
how much she can emote (a little), 
but the disgust expressions, and 
puzzlement at being criticized for 
feeding her face, so on-emotion

Barely emotes, with the “wow” of 
drinking Pepsi more in the 
eyebrows than the hint of a smile

Jordan is more expressive, a mix 
of smiles, smirks and determina-
tion; Bird is emotionally 
monochromatic, either smiling or 
determined but never both at once

Lots of emoting, but the smiles 
fade quickly or linger, and lack a 
peak, revealing staged feelings

Overall, the celebrities came out best here: ahead of the CEOs by 35 per cent. 
Based on the two yardsticks of engaging and authenticity, the CEOs were 
harmed by a lack of authenticity in particular.

These are general recommendations. But two specific areas of improvement 
apply especially to the CEOs because, unlike celebrities on contract, they 
must be careful in serving as the enduring, public faces of their companies.

The degree to which CEOs prove to be engaging is the initial problem. 
After all, the law of emotional reciprocity is involved here: talent with an 
emotive, active face will, in turn, activate more engagement from the ad’s 
viewers.9 Or to put it in negative terms, coldness instinctively chills us – 
and for good reason. Psychopathic criminals (like some of those I’ve 
critiqued for CNN and Fox) are notable for having fMRI brain-scan 
results that indicate a lack of emotional activity. That’s because these 
psycho killers have little response to the distress of others and are immune 
to remorse.

As a result, here’s some blunt advice: don’t use emotionally flat talent (even 
if it is the CEO), because you’ll inadvertently create a psycho-killer brand!
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Cold-hearted criminals also have cold minds

The fMRI brain scans shown here contrast the reaction of a typical, warm-hearted 
person (left brain) versus the lack of activity of a cold-hearted psychopath (right 
brain). In other words, if somebody ‘gives you the chills’, run, don’t walk: your 
instincts are kicking in, helping to keep you alive.

suMMary

What’s the takeaway here? Is it that studies that show that ads without faces 
attract less attention?10 Is it that the people in ads who represent the brand 
well lift recall levels (the topic of my next chapter)?11 Or is it the intriguing 
study that found that men pick up subtle signs of sadness in female faces only 
40 per cent of the time whereas women do so at a 90 per cent accuracy rate?12

Really, it’s all of those angles and more because in advertising the human 
face represents a treasure trove of opportunity to engage us and compel 
consideration and persuasion. To neglect or otherwise under-utilize the 
power of faces, such as by being off-emotion, is as much a handicap as a guy 
who can’t see that his romantic date for the evening is feeling unhappy. 
Don’t go there.

Takeaways include:

Over and above the type of physical look, in casting focus on what types zz
of expressions will be appropriately on-emotion on behalf of the 
campaign. After all, the talent’s inherent emotive nature, expressive 
range and authenticity can make or break an advertising execution.
Approximately 75 per cent of all gaze activity will be focused on faces zz
when they’re on screen. We focus on faces because they’re the sensory 
centre of our lives, and a way to read another person’s mood and intent.
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A changeable, emotive face provides motion, and people are geared to zz
pay attention to motion. Moreover, facial expressions are emotionally 
contagious and a way to boost engagement. As a result, use close-ups 
and avoid back-of-the-head shots.
True smiles are better received than forced smiles that involve less of the zz
face because fake feelings leave us feeling manipulated.
Talent credibility depends on dynamism or engagement being shown, as zz
well as being on-emotion and authentic. CEOs need to be careful that they 
don’t just convey expertise, and thus come across as emotionally flat.
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Make it memorable

orientation

While the first job of advertising is to get itself noticed, the second job is to be 
remembered. That outcome is vital to commerce but isn’t well served by 
existing recall methods that haven’t got around the problem of what people 
can’t or won’t say. What’s wrong with using verbal feedback, or ratings? The 
scientific reality is that recall isn’t an intellectual process. Instead, generating 
memories that inspire recall is an emotional-driven process that by and large 
happens subconsciously.

Picture a network of neurons that get activated like a string of firecrackers 
that go bang, setting off neighbouring neurons. That’s closer to reality and 
why the vital few seconds during the first exposure to an ad are most likely to 
determine if there’s been a spark of delight, or at least interest.

DiD you see it?  
reCall Measures as a house of Mirrors

We’re now almost halfway through About Face. So it’s time for a little quiz. 
Only it won’t be about what you’ve learned – and retained – so far in 
reading this book. Instead, it’s about how recall has been traditionally 
tested by market researchers judging the effectiveness of advertising. Here’s 
my quiz for you.

 71
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Quiz (multiple choice)
1. Compare the likely impact of two anti-smoking, public-service TV spots.
  Descriptions: One spot (‘Truth’) shows teenagers piling body bags in 

front of a tobacco company’s headquarters. Voices amplified by 
megaphones tell viewers that these body bags represent the 1,200 people 
killed daily by smoking. In effect, ‘Truth’ portrays teenagers as heroes, 
asserting their independence against a destructive product (tobacco). A 
comparative spot (‘Think), ie ‘Think. Don’t smoke,’ seeks to reduce tobacco 
usage by recycling the same old ‘Just say no’ message of yesteryear.

  Based on these descriptions, which TV spot would you expect to be 
more effective? (Choose one.)

 A. ‘Truth’
 B. ‘Think’

2. Identify which recall level makes sense for these two spots.
  Levels based on unaided awareness vs. aided recall: ‘Truth’ is remem-

bered by either 21.9 per cent of its target market or 74.9 per cent – a 53 
per cent difference. ‘Think’ is remembered by either 3.2 per cent or 65.5 
per cent of its target market – a 62.3 per cent difference. Measured one 
way (unaided awareness), the two campaigns register an 18.7 per cent 
difference in recall rates. Measured another way (aided recall), the differ-
ence is merely 9.4 per cent. Can you reconcile these varying figures? 
What in the world is going on here, anyway?

  Based on the two spots described, which recall levels strike you as 
most likely?

  (Choose two, one selection for ‘Truth’ and one for ‘Think’.)

 A. For ‘Truth’, 21.9 per cent unaided recall
 B. For ‘Truth,’ 74.9 per cent aided recall
 C. For ‘Think,’ 3.2 per cent unaided recall
 D. For ‘Think,’ 65.5 per cent aided recall

3. Identify which recall level makes sense, on average.
  Different average recall levels, based on results from different 

databases: The typical level of advertising recall is 25 per cent. In regard 
to TV spots, recall is 67 per cent, no, make that 7 per cent. Which of 
these numbers, if any, actually makes sense to you? How confident does 
this wide range make you feel?

  Given all the advertising people see, which recall level strikes you as 
reasonable?

  (Choose one.)
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 A. 25 per cent average recall
 B. 67 per cent average recall
 C. 7 per cent average recall

4. Recall testing as currently practised is excellent because (choose one 
option that sounds valid based on the descriptions below):

 A. Unaided recall – whereby the tester mentions a brand and asks the 
test participant to provide any recent examples of advertising for the 
brand – won’t be distorted by judgment calls. Don’t worry that testers 
must decide whether the advertising execution, as described by the 
participant, fits well enough to qualify as ‘recall’ of it.

 B. Aided recall – whereby the tester describes the ad to see if the test 
participant can confirm awareness of it – won’t be affected by semantics 
or human nature. In regards to semantics, how ads get described by the 
tester remains consistent and neutral. In regards to human nature, don’t 
worry that research suggests the average person lies three times per every 
ten minutes of conversation. Surely, the participant will signal ‘yes’ to 
having seen an ad only when that is truly the case.

 C. Conscious confirmation suffices. The brain-science studies indicating 
that most mental processing of advertising occurs on a subconscious, 
emotional basis and, therefore, couldn’t be easily confirmed through 
conscious, rationally oriented, verbal input are hogwash.

 D. Vested interests aren’t a problem. Just because the major market 
research firms have historical databases they want to insist are valid isn’t 
a cause for concern. The classic story of the emperor’s new clothes is an 
amusing tale but it doesn’t apply to business because big companies 
never try to lock in the status quo.

 E. None of the above.

Best answers: 1: A; 2: A and C; 3: C; 4: E.

explaininG the answers: the Gap Between  
reCall anD how aD retention worKs

What are the major takeaways from this quiz? First, in regards to recall testing, 
it’s that aided recall levels strike me as preposterous. Given all the advertising 
that people get exposed to, how likely is it that on average the aided recall of 
‘Truth’ (74.9 per cent) and ‘Think’ (65.5 per cent) is 70.2 per cent? No way.

After all, in regards to question 3, the average recall levels quoted there 
vary from 7 per cent to 67 per cent – a range of 60 per cent. With that range, 
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it’s hard to trust any of the results. But given the degree to which we’re 
saturated with advertising, I suspect the lower end of the range is more 
accurate. Note that research data from Burke on US recall levels way back in 
1990 had already dipped to 4 per cent,1 an amount not far off from the 3.2 
per cent unaided recall level recorded for Philip Morris’s undistinguished 
‘Think’ campaign.

Second, even if the unaided recall approach provides a better, more 
reliable means of gauging how memorable an ad is than aided recall, the 
results are still likely to be deeply flawed. That’s because of how memory 
works. In essence, it’s emotive in nature (unlike recall testing, which depends 
on language skills located in the rational part of our brains). Notable impres-
sions are much more likely to turn into lasting memories if they relate to our 
previously stored experiences, based on a retention process that unfolds in 
three stages: encoding, storage and retrieval.

Encoding depends on the sensory bandwidth getting engaged. A visual 
impression enters our ‘sensory store’ for about half a second, and up to five 
seconds for auditory input. If it’s not then chosen to be processed further, a 
given piece of sensory data disappears, written over by the new sensory input 
that’s constantly arriving. Only a fraction of the sensory information we 
take in gets moved to active memory – typically because the information is 
relevant to our goals and needs, and/or because the information involves 
novelty, change and intensity.

for novelty and intensity, it’s hard to beat death

 Driving while drunk isn’t necessarily much 
better than driving while dead tired, leading 
to being, well, just simply dead, period. This is 
one of numerous public-safety ads of this type 
that have run in New Zealand in recent years.
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The storage of memories follows, in turn, based on the degree to which the 
information is associated with or linked to what else we’ve already retained. 
The greater the number and intensity of these links, the better the storage of 
information will be (which is why the rule covered in Chapter 3, ‘Keep it 
close to home’, is well worth adhering to).

I think that using the essence of the product or service as a basis for 
your ad is crucial, especially for recall. Ads that use ‘borrowed 
interest’ or in other words make up scenarios that don’t spring from 
the product mean less to people and are easy to confuse with other 
products in the category. Beer advertising falls into this a lot; it’s 
really not about the brand or product so much as who can come up 
with the funniest commercial.

Scott Mackey, creative director, Mackey, Inc.

For example, it’s an urban legend that Santa Claus was invented by Coca-
Cola or that Santa wears red and white clothing because those are Coke’s 
colours. In reality, the red-suited Santa was a creation of the 19th-century 
US cartoonist Thomas Nast. But what is true is that through Coke’s massive 
Christmas advertising during the 1930s, the company was able to popularize 
what are now our collective associations – and memory – of Santa as wearing 
red and white, whereas prior to Coke’s campaigns he wore a variety of 
colours.

The advantage for Coca-Cola is that it played to attributes already there 
in people’s minds because there’s a rich, varied assortment of mental imagery 
related to Santa Claus spread out across the history of Western culture. In 
contrast, most taglines are throwaways because they lack both emotional 
hooks and common sense. (What did Mobil’s entry of ‘We want you to live’ 
mean anyway?)

Finally, retrieval involves intuitively, subconsciously searching our own 
associative memory network for specific information relevant to the new 
input. A match between what’s new and the old memory reactivates what’s 
already stored – and becomes an argument in favour of using repetition in 
advertising, since memories form when a pattern is repeated frequently. 
Moreover, each time a group of neurons fires together the tendency to do so 
again is increased.2 In essence, having a handle on a piece of information 
based on a previous context makes it easier to grab and use again, while also 
framing how it will be interpreted.
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explaininG the answers:  
why ‘truth’ won anD what it Means for you

Is there another big takeaway from this chapter’s opening quiz (besides the 
suspect nature of traditional recall testing)? Yes, there is and it has to do with 
how you create memorable ads. In a word, it’s all about leveraging emotion.

Among the numerous recall numbers you saw, one of them actually makes 
sense. It’s the relative gap between how ‘Truth’ performed against ‘Think’ based 
on unaided recall. Forget the numbers themselves for each spot. It’s the relative 
gap between them that I’m interested in. Yes, no doubt the non-profit, anti-
smoking ‘Truth’ campaign should emerge as more memorable, more striking, by 
a ratio of about 10 to 1, because it’s visual and emotional (the body bags) compared 
to the Philip Morris Company’s rationally oriented ‘Think’ campaign.

Advertising boils down to a dramatic demonstration or a dramatic 
metaphor. Recall is all about the drama created.

Larry Kelley, creative director, FKM Agency

‘Truth’ speaks to emotionally laden values, and taps into the instinctive 
youthful attitude of rebelling against authority. In comparison, ‘Think’ is 
aptly named – and yet Philip Morris knows how to do better. It’s just that in 
this case it presumably didn’t want to do so. Indeed, since the researchers for 
this project were academics working for the altruistic American Legacy 
Foundation, we know from their findings that the target market of 12- to 
17-year-olds exposed to ‘Think’ actually became more open to the idea of 
smoking (contrary to what happened to youths exposed to ‘Truth’).

Surely Philip Morris signed off on creative that enabled it to accomplish 
what it wanted, ie to suppress rather than inspire recall. A look at the 
phenomenal success of the Marlboro Man campaign is proof that Philip 
Morris knows how to achieve the opposite effect – a highly memorable 
campaign – by leveraging emotion when it wants to do so.

Back then, what was the nature of the company’s advertising strategy? Pure 
emotion. Rugged. Tough. Independent. Make younger people, especially guys, 
respond by wanting to be brand-loyalty cowboys. Before the campaign created 
by the Leo Burnett agency started in 1959, Marlboro was a flagging brand 
marketed through the usual features and benefits: fine blend, good taste, etc. 
Then, with the new campaign from Burnett, Marlboro’s parent company:

stopped selling the cigarette’s features and benefits and started selling zz
desire… What do teenage boys want? Not cigarettes. They want respect, 
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pride, a strong self-image, and girls. Unfortunately, cigarettes don’t 
contain any of those features or benefits.
Thus was born the rugged Marlboro Man… You didn’t need to tell boys zz
and young men about special blends. They didn’t care, and had proved 
it by not buying Marlboro in the past. Now, when a boy bought 
Marlboro, he wasn’t buying cigarettes; he was buying a feeling of 
manhood. The cigarette was just the means to that end.3

How successful was taking an emotional route? So successful that when 
Sensory Logic tested the emotional brand equity of some leading brands a 
few years ago, 100 per cent of the men we tested were emotionally engaged 
by the Marlboro brand – despite an advertising ban for tobacco in general 
that’s now existed for decades. Can you really imagine that Philip Morris 
misunderstood or forgot this valuable lesson about leveraging emotions?

The answer is, no, as further proved by still more evidence of the effective-
ness of ‘Truth’:4

When the American Legacy Foundation’s researchers asked teenagers if zz
they were likely to smoke a cigarette during the upcoming year, 66 per 
cent of those exposed to ‘Truth’ said ‘less likely’ while 36 per cent of 
those exposed to ‘Think’ said ‘more likely’.
The ‘Truth’ campaign launched in Florida first. Two years later zz
(probably helped by a rise in the state’s cigarette taxes), smoking by 
high-school students had fallen by 18 per cent and by middle-school 
students by a whopping 40 per cent.
It was the settlement of a multitude of anti-tobacco lawsuits that had zz
made possible the funding for the ‘Truth’ campaign. But as part of the 
settlement, the tobacco industry was given some veto powers over how 
the settlement monies could be spent on an anti-smoking campaign. 
Why mention that fact? Because the industry soon objected to the ‘Truth’ 
campaign and forced it off the air, blunting its impact.

In the end, the tobacco industry described the ‘Truth’ ad as ‘inconsistent’ 
with the mission of the settlement-funded American Legacy Foundation. 
But was it? Or was the ad actually highly consistent with the goal of 
preventing smoking among teenagers, which it did by sparking rebellion: 
transforming an instinct to be the (Marlboro) Man into wanting to rebel 
against the Man, instead?
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sad song of the smoking cowboy

As anybody who knows Westerns well realizes, good guys wear white cowboy 
hats while the bad guys dress in black. But is it always that simple? After all, 
sometimes the good guys are ‘square’ and the bad guys are really good at heart. 
In this case, the protruding cigarette seeks to link the mythology of free-range 
cowboy with outlaw rebel. It’s powerful stuff. But so is the anti-smoking ‘Truth’ ad 
that seems to have taken on mythology and won, making tobacco companies the 
equivalent of those who take the freedom of having your health away from you.
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three aDDitional Criteria for enhanCinG aD 
retention BaseD on how MeMory worKs

To improve the odds that your advertising will be memorable, there are eight 
guidelines worth following. Under the general guideline of leveraging 
emotion, five have already been introduced:

Relevancy. Establish a relationship to goals, involving fears, needs and zz
wants. More about this will be said in Chapters 6 and 7.
Novelty. What’s new leverages natural curiosity.zz
Change. Real or implied motion gets our attention because change may zz
provide opportunities or pose a threat.
Intensity. What’s ‘red-hot’ invites or even demands scrutiny.zz
Familiarity. Memory is aided by leveraging associations, ie what’s zz
already well known through frequency and recency. Link a key fact to 
some meaningful memory and use the latter to hook us on the former.

That leaves three more guidelines that I want to explore here, especially in 
regards to TV and radio spots. They are: pacing, peaks and patience.

Pace (how too much leads to too little emotional response)
Let’s start with pace, which is in large part about the need for simplicity. The 
reality is that many ads put too much of a mental strain on us. As Robert 
Heath has noted in a recent edition of Admap, a major problem with tradi-
tional recall measures is that in being rationally oriented they fail to take into 
account that most of our processing of ads actually happens in a peripheral, 
subconscious mental processing style.5 To do it otherwise quickly overloads 
us, as 95 per cent of people’s thought activity actually happens on an intui-
tive, subconscious level.

In other words, make us consciously work too hard and we burn out, 
undermining the opportunity for recall. Here’s a case in point. We’ve gone 
through our project files to identify the number of emotional data points 
(moments of emotional engagement) that occur in various TV or radio spots 
in relation to the number of scenes in a given spot. By scenes, I mean cuts and 
edits involving a fairly significant change in factors such as the content, 
scene, camera angle or use of voices, among other possibilities. The table on 
page 80 shows what we’ve found.

As you can see from the data, you do best when you have three or four 
scenes in a spot. Fewer scenes and the spot is too static and dull. More than 
that and the emotional response level drops off as we scramble to keep abreast 
of what’s happening. In keeping with Wundt’s Curve (see Chapter 4), our 
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it’s not just you: yes, the pace is too quick

Number of Scenes Data Point %

1-2 33%

3-4 40%

5-6 33%

7+ 26%

What the chart shows is the percentage of seconds during a TV or radio spot 
that get an emotional data point. The sweet spot is to have three or four scene 
changes. Go beyond that level and the patient (the target market) begins to 
slide toward a cardiac arrest.

results show that to achieve the most engagement, a little complexity is good; 
a lot of complexity is commercial poison and erases the sweet spot of offering 
either simplicity and novelty or a little complexity along with what’s familiar.

Two additional, related insights consist of the following:6

For greater recall, place key information after a scene change that is zz
related, in content, with the scene before. That way, you gain the advan-
tage of novelty (the scene change) but keep it simple by maintaining the 
content’s focus. On the other hand, don’t put key information after 
unrelated, content-shifting cuts that increase the mental effort required 
of us. While the right degree of novelty and change orients our attention, 
too much of it will overload us.
Fast-paced TV spots tend to draw involuntary attention (and recall) to zz
sensory elements such as the actors, action, scenery and music. So fast-
paced spots work great for brand and imagery advertising, but not so 
well for spots where the intent is to create recall of persuasive messaging 
delivered through words spoken or shown on screen.

Peaks (without high points, everything’s flat)
Second, research indicates that success – as well as high recall – comes from 
leveraging the reality that people remember openings, peaks and endings in 
advertising, as in life in general. Here I want to address the timing of peak 
emotional responses during funny ads, because both surprise and humour/
happiness peaks are involved.

A few years ago, a trio of academics decided to find out if their hypotheses 
about how humour works in advertising were correct.7 In their case, test 
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participants used a computer mouse to track their reactions to 15 humorous 
versus 15 other TV spots. In contrast, my staff reviewed a combination of 25 
TV and radio spots we consider funny. Then we used our facial-coding results 
to understand how test subjects reacted on a more intuitive, emotional level.

In theory, it’s best if the surprise peak comes late in the TV spot but ahead 
of the humour peak. Their study reported that a surprise/humour-peak 
scenario happened in that order 86 per cent of the time. Our study found that 
to be rarely true (36 per cent). In other words, two-thirds of the time the peak 
of humour and happiness came before the surprise-reaction peak.

In theory, it’s also best if the surprise peak comes late in the TV spot. 
While the other study found no difference in people’s enjoyment of TV spots 
with early or late surprise peaks, our study found that intense happiness was 
13 per cent more common when the surprise peak came during the back half 
of the TV spot. In other words, delay the peak of surprise and the happiness 
you’re more likely to recall later will be more intense.

Now let me explain the implications for achieving greater recall levels.
Our results showed that, yes, the more the peaks come close together the 

better the emotional chain reaction. Moreover, we’ve found a potentially 
interesting statistical coincidence. Remember the Burke data I cited earlier 
in this chapter, suggesting recall levels under 5 per cent? Well, in Sensory 
Logic’s case, our review of peak points has found that 80 per cent of the TV 
and radio spots we’ve tested have a single peak moment of emotional 
response. Meanwhile, another 15 per cent of these spots enjoy two peaks, 
with the remaining 5 per cent achieving three or more peaks. Could it be that 
funny ads – and all ads – require three peaks or more to achieve recall? I 
think that might well be true.

The most distinct ad I’ve seen is for the VW Touareg, of a rebellious 
kid whom his father has decided to take on a country drive and just 
share the experience of being together. I love it because it’s a 
beautiful story (ends with the boy throwing his arm around the dad 
as they take a picture next to the car), and secondly it’s real. This is 
what parents experience, and I would try it if I had a son like him.

Themba Ndlovu, South Africa

Moreover, the question then arises: are they good peaks? Yes: 88 per cent of 
all these peaks were predominantly positive – with happiness outweighing 
negative emotions, and frustration levels far below what we normally see in 
TV and radio spots overall. So peak experiences seem to tilt positive, which 
is great for achieving both recall and emotional buy-in from consumers. As 
to what tactically contributes to, or causes, these peaks, here’s what we 
found (ranked based on ability to generate a positive emotional outcome):
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Motion/Action

Animation/Special Effects

Singing/Sound Effects

Punch Line

Enthusiasm/Excitement

33.6

31.0

27.3

23.8

22.3

36.9

35.9

33.7

32.5

29.6

51.0%

45.6%

38.2%

37.2%

30.4%

5.2%

9.8%

13.2%

15.7%

16.4%

87.8%

83.7%

77.7%

71.9%

72.8%

Appeal Impact True Smiles Frustration % Positive EmotionCausation

To summarize, people dancing and jumping around (motion/action) really 
works, no matter how hare-brained. Words moving in animated fashion 
across the screen or other special visual effects are the second most reliable 
contributor to positive peak responses. Pretty close behind are singing and 
sound effects used, especially in radio. Punchlines – the focus of many a 
copywriter’s long days – are a distant fourth. Finally, talent exhibiting passion 
through louder voices and emoting faces is fifth.

Study that list, and you’ll be a wiser, richer marketer. No formula, in and 
of itself, is the answer. But going with peak moments to achieve recall and 
sales success is a good place to start.

Patience (a spot’s plot needs time to build properly)
Especially in a business cycle in which the economy is weak, it becomes 
tempting to opt for creating – and paying – for shorter spots to run on TV 
and radio. But in terms of robust results, leading to greater recall potential, 
is it a case of cutting off your nose to spite your face, saving money only to 
waste the money you’re still spending? Based on our results for the two 
media, we believe the answer is yes.

When translated into percentages, on average a 15-second TV spot gener-
ates only 64 per cent as much appeal as a 30-second spot and only 89 per cent 
as much impact. Meanwhile, on average a 30-second radio spot generates 
only 84 per cent as much appeal as a 60-second spot while near the mark with 
98 per cent as much impact. In conclusion: quite often, haste makes waste.

Further proof that a TV or radio spot needs time to build its story comes 
from another way that we’ve reviewed our results. In this case, we focused on 
where the largest volume of emotional response typically occurs during a 
spot. The answer? It doesn’t come early, so be patient. In fact, it occurs 
during seconds 21 to 25 most of all, when the spot’s plot resolution is typically 
occurring. Close behind is the span from seconds 11 to 15, when the plot 
often undergoes a twist. In contrast, the opening five seconds are akin to 
being in the threshold of a store: a place where few (emotional) sales get 
made, but that we must pass through in order to buy.
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So far, so good: these data largely fit what advertisers might expect and 
want – with one major exception. And that’s how the volume of emotional 
response falls slightly toward the end of a spot, when the attempt is made to 
‘close the deal’. Since it’s during the closing that the brand is typically on 
screen in TV spots or being spoken of during radio spots, let’s now end the 
chapter by turning to brand recall.

It’s a crucial issue given that a major review of in-market sales effects, 
across nearly 400 test markets, ‘found no evidence of a relationship between 
related recall scores and sales effects for either new products or established 
brands’. Indeed, in recognizing the need for emotion to be front and centre 
as part of the recall picture, that same article by Charles Young, founder and 
CEO of Ameritest, then concludes: ‘It appears that the widely used report-
card measure of day-after recall does not capture the potential sales impact 
of emotion in advertising.’8

how to avoiD the risK of CreatinG unBranDeD aDs

Expanding on Young’s point, Rex Briggs and Greg Stuart pointedly refer to 
research showing that ‘the predicator of sales success is not ad awareness 
recall; it is the meaning consumers attach to the brand’.9 But even more basic 
is a problem confronting, not researchers tracking recall levels, but ad 
agencies and their clients. It’s brand recall levels, period. Put simply: they’re 
appalling. Companies are running ads and nobody remembers the sponsor. 
Clearly, brand linkage must be improved.

Usually, I don’t notice the brand names in advertising unless I 
already knew them. However, when I already knew the brand name, 
it is because I have seen them outside like in the train or billboard 
aside of the road. When I can remember them, it has a memorable 
symbol of company or a noticeable tagline of its products.

Sadoaki Takata, Japan

How much so? In Emotionomics,10 I cited research that correct brand recall 
happens only in about 25 per cent of all advertising. According to the source 
on which I drew,11 nearly half of all ads aren’t recognized, another 18 per cent 
are recognized but the brand (sponsor) isn’t recalled, and 12 per cent of the 
time the wrong brand is recalled. Needless to say, those aren’t encouraging 
numbers. To prompt us to consider the category of goods but not a specific 
offer isn’t worthwhile. Nor is remembering only the ad’s other, non-branded, 
content, because the goal here isn’t to spur us to buy the ads themselves.
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As I noted in Chapter 2, when it comes to forms of advertising like print 
ads, for instance, the problem in large part lies in putting the logo in the 
lower right corner, ie the corner of death. It’s the second-to-last place most 
of us look in scanning a print ad.

How about in TV spots, however? In their case, the logo gets placed typically 
right in the middle of the screen. So relocating the logo isn’t a solution. What 
might be? To help figure out ways to enhance brand linkage, Sensory Logic 
checked its project files to identify the volume of emotional engagement – feeling 
points – that are happening while at least one of three conditions is being met:

A company’s logo is on screen, and the focal point.zz
There’s a product shot with the company logo clearly visible, and the zz
product shot is the focal point (to guard against viewers being distracted 
by, say, people on screen).
The company name and, optionally, its tagline, too, are the focal point.zz

I remember ads that you cannot guess the brand until they show 
them. But I must confess that I cannot remember most of the brands 
of my favorite ads.

Nina Arends, Uruguay

Based on the emotional engagement while the logo is on screen, typically 
three to seven seconds at the end of a TV spot, shown below the chart’s clear 
image of the Golden Gate Bridge are the top four ways in which engagement 
gets a lift. The approaches are listed in descending order based on the volume 
of engagement they generate.

The first item aside, the best way to boost engagement is for the logo to be 
linked to action. In comparison, below the foggy image of the Golden Gate 
Bridge are the weaker ways of handling a logo. They involve only half to 
one-fifth as much engagement as the top four options, and again are listed in 
descending order based on the volume of engagement they generate.

What do these seven approaches have in common, and why are they so 
much weaker than the first four options? As to commonality, two qualities 
stand out most. One is greater complexity. The second is that the logo 
appears in static form, rather than in motion, whether in the foreground, 
background or by itself.

Are additional approaches valuable, or perhaps even required, to ensure 
that brand linkage will improve? Yes, that’s true. Who knows what all the 
tactical tricks and tips might be? But one thing is certain: great brand recall 
will be aided by great brand equity because we remember what matters to us, 
a reality that Apple, for instance, takes to the bank every day.
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• Logo appears alone right after the punch 
line gets delivered

• Logo gets animated, either emerging, 
fading or filling in from left to right

• Action on screen interactively involves the 
logo in some way

• Ongoing action, with logo superimposed 
over the action

• Screen contains logo, other text, and 
people

• Logo embedded into action, appearing as 
part of the background ‘scenery’

• Combination of text, company’s website 
and logo

• Quick, static logo shot
• Introduction of music accompanies logo’s 

appearance on screen
• Final scene freezes, serves as a 

background on which logo gets 
superimposed

• Logo appears/lingers middle of screen as 
static image

suMMary

Memory is at once both selective and reconstructive. We tend to remember 
the gist of something, but the details fade or change. Information that gets 
emotionally tagged will at least stand a better chance than trying to overload 
us with a white-noise blur of rational messaging alone. Advertisers shouldn’t 
forget that we encode, store and retrieve what fits most comfortably into an 
existing mental framework. We remember what we internalize, and what we 
internalize is part of us, and what is part of us is an opportunity a company 
can sell us on again and again.

Therefore, brand equity becomes decisive just when recall is of greatest 
value to a company. That’s the moment of choice, whether enacted with a 
mouse click online or in a store or showroom. Then the sum of past experi-
ences and associations determines our feelings for the brand, an emotional 
verdict on which is likely to hang the purchase decision.

Takeaways include:

While recall has traditionally been tested by rational means, the scien-zz
tific reality is that recall isn’t an intellectual process. Instead, it’s 
emotional in nature and mostly happens on a subconscious basis.
Only a fraction of the sensory information we take in gets moved to zz
active memory, typically because the information has one or more of the 
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following qualities: relevancy, novelty, intensity, familiarity, and/or 
involves change.
Another key factor, related to simplicity, is pacing. The optimal number zz
of scenes in a TV or radio spot is three or four in order to achieve the 
maximum amount of emotional response, which in turn facilitates 
recall potential.
The other two recall factors are peaks and patience. Sensory Logic zz
results suggest that increasing the number of emotional peaks is probably 
tied to recall, with three peaks being optimal. Patience is advised in that 
shorter executions may cost less to air but rob the creative of time to 
build creative punch.
Brand recall levels are appallingly low. Ways to boost those levels zz
include: having the logo appear right after the punchline, animated 
logos, interactive logos, or ongoing action with the logo superimposed 
over the action.
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relevancy drives connection

orientation

In pursuit of sales, it’s almost inevitable that the company seeking to adver-
tise its products or services – its offers – wants to emphasize features and 
attributes, believing the offer to be the hero. Or the price if the company sees 
itself as trapped in the commodity zone because the offer isn’t unique and 
distinguished enough to be the hero.

But the place to start is to step closer to the target market. To do that 
requires acknowledging the problem/solution storyline that must underline 
any offer. In Chapter 7, my emphasis will be on the solution. But here in this 
chapter, the focus is on the problem: what makes us sad and what makes us 
hope for happiness. A goal of advertising must, therefore, be to make the 
problem vivid enough that we will be drawn in and ready to accept the offer’s 
value. In short, with advertising’s help the offer is still the hero. But it’s the 
hero based on what it will do to solve problems and address people’s 
emotional needs, rather than the functional, utilitarian view of the offer that 
the company is naturally most focused on.

the CateGoriCal truth: never forGet the wiifM

One of the funniest and most incisive passages in Al Ries and Jack Trout’s 
book, Positioning, is when they attack the conventional logic that says 
‘You find your concept inside yourself or inside the product.’ ‘Not true,’ 
they reply. ‘What you must do is look inside the prospect’s mind. You 
won’t find an “uncola” idea inside a 7Up can. You find it inside the cola 
drinker’s head.’1

 87
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The bottom line here is that in advertising it always comes back to the 
WIIFM: the consumer asking themselves, ‘What’s in it for me?’ A company 
can’t sell a solution nearly as easily, consistently, or for as much money 
unless it first establishes the substance of the problem to be solved. Yes, 
there are both needs and wants – a distinction I will return to shortly. But 
first there is the underlying problem (or unfulfilled desire) that is responsible 
for the product or service category even existing.

What’s the best way to ensure relevancy? It’s to review the problem/
solution format that underlies the product/service category. Why did the 
category come into existence? What need or want or fear does it address? 
And has the category’s emotional reason for being changed over the years? 
As copywriter Luke Sullivan notes, in starting with a clean sheet of paper it’s 
always a good idea to ‘Find the central human truth about your whole 
product category. The central human truth.’2

Look for the essence of what the category is about. Hair colouring isn’t 
really about looking younger; it enhances self-esteem. Getting a Harley-
Davidson motorcycle isn’t really about affordable transportation; it 
expresses freedom. Daughters may beg for a cellphone, explaining it’s for 
security; but it’s really so they can bond with their friends.

Marketing 101: follow their self-interest, not yours

What are the new social media about? It’s often ‘we’, but it’s even more often 
about ‘me’. It’s my blog, my posted photos of my vacation, etc. Naturally, a 
satirical backlash has set in.

Addressing the WIIFM is always smart. A case in point: one of my favourite 
New Yorker cartoons shows two women talking, with one saying to her 
companion: ‘But enough about me. What do you think about me?’ While 
nobody at birth needs or wants a particular product or service, our own 
private needs, wants and fears resonate deep inside us.

It’s no surprise that in the study cited earlier in this book, Yale University 
concluded that atop its list of the 12 most persuasive words in the English 
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language is ‘you’, as in ‘You’ll be glad you bought this’ or other copy that 
addresses the target market in personal terms.3

So, how do companies go about advertising? Do they use ‘you’, and how 
often? Do they get beyond their own WIIFM to talk to ours? To find out, my 
staff looked over 75 ads, equally split between print, TV and radio. In 25 
print ads, there were 20 uses of ‘you’ in total: an average of less than one use 
per print ad for the single most persuasive word in the English language! 
How about TV? With 23 total uses, the results were only nominally better. 
Fortunately, here’s where radio shone, relatively speaking, with 77 uses – 
better than three ‘yous’ per radio spot.

Not definitive data? True, but they’re in line with the equally informal 
survey done by the authors of The Little Blue Book of Advertising. In Lance 
and Woll’s case, they concluded that some 80 to 90 per cent of all ads tilt 
away from being user-benefit oriented, away from you and your WIIFM, 
and unfortunately toward mere corporate chest-pounding (‘Aren’t we 
terrific?’) instead.4

types of Motivations:  
a serious Case of wantinG fun fooD

The words motivation and emotion come from the same Latin word, movere, 
which means ‘to move’. As my next diagram shows, the ideal spot a compa-
ny’s advertising should occupy is the top right quadrant, leveraging motiva-
tions in order to be persuasive, rather than merely providing educational, 
on-message information.

Our emotions turn on when a need, want or fear is at stake. Remember 
that because only the sensory–emotive parts of the brain attach to muscle 
activity, emotional response and a strong connection are vital to driving 
both consideration and persuasion. Sales happen due to the influence of 
emotions. To that end, creativity in an advertising context should be 
redefined as the creation of emotions in us that promote consideration rather 
than rejection of an advertised offer.

If an advertisement hits to the sentiments of family or what family is 
defined by, I will be easily persuaded. For example, I am still very 
loyal to a certain brand of flour because the advertisements I 
remember growing up were of an entire family sitting down to dinner 
and having a wonderful meal, and they were all happy and the tagline 
said something like…happy families all use this brand of flour.

Umang Talati, India
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Where does being on-message sit in this chart? Try the lower left quadrant: 
information. Where does being on-emotion fit? Yes: the much more desirable 
upper right quadrant, where you use your advertising to influence the outcome 
you want (sales). Along the way, you climb from what’s educational to what’s 
motivating – the vital topic of this chapter.5

Take the case of an award-winning radio spot on behalf of Pirro Brothers 
Pizza. In it a young boy wants pizza. He wants pizza. He wants pizza soo 
bad…well, let’s listen in as the announcer puts the boy’s plight in the context 
of how to write a good radio spot:

announcer: Advertising is simple. First, you must grab their attention.
Boy: Mom!
announcer: Give them strong, supporting copy.
Boy: I’m hungry.
announcer: Use repetition.
Boy: I’m hungry, hungry, hungry!
announcer: Make an offer.
Boy: I’ll be good. I promise.
announcer: Add urgency.
Boy: I have to go potty!
announcer: And presto! Your job is done. Let’s try it: Step 1.
Boy: Mom!
announcer: Step 2.
Boy: I want Pirro Brothers Pizza!
announcer: Step 3.
Boy: Pirro Brothers! Pirro Brothers! Pirro Brothers!
announcer: Step 4.
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Boy: If you let me go to Pirro Brothers, I will stop making noises.
announcer: Step 5.
Boy: Lalalalalala.
announcer: A little more of Step 3.
Boy: I want Pirro Brothers! I want Pirro Brothers!
announcer: And voila!
Mom: Okay!
announcer: Dinner is served.
Boy: Yeaaaah!
announcer: The next time you’re hungry, try advertising.
Boy: I want Pirro Brothers!
announcer: It works. Pirro Brothers Gourmet Pizza. In Woodstock on 

Route 47, next to Dollar Video. Pirro Brothers.
Boy: Are we there yet?

turning the boy’s hunger (a need) into mom’s peace  
of mind (a want)
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“I’m hungry
hungry hungry!”

“I’ll be good, I
promise.” “I have

to go potty!”

“MOM!” “If you let me go to
Pirro Brothers, I will
stop making noises.”

“I want Pirro Brothers!
I want Pirro Brothers!”

Impact Appeal

The easiest way to get to the ‘me’ in WIIFM is through emotions. Feelings don’t have 
to break through the clutter; they’re already inside us. How the boy in the Pirro 
Brothers Pizza radio spot feels is enough fuel by itself to turn a need into a want.

The outcome? The boy gets his pizza. But there’s more to the story than that. 
The real plot revolves around needs and wants and the fuzzy line between 
them. Yes, the boy needs food. He wants pizza so badly, however, that this 
need crosses the line into becoming a want – evidence of emotion’s power to 
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escalate or otherwise transform our priorities. At the same time, the mother’s 
preference for a little peace and quiet is so under siege from the boy’s plead-
ings that it turns into a want, too. Only by succumbing to the boy’s insistence 
can she achieve her goal: preserving her sanity!

Then there’s the client. Pirro Brothers should be satisfied, too, as their 
brand name gets shouted out repeatedly at points in the spot’s script that 
emotionally engage the people we tested.

Besides being consistently engaging and good at building the brand name 
into the script to create brand linkage, why else is this Pirro Brothers radio 
spot so great? For starters, it nicely illustrates a couple of important rules 
regarding motivations:

First, motivations relate to survival instincts. To function most effec-zz
tively and ward off threats, we focus first and foremost on what we feel 
will matter most (our needs).
Second, we take action to change or regain the status quo. (The boy zz
sought change: pizza. The mother sought to regain peace. Her choice 
about buying the pizza or not reflects the underlying psychological 
reality that ads address situations in which we seek either to resolve, 
evade or mitigate a situation the offer promises to address.)

The Pirro Brothers radio spot also relates well to the study of people’s essen-
tial, universal motivations done by two psychologists at Harvard University: 
Paul Lawrence and Nitin Nohria. In Driven: How Human Nature Shapes Our 
Choices, they identify four core motivations (defend, acquire, learn and bond).6 
As a set, these four motivations provide a simple but comprehensive model for 
companies to use to, first, interpret and then strategically think (feel) through 
the motivations they want to leverage in their advertising campaigns.

Which of these motivations is relevant to the Pirro Brothers spot? In terms 
of what gets the highest impact scores, the focus shifts over the course of 60 
seconds. At second 10, the initial peak comes when the boy says he’s hungry 
(defending his ability to remain nourished). Then at second 30 the second 
peak in intensity happens when the boy raises the emotional ante. ‘If you let 
me go to Pirro Brothers, I will stop making noises,’ he says, thereby signal-
ling that his bond with his mother might otherwise be sacrificed, so great is 
the allure of Pirro Brothers pizza.

Being on-motivation is essential to effectiveness

In What Sticks: Why Most Advertising Fails and How to Guarantee Yours 
Succeeds, Rex Briggs and Greg Stuart look at ways in which they believe 
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companies waste money. Based on their review of existing advertising 
campaigns, they conclude that 36 per cent of the marketers they studied 
didn’t identify motivations effectively. In terms of US ad expenditures, the 
budget figure is over $50 billion misspent on that step alone – with another 
$35 billion wasted based on messaging that then becomes too fuzzy because 
the original motivation platform wasn’t developed well.7

A problem–solution ad works if it’s something relevant to me, even if 
the quality of the ad isn’t great. I enjoy entertaining ads more but 
they don’t usually convince me to buy a product.

Tony Hodgson, England

To test Briggs and Stuart’s conclusion, I decided to use the most fully devel-
oped motivational model at my disposal. A few years before I discovered 
Lawrence and Nohria’s model, I had worked with Andrew Ortony, a 
specialist in emotions at Northwestern University, to devise a set of 20 
motivations divided into five groups of four motivations each. Next, my 
staff combed through our 10 years of project files to learn which of Ortony’s 
five motivational categories get invoked most often in advertising and how 
effectively. Based on the facial-coding results, the outcomes are shown here:

frequency and effectiveness of motivators in advertising

Physical

Empowerment

Attachment

Self-Esteem

Enjoyment

6%

30%

10%

16%

39%

36%

43%

45%

50%

37%

37%

54%

83%

49%

55%

1%

8%

11%

6%

11%

Ad % Engagement % Positive True Smile %Motivation

My favourite Dilbert cartoon is when he learns he’s been assigned to marketing 
‘on a rotational basis’. Down the hallway he goes to his new job. Overhead is a 
banner: ‘Welcome to Marketing, two drinks minimum’. Why mention that 
cartoon? Because as so often happens amid the chaos of marketing, people 
miss what’s most important. Amid this small sea of numbers, what should stand 
out? It’s that self-esteem is highest in engagement, and attachment highest in 
terms of positive emotional response created as a result of ads invoking that 
motivation. And yet, and yet… most ads focus on empowerment and enjoyment 
instead, which involve far less rich emotional pay dirt.
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What does it all mean? Well, for one thing two groups of motivations – 
empowerment and enjoyment – predominate among the sampling we’ve 
tested. They’re the most prolific. The second point, however, is that the self-
esteem ads are the most emotionally potent. Half of the people we tested were 
engaged by them. Finally, the attachment group won handily in terms of the 
largest percentage of test participants whose overall emotional response was 
predominantly positive (while also tied for the most true-smile activity).

As a result of these emotional findings, it’s my belief that a company’s 
advertising will gain the most from focusing on self-esteem and attachment 
in terms of which motivations to leverage most.

Finally, as to tips on better plugging motivations into promoting an offer, 
how about asking the target market the open-ended question: ‘Why might 
you start using this product?’ Or show them a list of motivations and collect 
input about which one(s) the offer can plausibly address, and how well rivals 
are doing in that regard. No matter the approach, however, move beyond 
functional utility.

reDefininG inDustry CateGories  
as eMotional MarKets

As Gary Witt notes in High Impact: How YOU Can Create Advertising That 
SELLS, consumers don’t trade their money for products so much as they’re 
‘trading their money for satisfaction. In other words, they are trading their 
money for a feeling.’8 But the amount of money we’re willing to part with will 
vary, depending on whether a need, a want or a desire is involved.9

Very importantly, an ad should reach me at the right time when I am 
in need of a particular product. Otherwise, I will not change the 
brand I am already familiar with.

Kadulliah Ghazali, Malaysia

What’s the difference between those three levels? A need is a must-have, a 
more or less logical, functional requirement that must be met by using, 
owning or experiencing the offer. A want is more like an expect-to-have, less 
logical, more emotional – a matter of benefits that we would like to have but 
don’t truly require. (However, we fudge the line between needs and wants all 
the time in order to give ourselves an alibi for buying things we want but 
know are not related to basic, survival needs.) Finally, desires are the most 
emotional of the three types of positive motivations, a matter of daydreams. 
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They’re the hope-to-haves. Desires are aspirational in nature and sometimes 
addressed by advertising headlines that use the word ‘Be’, ie become 
something that you’re not right now.

Which type or level of motivation gets evoked depends, of course, on the 
nature of the offer and a company’s strategy within a category. But there’s 
also the particular marketplace and its relative degree of affluence. What 
many of my fellow Americans might have thought of as their bare-bones list 
of necessities during the Great Depression had, until the current Great 
Recession, been growing at an annual rate probably equivalent to their 
rising home values.

Meanwhile, in other countries with emerging economies, such as Vietnam, 
it’s sobering to realize that the standard of living means that a motorbike, 
not a car, and an electric fan, not air conditioning, qualify as necessities. 
Meanwhile, a home computer isn’t enough of a consideration to deserve a 
mention as one of the country’s top 23 personal necessities (but a thick 
blanket does).10

The utter functionality of much of the Vietnamese list of necessities 
serves as a reminder of just how far Western societies have come in their 
lifestyles. In places like the United States, Japan, or in the most affluent of 
the European Union countries, many people have everything they realisti-
cally need. As a result, advertising plays a different role from that which it 
might in Vietnam – for instance, explaining why so-called First-World 
advertising is often no longer about explaining an offer’s functional value so 
much as it is about telling a story about how the offer will enrich the 
emotional meaning of your life.11

As envisioned by Michael Silverstein, Neil Fiske and John Butman in 
Trading Up12 and by Rolf Jensen in his groundbreaking book, The Dream 
Society,13 in upscale target markets a person’s basic needs have been met, 
commodities are everywhere, and fulfilling desires becomes the new, compet-
itive frontier. The chart on page 96 is my synthesis of how the two books’ 
respective models align, per market.

Often the types of offers per market create unusual bedfellows. For 
instance, in the affirmation market, financial services and consultants get 
lumped together with upscale ice cream because it can be seen as an indul-
gence, an act of self-pampering, to put so much of your key decision making 
into the hands of others. But don’t let the apparent incongruities distract 
you. By seeing the category anew, with unexpected ties to other disparate 
parts of the economy, motivations can get tapped into from new angles. 
Then creative briefs can become more creative. And campaigns may improve 
their relevancy because, for campaigns to be on-emotion, they must also be 
strikingly on-motivation.
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Self-expression
Signalling status,

staging own
identity

Silverstein/Fiske: Individual Style
Jensen: Who-Am-I Market

Affirmation
Physical 

rejuvenation, 
stress reduction, 
emotional uplift

Silverstein/Fiske: Taking Care of Me
Jensen: Market for Peace of Mind

Silverstein/Fiske: Connecting
Jensen: Market for 
Togetherness, Friendship, 
and Love

Nurturing
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& friends
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Jensen: Adventures for Sale

Exploration
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curiosity with new 

experiences

Toys
Automotive

Retail
Entertainment

Computers & Electronics
Soft Drinks
Restaurants

Beer, Wine, & Liquor
Personal Care

Drugs
Food

Financial
Telephone
Cleaners

This chart shows the correlation between Advertising Age’s list of 14 top media 
spending categories and six different emotional markets. What’s the point 
here? To get you to take your thinking beyond the commodity zone (of undif-
ferentiated offer functionality) to tomorrow’s more unique and lucrative 
emotional zone, where it’s people’s emotions and motivations – relevant to 
your offer – that should drive your advertising efforts, instead of the tired old 
features, attributes and benefits routine (so reflective of corporate inside-out 
thinking). Use the chart to rethink your category, and what it is that you are in 
essence providing to consumers. In that way, you can create new value and 
charge more, accordingly.
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two emotional markets, as depicted in advertising

The Bellwood ad addresses the market for care, urging people to realize that 
gambling is addictive and affects a person’s mental health and social life as well 
as their wallet. On the right is an ad for Kohler, putting its faucets in the higher-
end market for peace of mind by emphasizing the sense of flying above the 
ordinary that you’ll enjoy.

relevanCy CreateD By  
iDentifyinG with the eMotions involveD

Even when motivational relevancy isn’t found in the offer, there are two 
other options to create more effective ads. Here I’ll discuss the first 
option, which is to go directly to emotions themselves. By this I mean, an 
ad that can convincingly portray a universal, core emotion we’ve all 
experienced can in that way make itself feel relevant to the target market. 
Emotions are highly contagious. So this approach can work by leveraging 
the fact that each emotion comes with its own plot or meaning, as I am 
about to illustrate.
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The key aspect to the execution is what emotional problem it is 
solving. Prior to execution we look at what the emotion is that we are 
trying to conquer.

Larry Kelley, creative director, FKM Agency

For instance, we may not think of ourselves as in the market for laundry 
detergent. We’re not aware of being motivated to buy it. But everyone in life 
has felt disgust. So if an ad can convincingly portray being disgusted about 
dirty clothes, it has the possibility of influencing those who view it to empha-
size or internalize that same emotion. What is the plot or meaning of disgust? 
As defined by psychologist Robert Plutchik,14 disgust involves a judgment 
(this is poison), an action (to expel), a purpose (rejection), and an associated 
experience (disease or illness).

As a case in point, consider Procter & Gamble’s ‘Tide to Go’ TV spot. In 
it, a job interviewee’s attempt to land a new position (a highly relevant goal 
given the current economic downturn) is being undermined by an 
(animated) brown stain that literally talks over the poor guy. Not only 
does the stain drown out the applicant’s would-be eloquence, the inter-
viewer is distracted – and no doubt repulsed – by the brown mess with all 
its foul associations. If Tide can save the day, and the job, then clearly it’s 
worth the purchase price.

Likewise, Plutchik has modelled the other core emotions as follows. Joy 
or happiness is about finding a mate or ally, wanting to ‘possess’ that person 
and reproduce because of desire. Surprise is about a gain or risk. It freezes 
you, while you orient to novelty. Moving on to negative emotions, fear 
involves danger, and escaping to protect oneself based on not wanting to 
experience death or loss; sadness involves a sense of abandonment, and 
seeking the support of others in order to cope; and finally, anger involves 
identifying an enemy, whom you want to attack and destroy, to overcome a 
barrier to progress.

Let me give two quick examples here of pertinent ads. For surprise, there’s 
a Gatorade TV spot in which a lined foul ball heads for the corner of the 
baseball park. While the left fielder is comatose, the ball girl plays hero and 
stretches to make a leaping catch. The ball girl may be somewhat surprised 
by her miraculous catch, but we as viewers are even more so – and now long 
to become the sports heroes that we already are in our own fantasies (which 
Gatorade will presumably help make possible).

As to fear, Brink’s Home Security has been running TV spots that take a 
woman-as-victim approach that has both raised sales (up 10 per cent in 
2008) and led to blogosphere backlash. For instance, one blogger on the 
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women-focused blog Jezebel has complained: ‘We thank Brink’s for the 
daily dose of irrational fear and for reminding us that as women we are 
vulnerable even when we’re locked securely in our own homes.’15

Why are the Brink’s TV spots at once so persuasive and offensive? 
That’s because fear is a paralysing emotion, and so nobody who wants to 
feel either safe or empowered can tolerate it easily. Negative emotions, like 
fear, imply a threat, a risk. Survival is at stake. Like other negative 
emotions, it says to us, I can be hurt. So it’s only natural that people gravi-
tate to positive emotions, like hope, as quickly as possible to restore their 
comfort zone.

Taking this kind of emotional-relevancy analysis to its limits, across seven 
different advertising categories we’ve looked up which type of emotion gets 
invoked most often in people’s experiencing of the ads we’ve tested. Here 
they are.

True Smile

Surprise

Sceptical

Dislike

Sadness

Frustration

Anxiety

Technology

Retail

Technology

Office

Automotive

Automotive

Alcohol

Category of Most Common OccurrenceEmotion

Hang in there with me on this one, because the chart needs some explaining. 
I’m not saying that surprise, for instance, is the single most common emotion 
that we show on our faces when we see a retail ad. Instead, what I am saying is 
that across seven industries, the category in which surprise is most common is 
retail. In other words, happiness may be more common as an emotional 
response to retail ads – but retail ads are unique in causing surprise most often 
of the seven categories we looked at.

Why do these results matter? That’s because the emotions invoked are of use 
in interpreting your offer vis-à-vis the category it belongs to. Different 
categories have, as we found, different emotions that they uniquely inspire 
most strongly in us. Sometimes it’s good news: an emotion you will want to 
leverage in your advertising. Other times, it’s bad news but, hey, deal with it; 
it’s reality: an emotion that exists in people’s hearts that you’ll need to deflect 
or otherwise mitigate.
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As for the results themselves, there are some interesting combinations. 
For instance, technology-related ads generate not only the most true-
smile enjoyment but also the most scepticism (smiles combined with 
negative, doubting verbal reactions). So it’s a split verdict there. How 
about the automotive category? Maybe the often too technical nature of 
the ads not only frustrates us, it also leaves us feeling down (as we struggle 
to understand).

What’s the single most intriguing combination? That award goes to 
alcohol, with at once both the most anxiety and the most happiness overall 
(55 per cent of the facial muscle activity is smiles, though only 4 per cent 
true smiles). Do we feel anxious about enjoying our booze so much? Or 
drinking to mask pain? In comparison, the most straightforward signature 
responses belong, first, to retailer ads that create curiosity (surprise); and 
second, to advertising related to office products which, given work associa-
tions, quite naturally generate the largest amount of dislike (a mixture of 
disgust and contempt).

Now, tell that little titbit to your boss next Monday!

relevanCy CreateD By iDentifyinG  
with a BranD’s personality type

Moving on from emotions, a second angle to generate indirect, non-motiva-
tional relevancy is advertising that leverages a brand’s innate personality 
type. Out ahead in this regard are Margaret Mark and Carol Pearson. In The 
Hero and the Outlaw: Building Extraordinary Brands Through the Power of 
Archetypes, they identify 12 character types familiar to us based on folk 
tales, mythology and movies, among other sources.16

Rooted as Mark and Pearson’s approach is in figures drawn from common 
sources, they offer something almost everyone can relate to easily. And 
therein lies the advantage to advertising of using personality types as an 
alternative means of generating motivational relevancy. After all, who 
among us hasn’t at various stages or moments in life felt like we could relate 
to, or be enacting, any one of these 12 roles in our own lives? Maybe even 
more to the point here, don’t most of us have an underlying emotional dispo-
sition or outlook on life that causes us to gravitate to playing outlaw or 
jester, for instance? I think we do.

Taking on industry categories again, here are some instinctive ways I 
might link companies and archetypal characters. Using three categories as 
examples, here’s a list of some possible fits.
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typecasting deluxe: industry categories and  
brand profiles within them

Automotive

General Motors

Toyota

Ford

Hyundai

BMW

(fading) Ruler

Magician

Regular Guy/Gal

Caregiver

Sage

Was on top, trying to rebound

Pushing to create Green vehicles

How pick-up drivers see selves

Lets you return car if you lose job

Superior knowledge

Archetype ReasonCompany

Personal care

Dove

Gillette

Neutrogena

Olay

Garnier

Regular Guy/Gal

Hero

Innocent

Ruler & Creator

Jester & Explorer

Real models people can relate to

Studly guys ready for action

Soft milky tones, offering trust

Take control of your aging theme

Talent with huge smiles; fruity, 
bright brand colours – excitement

Archetype ReasonCompany

Restaurants

McDonald’s

Burger King

Subway

Starbucks

Applebee’s

Caregiver/Innocent

Jester & Explorer

Creator & Hero

Sage

Regular Guy/Gal

Family focused, ‘happy meals’

Being positioned as The Rolling 
Stones of the category

Looking to be fresh, protect you

A brand for connoisseurs

Midwest brand for mid-America

Archetype ReasonCompany

Every category seems to have a leading brand that most naturally fits the Regular 
Guy/Gal characterization. Otherwise, the personality positionings shown here 
vary widely, giving the brands a chance to separate – and distinguish – their brand 
from those of rivals. Can you say the same of your brand? What is its archetypal 
identity, and is it different enough from those of competitors within your industry 
category that it helps you create both an emotional bond with your target market 
and a sense of uniqueness?

As Mark and Pearson suggest, per category a company should think about 
how it can differentiate itself through a projected personality type. But 
obviously in doing so, a company should strategically consider its target 
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market and define a personality that’s salient, acceptable and/or aspirational 
for the consumers meant to support the brand. For instance, John McEnroe 
is often a great commentator at Wimbledon. But as a celebrity spokesperson, 
he’s clearly an outlaw – which leaves me to wonder what standards of decorum 
National Car Rental seeks to violate in using him in its advertising?

suMMary

Companies can take either a direct or an indirect approach to boosting the 
relevancy of their marketing. For instance, in Gimme!, John Hallward reports 
that the more emotional drivers (motivations) that get invoked by an ad, the 
greater the purchase intent. But Hallward also reports that nearly 50 per cent of 
persuasion is based on better emotional brand associations, such as creating an 
appealing personality.17 So there’s clearly more than one way to enact the rule 
that relevancy drives connection (and consideration of a company’s offer).

When all is said and done, relevancy has to do with possibilities. A compa-
ny’s advertising must show a willingness to acknowledge, and address, our 
unspoken questions: ‘Why should I care about what you’re telling me? How 
will my life be better with your help?’ A company that can make us feel like it 
understands our problems creates affinity and opportunities to sell-in.

Takeaways include:

We take action to change or regain the status quo. Ads address situa-zz
tions in which we seek to resolve, evade or mitigate a situation the offer 
promises to sort out. Our emotions turn on when one of our needs, 
wants, desires or fears is at stake.
Creativity in an advertising context might wisely be redefined as the zz
creation of emotions in us that promote consideration rather than rejec-
tion of an advertised offer. The problem must be made vivid enough for 
us to be drawn in and ready to accept the offer’s value.
One model involves the four core motivations of defend, acquire, learn zz
and bond, in relation to which the offer can be strategically positioned.
Another model involves five motivational groupings: physical, empow-zz
erment, attachment, self-esteem and enjoyment. Our emotional research 
results indicate that self-esteem and attachment are, respectively, the 
most engaging and positive in nature.
In an era of commoditization, industry categories can be redefined as zz
emotional markets. Six possibilities are self-expression, affirmation, 
nurturing, exploration, interpersonal and causes.
Two other non-motivational routes to establishing relevancy are to invoke zz
one of the universal core emotions or any of a dozen archetypal charac-
ters to create a brand personality that will resonate with consumers.
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always sell hope

orientation

The essence of advertising is to promote positive feelings. Sometimes, the 
advertising can do so in and of itself, through the use of humour, music and 
dramatic effects. But to ensure revenue, the key is to invoke the advertised 
brand offer as the ultimate solution to our enduring desire for something 
big, new and positive.

Put another way, it’s the promise of new, enhanced possibilities that we 
long for. It’s the heart fighting through the scepticism of the media-savvy 
21st-century mind. In 1980, Al Ries and Jack Trout could still dare to write 
in Positioning that a primary goal of advertising ‘is to heighten expectations. 
To create the illusion that the product or service will perform the miracles 
you expect.’1 But now scepticism is like a disease that’s reached an advanced 
state. So to protect integrity (or at least perceptions of it), a company should, 
in my opinion, conduct claims-versus-reality testing of the kind that will be 
examined at the end of this chapter.

happiness, inC.: leveraGinG the hope  
that sprinGs eternal

Hope that promises happiness isn’t trivial. Hope as the harbinger of happi-
ness is vital because ‘Happiness brings vitality’ quite literally. When we 
become happy, our bodies experience change. Not only does our blood pulse 
an extra three to five heartbeats a minute, but our skin temperature also 
warms by about a tenth of a degree Centigrade and parts of our brain light 
up as well.2
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happiness, inc.: an advertising staple

 Smiling, happy, satisfied customers: it’s an 
advertising staple. What’s almost as 
common? The yellow smiley that 
sometimes appears in ads and was also 
the face that Walmart used to have on its 
employees’ vests before it encountered 
legal issues involving the smiley face’s 
creator, Harvey Ball.

As neurobiologists and psychologists have learned, happiness delivers all 
sorts of benefits:

Physically – positive feelings counteract stress; muscles relax, making us zz
more flexible and agile.
Socially – happier people are nicer, more aware, better able to navigate zz
conflicts with others.
Intellectually – being happier makes us more creative, better able to zz
solve problems and do so quickly. In a way, being generally happy can 
make us smarter. Positive feelings make it easier for the brain to make 
new mental connections because the brain gets flooded with the enablers 
of serotonin and dopamine. More specifically, researcher Mark Jung-
Beeman has shown that people in good moods do significantly better at 
solving hard problems than people who are downbeat – by a margin of 
nearly 20 per cent.3

I definitely pay attention to ads that are positive and provide hope. 
Negative advertising does not work for me. I think ads lose their 
purpose if they are negative.

Kersti Oja Kringlie, United States
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Activity during happy emotions

Activity during sad emotions

fMRI brain scans are now beginning to identify which parts of the brain ‘light up’ 
when certain emotions are felt. As is true of facial coding, it’s interesting how 
often the two emotions are physically adjacent or overlapping, as if sadness is 
the back side of the shining moon of happiness.

So there’s a scientific basis to my advice to always sell hope. The research 
verdict is that ‘Reward and pleasure are always better motivators than force 
and fear of punishment.’4 But how well do companies promote pleasure in 
their advertising? To find out, Morris Holbrook and Rajeev Batra had a 
team of independent adult judges watch, in total, 72 commercials that had 
recently run during national prime-time television. The team of 60 judges 
was then asked to rate the spots, including on the two emotional dimensions 
of appeal and enthusiasm.5

The team’s rational results are shown here (page 106) in contrast to my 
staff checking the files for the emotional results to advertising we’ve tested in 
the same six industry categories, likewise using our appeal scores but substi-
tuting impact for enthusiasm.

As you can see, the study’s judges weren’t happy campers about what they 
saw in the TV spots. Half of the six categories landed in negative-appeal 
territory in their case, indicating a lack of pleasure. Meanwhile, our facial-
coding results show far greater promise in terms of advertising’s ability to 
deliver both hope and happiness. Every category is in our results in positive-
appeal territory, and in three cases (food, technology and health) the level of 
impact (or enthusiasm) is notably higher, too.
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think versus feel responses to category advertising
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Did they just make bad TV spots in 1987? Or did the all-female set of judges 
living in the vicinity of Columbia University and characterized by a ‘serious 
demeanour’ just not like the commercials they were given to evaluate? 
(Maybe their evaluations actually reflect a New Yorker’s view of TV spots 
aimed at mid-America!) Who can say. What’s obvious, however, is that in this 
case the facial-coding results are far more positive. Yes, the two sets of 
results fall into more or less the same ranking, based on appeal. But our 
results are more upbeat, with much higher points on the axis defined as 
impact (or enthusiasm).

Encouraging news? Yes. But for all companies in all categories to do consist-
ently well at promoting positive feelings in us, it’s worthwhile to better 
understand our criteria for happiness and the role that hope plays in creating 
it. In short, what specifically makes people happy? To improve your adver-
tising, read on.
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the interrelateD DynaMiCs of happiness  
anD hope: an aDvertiser’s CheCKlist

While there are many experts on happiness, I’m going to limit my focus to 
two of them. The first is Marty Seligman, who in 1998 launched the positive 
psychology movement with his equation: H = S + C + V (Happiness equals 
our genetic Set point, plus Circumstances, plus what we Voluntarily change). 
Granted, there’s not much we – or advertisers – can do about inherited 
genetics, one’s natural physical and mental disposition or ‘set point’. But 
circumstances can certainly include favourable exposure to advertising – and 
provide an opportunity for companies to alter the left side of the equation by 
changing feelings for the better.

The other expert is Stefan Klein, author of the international bestseller, 
The Science of Happiness. Distilling the essence of the two men’s conclusions 
about what causes happiness results in what could be thought of as a bullseye 
image.

Compared with the outer rings, what’s the core of happiness?6,7,8 It’s not 
fleeting pleasures of the flesh (or bottle). Those are the weakest, least valuable 
outer ring of the bullseye. Nor is it the mentally active version of seeking variety 
and novelty (engagement). That’s the next, more inner ring. Instead, the 
enduring, inner circle of happiness consists of meaningfulness, caused by two 
factors. The first is the warmth and depth of our ties to other people. The second 
is feeling hopeful instead of helpless about our circumstances, because we 
control them and/or are part of a society where people largely play by the rules.

Put another way, happiness has three sources of ever-greater importance 
the more you move toward the circle’s centre. Physical pleasures and being 
mentally and spiritually engaged contribute to happiness. Companies that 
advertise offers aimed at either the source of the outer or middle circle of 
happiness definitely have a basis to operate from, but the emotional pay-off 
won’t be as rich.

Speaking of ‘richness’, what’s missing here (you may say) is another 
variable: wealth and material comfort. Granted, incomes across much of the 
world have grown substantially over the past half-century. But the percentage 
of people describing themselves as happy hasn’t actually changed all that 
much. As it turns out, a comfortable, even luxurious, lifestyle can help but 
doesn’t guarantee happiness in and of itself.9

Indeed, returning to the feeling hopeful, versus helpless, element that’s 
part of happiness’s core, a major factor in whether people in wealthy or poor 
countries consider themselves happy is the degree of corruption plaguing 
their society.10 In mentioning corruption, have I gone off track? Not much. 
For in alluding to the uncertainty of justice in lawless places, my real point 
here is to now bring hope into the equation.
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So far I have been talking about happiness. But what’s the relationship 
between happiness and hope, and how can understanding that dynamic be 
of benefit to companies wanting to ensure that their advertising has greater 
emotional voltage? Here’s how.

Happiness and hope are intimately linked. It doesn’t matter which 
psychology model you look at. In every case, the two emotions stand cheek 
to jowl. That’s because while joy (the highest level of happiness, and the 
equivalent of a true smile) is about being pleased with an event, hope is 
about being pleased by the prospect of a desirable event. In other words, 
happiness (joy) is present tense; hope is future tense. But of the two, hope is, 
indeed, fundamentally tense.

Joy

Hope

Happy-For Positive Emotions

Circumstance-Caused

Uncertain

Certain
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Hope

Joy Relief

Liking
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In the middle is a ranking of positive emotions, from the most positive to least 
among them. Notice how joy and hope occupy the adjacent top two rungs. 
Meanwhile, to the right is a diagram that shows five of those positive emotions. 
Notice that the difference between joy and hope isn’t just a matter of happiness 
achieved or in waiting; it’s also that hope is uncertain. The expectation of it both 
tantalizes and leaves us worried it won’t happen, hence the cliché about ‘hoping 
against hope’.

What I mean is that in always selling hope, companies must recognize that 
hope involves trust. As hopeful consumers, we believe in the expectation of 
fulfilment. We’re optimistic. We’re encouraged. We anticipate being happy 
– but in evaluating a company’s advertising in our heart of hearts, we’re also 
afraid we won’t be in the end. And that’s where my apparent digression about 
corruption enters the picture.
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I’m all about hope. Hope is a wonderful thing. I’m not going to give 
into fear. Ads that have a guy pulling a girl out of a car crash, and 
saying that you are glad you have this type of insurance are ridicu-
lous and I do not buy into them.

Jean-Charles David, France

As consumers, we don’t control the quality of the offers we purchase. We 
might haggle about the price, but there again we don’t typically have much 
influence now that the mom-and-pop shops are no longer so common. Adver-
tising, however, is something we have a lot of say about. It’s up to us to decide 
whether we turn it off or turn away from it, and the company whose adver-
tising feels emotionally corrupt because it sells hope wantonly, without regard 
for the truth, without regard to it feeling like plausible hope, is in trouble.

That kind of company will start by depriving us of happiness based on our 
experiences of the offer post-purchase. But that same company will also 
ultimately no longer be in the business of selling hope because the uncer-
tainty of what we’ll get after we buy grows too large and snuffs out the hope 
that advertising depends on for its very effectiveness.

Put another way, hope is guarded. It’s emotionally rich, but tense – as it 
involves fearing the worst but wanting better. Advertising that doesn’t silence 
the fears of disappointment or, in fact, inadvertently creates doubt and fear, 
is no longer promoting desire. It’s no wonder that hope sits second from the 
top of the ladder of positive feelings, so great a force is anticipation. But in 
their hopes of selling hope, some companies are better at it than others. 
Pitfalls await, as we’re about to see.

a Critique of three exaMples  
of sellinG Both hope anD happiness

Just as not all causes of happiness are of equal importance, so it’s likewise 
true that in advertising not all executions striving to promote hope and 
happiness do equally well. Here are three examples, of which the first two are 
drawn from my company’s project files as quantifiable evidence that climbing 
up to the top rungs of the positive-feelings ladder isn’t so easily done.

example 1: open-road happiness
One of our first projects was for a large do-it-yourself, truck-rental moving 
company. Among nine different versions of signage, meant to attract more 
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customers, three options that were based on rational ratings looked equally 
promising. The first option, A, showed the trucks you’d use for moving your 
things. The second option, B, showed the usual rental price, and the third 
option, C, showed a curving open road.

loading up, paying up or hitting the open road: what’s best?
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I used to live in New Jersey, which has more trucks than cows. So don’t tell me 
that Option A is attractive signage. As to Option B, well, as Chapter 8 will discuss, 
seeing price tags tends to arouse disgust in most of us. That leaves Option C, the 
open road, reminiscent of a great old Animals song, We Got to Get Out of This 
Place (If It’s the Last Thing We Ever Do). Now who hasn’t had that feeling about 
a job, apartment or relationship?

Emotionally, however, the results look very different. Both options A and B 
fall away, which makes gut-level sense. Trucks are hardly sexy vehicles, 
compared with driving a Ferrari or BMW. What’s to be hopeful about? 
Rental trucks are, instead, more like beasts of burden as you prepare to haul 
your own stuff to another town. As for B, who among us would believe 
that’s the complete cost? (Aren’t there various taxes and hidden fees to 
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consider?) Remember that hopes that won’t be dashed and ultimately 
abandoned involve trust. Besides, over time the price will go up – forcing the 
company to replace all the existing signage!

That leaves option C. It’s poetry. It’s Walt Whitman’s ‘Song of the Open 
Road’ delivered visually. It plays to the Americana theme of ‘Go west, 
young man (and woman).’ Find yourself. Explore. As such, it’s no surprise 
that emotionally C ran away with the prize. It delivers on the key criteria for 
both hope and happiness.

Let me explain. In regards to hope, it’s perfect because it promises you 
only what the open road promises you: nothing but a chance for expecta-
tions to be fulfilled. Meanwhile, in regards to happiness, the open-road 
signage is likewise great because inactivity (physical and mental) along with 
a sense of helplessness comprise the two greatest threats to happiness. Here 
the open road provides, instead, the opportunity to seize on variety and 
novelty, as happens when you’re starting life anew.

example 2: unconventional independence
A direct-mail piece we tested for a major insurance company did a good job 
delivering emotionally on a different source of happiness. In this case, the 
source was the perennial human desire for security and order (controlling 
one’s circumstances to avoid feeling helpless – and hopelessly lost).

On the front side of this self-mailer, a little girl is shown holding a garden 
hose. Behind her sits a shiny red convertible, top down, seats filled with 
water. Little yellow plastic duckies and beach balls float on the inland sea 
that she has created in her parents’ driveway, inside the car. Not only did the 
target market of drivers with problematic records like it on exposure (the 
percentage of positive feelings it generated came in 20 per cent above our 
norms), but the company later confided that no direct-mail piece in its 
history had ever generated such a large response.

Why? Well, in regards to hope, if the little girl’s ‘vandalism’ is as bad as it 
gets, life is still pretty good. Eagerness for enjoying life remains intact. 
Meanwhile, in regards to happiness, the girl’s cute. It’s an empathetic 
pleasure to see her enjoying herself, and the whole scene with the little girl 
and the pleasant home speaks to being socially rooted.

You do not build anything with fear. Hope is a source of help. During 
the occupation times in Estonia, we muted out the sound during 
commercials because the fear factor was so strong. It’s a complete 
turn-off for Estonians now. Estonian ads are very straight to the 
point, short, sweet, and factual.

Katrin Nogols, Estonia
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example 3: Great brands feel alike
Let’s now move, in greater depth, across advertising media and around the 
world. As the current Great Recession began to take its emotional toll on us 
in late 2008 and early 2009, Pepsi and Coca-Cola more or less simultane-
ously launched their own versions of happiness ad campaigns.

Pepsi came first, with cans and bottles showing a new smiling logo. The 
turning of the white portion of its old logo, sideways, to resemble a smile, 
didn’t make media critics happy, however. Its extension into a print-ad execu-
tion led David Kiley of Businessweek to lampoon it as a ‘rip-off’ of Barack 
Obama’s campaign iconography.11 But Pepsi wasn’t about to stop. It celebrated 
New Year’s Eve, 2009, with a Times Square billboard using the Pepsi logo as a 
lit-up ‘o’ in words like ‘optimism’, ‘wow’, ‘joy’ and ‘love’. (I guess adding ‘hope’ 
to that list would have been simply too obviously derivative of Obama!)

Shortly thereafter, Coke launched the ‘Open Happiness’ campaign that had 
apparently been in the works for a year. A global campaign included a billboard 
in which opened bottle caps – shaped like Os – float like bubbles in the air.

‘It’s really about those timeless values of optimism, what makes people 
happy,’ said Katie Bayne, Coke’s North America chief marketing officer in 
an article appearing in The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. ‘It’s really a state-
ment about the little, simple joys,’ said Joe Tripoldi, Coke’s chief marketing 
officer. ‘We represent a small moment or small pleasure in a sometimes very 
stressful or difficult day for people,’ he added.12

Regarding the ability of ‘Open Happiness’ to speak to consumers ‘who are 
financially and emotionally distressed by the recession’, mediabistro.com 
says it’s a ‘tall order coming from a can of pop’.

Bingo. That’s exactly right, and it’s the problem here with both campaigns. 
As acknowledged by one and all here, the kind of happiness a carbonated 
beverage can bring us fits the least substantial cause of happiness: sensory 
pleasure. The fulfilment we will be hoping for is slight. But the degree and 
global-wide amount of plagiarism are great. Whether it’s ripping off Obama 
or seemingly each other, it’s all reminiscent of a favourite rhyming couplet of 
Wall Street’s: ‘God gave us eyes: plagiarize.’ There can be little hope of 
happiness’s deepest source, meaningfulness, when neither brand comes 
across to us as worthy of a unique, committed relationship.

Behavioural eConoMiCs anD the tension  
Between hope anD fear in aDvertisinG

During most of the 20th century, economists effectively banned emotions. In 
their hard-nosed world, desire disappeared in favour of utility: making 
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decisions to maximize gain. But supported by the breakthroughs in brain 
science that affirm the central role of emotions in decision making, a new 
breed of economists, behavioural economists, are now providing insights 
marketers would be wise to explore.

In essence, what behavioural economists point out is that people are overly 
optimistic and, therefore, not nearly objective enough to enact the kind of 
self-disciplined utility maximization that traditional economists espouse as 
their model. Put another way, behavioural economists accept the influence of 
blind faith and crippling fear alike. They’re okay with the idea that consumers 
are, quite simply, people, not robots. That we’re collectively less like Mr 
Spock from Star Trek and more like Homer Simpson from The Simpsons.

Why does that matter to advertisers?
The explanation is that in seeking to maintain hope and gain happiness, 

we’re our own spin doctors. As scientists have noted, ‘people go to great 
lengths to view the world in a way that maintains a sense of well-being’.13 
Hope and happiness are fragile.

So in a mental battle between preserving hope versus taking an accurate 
look at our motivations, most times it’s easy to predict the outcome. We 
choose psychological immunity. We protect ourselves from bad news, which 
means that advertising works more effectively when it takes into account our 
natural tendency to treat on-message ‘facts’ as either malleable or irrelevant.

In other words, what matters instead is how an ad makes us feel. With that in 
mind, let’s look at my distillation of behavioural economics into seven key 
principles about human nature that advertising should never, ever, lose sight of.

Principle 1: Loss aversion
Nothing is more crucial here than the reality that for most of us losses don’t 
feel the same as gains. In fact, research indicates that losses loom larger in 
our psyches by a ratio of about two to one. For instance, professional money 
managers have been shown to hold losing stocks twice as long as they do 
their better stocks, costing them probably something on the order of 3.4 per 
cent of their portfolio return. Nevertheless, behaviour like that happens 
because people try to postpone pain, leading to more losses than would be 
rationally expected.14

Fear of regret, and fear in general, is the key emotion and motivation here.
Advertising application: By showing babies comfortably engaged in trans-

actions online, E-Trade is memorably making the point that trading and 
banking online are so easy a six-month-old can do them. Fear shouldn’t be a 
factor, nor therefore should a need to handle your investments in the same 
way your dad did. In perhaps the best TV spot, the baby is interrupted in the 
middle of doing some business online by a call from his girlfriend.
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This chart tries to help you out, dear reader, by diagramming where the seven 
principles I’m about to discuss fall in terms of energy level (the north–south 
axis) or being positively oriented (the east–west axis). In the end, it’s really 
about the emotional mind games we play with ourselves in order to preserve 
(irrational) hope while also keeping fear at bay. Las Vegas casinos, state lotteries, 
dieting plans and the purchase of soon-to-be-neglected exercise equipment are 
among the examples. Of them, the exercise equipment is actually my favourite: 
a case where buyers blame themselves when they don’t work out, while the 
seller’s profit remains intact.

Principle 2: Resistance to change
As everybody knows, people procrastinate. We deny knowing what we 
know, including the need to adapt. Perhaps the actor John Belushi’s best line 
ever was when he was playing Congressman Sam Irwin of Watergate fame 
and asked the question ‘What I want to know is, what did the President 
know and when did he stop knowing it?’

Sloth is a key motivation here, aided by complacency and a bias in favour 
of what’s familiar.
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Advertising application: A TV spot by Monster, the internet job want-ads 
option, shows a stork braving the elements to deliver a baby boy. Jump ahead 
30 years: the child is a drone stuck in a dead-end job. The message of ‘Are you 
reaching your potential?’ is a call to action for a target market that might 
otherwise be more inclined to indulge inertia and stick with the status quo.

By carefully framing an alternative so that it appears far more 
attractive than it really is, marketers can increase sales, increase 
profits and create extraordinary loyalty to products and services 
that perform no better, or even worse, than far less expensive 
competitive offerings.

Gary Stibel, founder and CEO, New England Consulting

Principle 3: conformity
We go against our own instincts in order to conform to the social status quo. 
In reality, we don’t always weigh the alternatives much, if at all, because we 
find it easier to simply accept the consensus choices of others. The cliché that 
‘Nobody ever got fired for choosing IBM’ explains the motivation here as 
well as anything else: self-preservation based on the philosophy that going 
along is getting along (with people).

Think of it as peer pressure, being intimidated into cautious behaviour.
Advertising application: A TV spot for Miller High Life shows one of 

their delivery men in a baseball skybox, incredulous – and appalled – by 
the surrounding group of cheese-nibbling elites who aren’t even watching 
the game. In disavowing the group he’s with, the delivery man is actually at 
the same time avowing his allegiance to (and conformity with) a larger 
group of down-to-earth beer drinkers, a target market big enough to make 
the sponsor lots of money.

Principle 4: Probability blinders
According to traditional economics, we have a pretty good understanding of 
the probabilities and consequences of each possible course of action. Get 
real! For reasons ranging from lack of sleep to lack of time, knowledge or 
basic smarts, we often have a hard time processing new information and 
making judgments based on it. To cope with too much information, we often 
seize on minor details, distorting how we frame our decisions.

The key motivation is an unerring (but not always bad) instinct to go with 
what we feel in our gut, thereby loading the dice in favour of a decision we’ve 
already subconsciously made – facts be damned!
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Advertising application: In Vietnam, a person put out an ad letting people 
know that his house has a swallow’s nest, which in that country is considered 
a sign of good luck that will bring prosperity. The house sold immediately. A 
Vietnamese real-estate agency named Salangane has now incorporated this 
approach into its latest advertising campaign.

Principle 5: overconfidence
We’re forever overestimating our own abilities and the likelihood of positive 
outcomes. We’re aided in this bias by a tendency to be selective about what we 
remember or choose to focus on. In basic terms, it’s a matter of ego and wanting 
to feel good about ourselves as well as impress, influence and win over others.

Pride is the key emotion and motivator here.
Advertising application: In Canada, the Mini Cooper’s ad agency has run 

some (politically) cheeky billboards. The one that showed the car along with 
the words, ‘We’re not saying we’re better than SUVs. Al Gore is,’ plays on 
people’s delight in feeling superior to others based on being able to make the 
right purchase decisions.

Principle 6: Impulsivity
Think of it as lust, as greed, the chasing down of often oversized expecta-
tions. In short, desire transforms us. We discount risks we should take 
seriously and justify our actions by ‘proof’ that comes easily to mind.

Oscar Wilde’s quip, ‘I can resist everything except temptation,’ summa-
rizes this principle.

Advertising application: A TV spot by Captain Morgan, in which a guy 
gets a text message from some friends in a nearby bar. The image of the 
friends with three hotties is promising. When he rushes to O’Reilly’s, 
however, the reality is that his ‘friends’ only want a designated driver. The 
spot has dramatic tension because we don’t know if he’ll be amused or angry 
as he learns the news that he is expected to find abstinence a virtue.

Principle 7: Inequality aversion
Research shows that our instinct for wanting fairness and justice is incred-
ibly strong and can override all other considerations. For instance, we will 
harm our own self-interests and break off an otherwise good deal in order to 
avoid letting somebody else get the better of us in negotiations.

Feelings like outrage and vengeance are relevant here, while the motiva-
tions vary from altruism (let’s all play fair and be nice) to injured self-esteem 
(‘I’m no less important than you are!’).
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Advertising application: In France, airline Transavia has been running 
ads that tell people to hurry up and buy a plane ticket before all the big 
bankers take every seat in their rush to abandon the country. The approach 
is appealing twice over: save some money and deprive the bankers of getting 
the inside track on things (for once). The underlying message: Exact revenge; 
you may be worth less, but you’re more worthy than the bankers are.

the MissinG faCtor in sellinG hope:  
Be true to your word(s)

To reiterate: it feels good to feel good. As cited earlier, there are basic survival 
advantages to being happy. It lifts our energy level, our ability to solve 
problems and to attract allies, as evidenced by the saying, ‘Nobody knows 
you when you’re down and out.’ As a result, behavioural economics is very 
much on track in recognizing that we’re naturally our own spin doctors, 
often happily caught up in a web of self-deception.

But when do companies run foul of the way we will instinctively seek to 
avoid taking a hard look at things? When they fail to acknowledge – and 
honour – another key rule that involves hope: the rule of reciprocity. In 
other words, when do we focus with laser-like emotionally charged clarity? 
When we don’t feel like we’re getting what we expected, wanted – and deserve 
– from the other party.

I pay attention to adverts that are authentic. Adverts that provide a 
sense of false hope, eg ‘Feed the hungry,’ are a big turn-off for me. 
However, if an advert delivers real hope and engages me emotively, I 
notice it.

Sacha du Plessis, South Africa

Let me explain by telling a quick story. Years ago, I was finishing up my 
research presentation involving a major new international launch for a big 
pharmaceutical company. The results weren’t as good as everyone would have 
liked, but there was general agreement with my assessment of why the engage-
ment level and amount of positive emotional responses from the study partici-
pants had been low. One person from the company then voiced the problem, 
suddenly declaring: ‘Yep, we’re very good at figuring out what’s in it for us. 
But we’re not nearly so good at figuring out what’s in it for the end user.’

It was an incisive comment, reflecting a reality that goes well beyond that 
particular company and a single launch.
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Remember that the last of the seven principles of behavioural economics 
that I just introduced is inequality aversion. We have a keen sensitivity to 
justice. Companies that don’t practise reciprocity destroy the hope they seek 
to instil in prospective customers. Because survival is really the bottom line, 
and somebody who doesn’t prove to be your ally is, instead, merely a parasite, 
it makes sense that in the end the strongest influence on brand equity is 
product performance.15

Hope fulfilled trumps mere promises, every time. Therefore, companies 
should strive to take two steps that will protect the viability of their adver-
tising long term. Selling false hope might possibly work for a while but, 
ultimately, real reciprocity wins. Historically true because the press might 
pick up on customer dissatisfaction and run an expose about it, the 
downside of not giving people what they pay for and expect is even more of 
a problem nowadays given the role of social media. Suddenly, what was a 
matter of (bad) word-of-mouth advertising, practised among neighbours 
and friends, can, thanks to Twitter, Facebook and the like, be digitally 
shared around the world. As companies have sometimes painfully learned, 
viral reactions to corporate shams and misdeeds quickly take on a life of 
their own.

The first step is obvious: focus on end-user benefits. Don’t get caught up 
in the offer-as-hero syndrome that can happen only too easily because:

It’s easier to get the client, the company, to sign off on creative in which zz
the offer is front and centre, as hero, bolstering the corporate ego.
Contrary to the keep it simple rule, the assumption is made that we will zz
look at the features and attributes being touted and figure out the benefits 
for ourselves.
Playing it safe, the corporate lawyers won’t allow the company to adver-zz
tise any specific benefits in case they get viewed as false promises.16

Meanwhile, the second step – best enacted as a baseline test prior to every 
campaign that introduces new, explicit or implicit claims related to a product 
or service – is what a client of mine once asked for. The authors of The Little 
Blue Book of Advertising advocate running what they call ‘promise tests’ that 
don’t test concepts or executions but, rather, identify which benefits might 
resonate best with the target market. In this case, my client went even further. 
First, we tested how consumers experienced the product – and then how well 
the advertising reflected the reality of the product’s features and benefits.

The purpose: to protect the trust on which hope depends long term.
Clearly, test participants weren’t reassured by what this spot conveyed, and 
that’s a shame. As this promise test discovered, the target market actually 
liked the new product a lot. In fact, test subjects’ emotional response to the
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new offer itself was 31 per cent more positive than it was on average for the 
three radio spots we tested for the client. Talk about a wasted opportunity!

suMMary

Selling hope, the promise of happiness, underlies marketing. Do it well and 
faithfully, and the advertising can work as many miracles as a good offer will 
support. Promise testing – whether of benefits to be showcased in the adver-
tising or of the claimed benefits vis-à-vis the target market’s actual offer 
experience – should be used to ensure that the hopes being promoted are 
grounded in reality. Otherwise, without verification, without proof, compa-
nies run a huge risk of selling false, unsubstantiated hope and getting harmed 
commercially not only through negative word of mouth but also, these days, 
by getting ‘flamed’ by negative feedback posted on the internet.

Some things in business are mighty complicated, but this one isn’t: hope 
that translates into true satisfaction leads to yet another key business metric: 
feelings of loyalty.

Takeaways include:

The essence of advertising is to promote positive feelings. Two emotions zz
are the key here: happiness and hope.
Happiness delivers all sorts of benefits, from greater physical agility to zz
more social grace and intellectual creativity. As an emotion, it’s rooted 
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in enjoying physical pleasure, intellectual exploration, and the meaning-
fulness that comes from belonging and a sense of security and order.
Hope is more guarded. It involves fearing the worst but wanting better zz
and therefore inherently involves a degree of tension and apprehension. 
Advertising that doesn’t silence the fears of disappointment will inadvert-
ently create doubt and fear instead.
The seven principles of behavioural economics give marketers insights zz
regarding how to frame choices in ways that will play to people’s 
emotional manipulating of reality.
Because hope involves trusting that something good will come of the zz
advertised offer, companies that only make promises they won’t fulfil 
are violating the fundamental rule of emotional reciprocity, ie consumers 
look to get what they expect for their money.
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Don’t lead with price

orientation

As I write this book, the global economy is in the midst – or perhaps near the 
bottom – of the worst downturn in half a century. Today’s Great Recession 
has adversely affected media spending, of course. But I’m about to argue 
that it can also harm advertising’s emotional depth. Ad after ad on TV, in 
print, on radio, etc is currently emphasizing ‘value’ or ‘promotion’ as a code 
for ‘low price’ or ‘bargain’ or ‘discount’, inviting contempt from consumers 
who may see the offer as merely cheap.

cheapo-nomics:  
an exaMple of ‘value’ aDvertisinG in praCtiCe

Why companies are now leading with price in advertising is obvious. As 
strapped for cash as their suddenly frugal customers, companies are under-
standably choosing to run sales and promotions that can bring in some 
revenue. I get it; I run a company myself, after all. Covering operating 
expenses while trying to make a living is a valid goal. Longer term, however, 
advertising that leads with price can hurt more than it helps for seven 
emotional reasons that I’ll cover before ending this chapter with other, 
better ways to handle the value = quality/price equation.

 121
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how leaDinG with priCe  
Can Destroy a CoMpany’s MarKetinG strateGy

Yes, there are financial arguments against leading with price. None is more 
basic than the fact that by definition only one offer per category can be the 
lowest cost at any moment in time – leading to a brutal game of operational 
efficiency and/or attrition. The ease with which we can price-compare on the 
internet only makes the gamesmanship more brutal and self-annihilating for 
companies. But that’s another topic, for another day.

As is true throughout About Face, my focus here is on the emotional 
factors that influence the creation of effective marketing. So let’s stop to 
consider the psychological, ie emotional, reasons why price-oriented adver-
tising can be problematic for any brand, but especially those that are not 
intentionally and consistently positioned based on price.

#5 Dissatisfaction #2 Hope

#1 Surprise#6 Pride

#3 Engagement#4 Contempt

#7 Desperation
(promoting price focus)

Price
‘Value-Based’

Advertising

It’s not just prices that drop when companies take a ‘value’-based advertising 
approach. Responses to the advertising, the offer or the brand being advertised 
may also take an emotional hit if consumers get a gnawing sense that the 
company following this approach has had its confidence shaken, giving a feeling 
of desperation that hardly encourages loyalty. It’s our survival instincts, after 
all, that cause us not to want to be on a sinking ship.
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proBlem 1: lack of sustainaBility (surprise fades)

From an emotional perspective, the first reason why a company’s advertising 
shouldn’t lead with price is that discounting – especially if repeatedly relied on 
– undercuts the key attention-getting advantage of a sale: namely, surprise.

Don’t underestimate the value of surprise. It makes our eyes open wide 
and our jaw draw open. Surprise aids stopping power. We become fully 
alert, visually taking in the world around us while simultaneously ceasing to 
talk. In a state of surprise, we wonder whether the cause of surprise will 
prove to be a threat or an opportunity for pleasure. Surprise is, however, 
also a very brief emotion. Surprise that lingers on somebody’s face for more 
than a second is almost surely a false expression of shock and awe.

As an emotion, surprise isn’t sustainable. And it isn’t sustainable as an 
advertising approach, either. Sooner than later, if a company makes a pricing 
deal a frequent – or worse, consistent – part of its messaging, then there’s no 
surprise left.

A sale to clear out inventory is understandable. The implication can be 
that next year’s model, for instance, is better than this year’s. Moreover, like 
a President’s Day Sale, or a seasonal, quarterly or once-a-year event, it’s the 
exception, not the rule. But a ‘sale’ that’s a daily reality is no longer a 
surprise; instead, it becomes an expectation.

Advertising (counter)example: What’s the opposite of putting the focus on 
the price, introducing yet another low price that is meant to be today’s ‘surprise’? 
It’s to let the surprise happen for us based on the unexpected ways the offer 
proves to be helpful. In China, LG’s advertising approach is to sell its phones as 
a long-term ally. The message is that LG’s phones provide ongoing surprises by 
serving as ‘magic weapons’ that enable businesspeople to triumph, winning in 
unusual ways, much like the great ancient Chinese warriors always did.

proBleM 2:  
Become numB to price (devaluing hope)

A surprise that inevitably fades is no longer a surprise. But from an emotional 
perspective, that’s not all that changes. The longer or more frequently that a 
company relies on price-leading advertising, the more we expect low prices. 
With that expectation comes desensitization, robbing a ‘sale’ price of the 
wow ‘high’ that accompanies a pleasant, genuinely unexpected surprise.

Here’s scientific proof of what I mean. In a study conducted by Brian 
Knutson and George Loewenstein, the question was whether showing 
‘bargain’ price tags to shoppers would cause: 1) delight; 2) disgust; and/or 3) 
the analytical part of their brains to light up most. To learn the answer, 
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fMRI brain scans were done on college-student volunteers as products were 
shown, followed by price tags at bargain levels.1

Fortunately for everyone in business, the first key finding was that seeing 
most products created some degree of delight. However, seeing any price tag 
caused disgust as well as the start of analysis. Both reactions make sense. 
Disgust happens because giving up money, a resource, rarely pleases us. 
Meanwhile, analysis occurs to figure out if the price tag represents a good 
deal or not.

It’s in predicting purchase intent, however, that the study got really 
interesting.

In that case, the study found that whenever the disgust level exceeded the 
delight level, the college students always chose not to buy the product. In 
contrast, if a student’s delight was greater than the disgust felt, then the 
verdict swung in favour of making the purchase. As for the analytical part of 
the brain, it proved to be of no importance in predicting purchase intent.

Purchase decision depends on whether reward outweighs disgust

Purchase

Disgust

Disgust

Delight

Delight

Don’t

See Product See Price

Analysis
Prefrontal Cortex

Seeing a product creates delight, but is it strong enough to outweigh the disgust 
that arises at the thought of surrendering cash to buy it? Unfortunately, disgust 
levels rise more readily as we acclimatize to a low price. So emphasizing the 
reward, instead of a low price, becomes the only feasible long-term strategy.

What does this study mean in terms of advertising? It’s not only that delight 
versus disgust is the key equation, so that the role of advertising must be to 
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heighten the offer’s allure. It’s also that this study found that the ‘wow’ of a 
low price wasn’t a reliable, sustainable ally in creating allure. Instead, over 
time the delight-oriented part of the brain acclimatizes to even big bargains, 
not experiencing as much of a ‘high’. As a result, the disgust-oriented part of 
the brain gains more sway and is then free to nix the potential purchase.

Put another way, the ultimate problem with price-leading advertising is 
that companies trying price reductions aren’t over the long term creating 
delight or even stoking hopes of delight. Instead, they’re merely reducing the 
disgust, or pain, we feel about spending our money, which is a strategy that 
fails over time because, again, a constant low-price strategy can’t keep 
disgust from becoming more intense than delight.

The prominent price in the ad affects how I see, definitely. When I 
see the prominent price in the ad, after that I see the ad to analyse 
the price is fair or not. Usually, I try to enjoy the ad, but not in this 
situation.

Sadaaki Takata, Japan

Moreover, research shows that there are other kinds of pain we often care 
about more. For example, when some people were tested to learn whether 
‘hassle free’ or ‘less expensive’ mattered more to them, the results came back 
in favour of ‘hassle free’ by a 62 per cent to 38 per cent margin.2 That’s 
probably because enduring inconvenient hassles are a tangible, ongoing 
kind of pain, and so easier for us to feel strongly about than something 
abstract like a price tag.

In contrast, premium pricing can feel better for everyone involved. In 
testing we did for a household-goods company, for instance, the amount of 
happiness shown by test participants actually rose by 13 per cent compared 
with a lower proposed price point. Despite the higher cost, the greater 
positive response was due to the confidence the higher price instilled in 
people regarding the product’s quality and, therefore, its value.

Advertising (counter)example: At this year’s Cannes ad festival, one of 
the really big winners was Tourism Queensland’s ‘Best job in the world’ 
campaign. Talk about a case of selling hope! The premise was asking 
people to audition by submitting video clips to explain why they were the 
best candidate for a caretaker post that provided a good salary and a 
chance to explore Australia’s Hamilton Island in exchange for a six-month 
stint submitting blogs to talk up the place as a tourist destination. Total 
cost of the campaign: $1 million. Total estimated value of the press 
coverage: $70 million, and climbing.3
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proBleM 3: invites analysis  
(undercutting emotional engagement)

In reality, the problem with a marketing strategy that focuses on less pain 
rather than more hope proves to be even greater than consumers becoming 
desensitized to price cuts. It’s that a focus on price, ie numbers or statistics and, 
by extension, rational analysis, ends up making us more desensitized, period. 
‘Sorry, I wasn’t thinking’ is a well-established phrase. But in truth, ‘Sorry, I 
wasn’t feeling’ – or in the case of advertising, ‘Sorry, I didn’t cause you to feel 
anything’ – should be regarded as even more valid grounds for an apology.

Here are the results of another, non-profit, marketing study, so that you 
can see how focusing on numbers, on prices, doesn’t inspire people to open 
up their purses and wallets.

In this case, Loewenstein teamed up with Deborah Small and Paul Slovic 
to test two versions of a charity request letter for Save the Children. The first 
version took the rational ‘Sorry, I wasn’t thinking’ approach. It featured 
statistics about the problems facing hungry, vulnerable children in Africa. 
The second letter took the ‘Sorry, I wasn’t feeling’ approach and featured 
the story of a single person, Rokia, a seven-year-old girl from Mali.4

The study’s participants were given either the rational/statistics letter or 
the emotional/story letter, and asked to donate. While those who read the 
statistics donated on average $1.14, the story version led to people contrib-
uting on average $2.38 – over twice as much. There’s also an interesting extra 
twist. A third group was given both the statistics and the story. In response, 
those who got both letters chose to give only $1.43 on average.

Wow, what was going on here? How could it be that adding statistics 
actually made people less charitable than if they only got the story version of 
the charity request letter?

Here’s the answer, and how it pertains to advertising and the rule of don’t 
lead with price. Quite simply, engaging in analysis reduces our charitable 
instincts. We don’t think our feelings, we feel them. Moreover, thinking gets 
in the way of feeling. Or as Chip and Dan Heath summarize the researchers’ 
conclusion in Made to Stick: ‘Once we put on our analytical hat, we react to 
emotional appeals differently. We hinder our ability to feel,’ thereby making 
marketing much less effective because ‘For people to take action, they have 
to care.’5

When the ad points out my needs or touches my heart, then I would 
feel like the price is right.

Chester Chu, Taiwan
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Advertising (counter)example: In Argentina, Walmart is urging people to 
ignore the Great Recession – and not give in to desensitization and gloom. 
As a result, the tagline has changed to ‘No ahorres’ (‘Don’t save’) from ‘Save 
money. Live better.’ No, it’s not that Walmart is abandoning its long-time 
price-positioning strategy. But it is trying to create a stir, and sales, by 
advocating the culturally in-tune message of ‘Don’t hold back your laughter, 
your kisses, your playfulness. Do not save on learning, on love, on air, on 
change. Save only money.’

proBleM 4:  
low-value perceptions (inviting contempt)

So far in enumerating the adverse emotional dynamics of taking a price-
oriented approach, my focus has been on the implications for the advertising 
itself. Now it’s time to shift focus to the problems that price-leading adver-
tising creates for the offer being promoted.

Most times, the goal of advertising is or should be to take a customer-centric 
perspective in making the offer into the hero of the ad. In other words, the 
advertising should make this clear: the offer’s the hero only to the extent that 
the offer helps the customer emotionally and functionally at least as much as it 
financially helps the company making it. But a problem with price-oriented 
advertising is that it can inadvertently make the offer into the goat, instead.

That’s because ‘value’-oriented advertising is tricky. Our perceptions are 
inevitably involved and, in regards to the value = quality/price equation, 
while price at least gives the illusion of being a precise, tangible entity, visible 
for all to see, quality perceptions are anything but precise.

Instead, quality is in essence a matter of emotionally based belief. So in 
the case of new offers, for instance, where quality isn’t established yet, the 
value equation can’t really function because one of the two key variables 
(quality) is an unknown. What will a lower price do? Why, it might help to 
shape perceptions that the as-of-yet floating, undetermined quality of the 
new offer is actually quite low.

Conversely, if quality is well established (and favourable), advertising a 
deal might then lower our perceptions of the offer’s quality because we begin 
to wonder – and perhaps believe – that something is wrong. Who hasn’t in 
their own experience hesitated to buy the lowest-priced item in the store 
because of fears that low price equals low quality? Indeed, to that point 
research has shown that deep discounts do undermine faith in an offer’s value. 
Research has likewise shown that in the example of distilled spirits, focus 
groups say that the high-quality brands (the category leaders) are smoother – 
even though blind-taste panel results indicate no discernible differences.6
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If a product is expensive because it does lots of things or something 
unique, then it would have to be clearly put across in the ad. Value is 
the key, rather than price.

Tony Hodgson, England

Prices are certainly easier to tamper with than quality perceptions that build 
slowly but can deflate almost overnight. Still doubt my point? Well, here are 
two additional research examples, with specific numbers, that may or may 
not convince you (it’s all a matter of belief anyway, right?)

A product becomes a bonus gift available with the purchase of another 
product. Does serving as a bonus gift harm that product’s value? Yes; in 
fact people now see it as worth 35 per cent less, on average, than they would 
have otherwise.7

College students pay either full price or at a discount for an energy drink. 
Then both groups are asked to solve a series of word puzzles. Multiple 
rounds of testing lead to the identical conclusion: those who paid discount 
prices solved about 30 per cent fewer puzzles than those who paid full price, 
leading to the placebo-effect conclusion that since we ‘expect cheaper goods 
to be less effective, they generally are less effective, even if the goods are 
identical to more expensive products’.8

Put another way, cheap doesn’t feel good. It’s easy to feel contempt for 
what we perceive as beneath us. We instinctively want what’s best in life. A 
bargain-hunting savvy shopper can feel like they are the best – at being a 
smart shopper. In that scenario, the bargain is also the best. But the 
product itself rarely gets seen that way, putting extra pressure on the 
advertising campaign to establish that the offer’s (reduced) value (still) 
exceeds its cost.

Advertising (counter)example: To improve sales, the Dutch Lady company 
decided to try a new market and new strategy as well. In Vietnam, they intro-
duced the concept of Mother’s Day and made tulips synonymous with it. A 
stroke of genius? Probably, for by tying perceptions of their new offer to 
something else well known and presumably treasured (dear old mom), value 
can get established and maintained more readily.

proBleM 5: a priCe foCus Distorts purChase 
choices (dissatisfaction results)

Earlier we saw how taking a rational approach desensitizes people (in that 
case, to donating to a charity). But taking a price-oriented, statistical, hence 
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rational, approach can also ruin our satisfaction by distorting our decision-
making process.

Here’s how. In trying to give ourselves (or others, as in traditional market 
research) a reason why we may or may not buy something, we strain to be 
rational. We strive to provide smart, safe, justifiable answers – and in the 
process, tend to undercut the sensory–emotive aspects of making a choice 
that we will truly like. Or as Jonah Lehrer notes in How We Decide, ‘When 
the rational brain hijacks the mind…you cut yourself off from the wisdom of 
your emotions, which are much better at assessing actual preferences. You 
lose the ability to know what you really want.’9

The perils of over-thinking emerge all the time. But here’s a trio of specific 
examples to show why price-oriented advertising isn’t doing a company any 
good if it risks creating dissatisfaction because we don’t go with the option 
that feels best.

In the first case, some college students were asked to rank which jams 
tasted best based on blind taste tests. These results matched the rankings 
made by experts from Consumer Reports. Then a second group of students 
were asked to rank the jams they tasted and explain their preferences. As a 
result of having to justify their choices, the match-up between the results for 
this new group and the experts dropped by over 40 per cent.

In a second case, college students chose posters for their dorm rooms. 
Half the group had to explain their choice, half didn’t. In the end, 75 per cent 
of those who had to justify their choices regretted them later, whereas that 
was true of only 9 per cent of the ‘non-thinking’ group.10

Sometimes ads show prices in order to make you feel the price is 
right, even if the price is not right. I feel the price is right when you 
feel that you really would pay for that good.

Nina Arends, Uruguay

In a third case, my company identified ads that we’ve tested that were statisti-
cally driven and likely to distort people’s decision-making process by giving 
them numbers to justify their decision. Would the extra thinking required 
affect their emotional responses to the ads, we wondered. The verdict? Live by 
the numbers, die by the numbers. But mostly you die. What our review found 
is that ads where statistics are prominent do more poorly than other ads. The 
amount of negative feelings went up by 12 per cent on average, including a 5 
per cent increase in frustration probably caused by having to think harder.

As with the last problem, the problem here is that price-oriented adver-
tising undermines the offer. Price isn’t an inherent need or want of anyone’s. 
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It’s an artificially imposed abstraction. In contrast, pleasure and meaning-
fulness are far better arbitrators of value. A campaign that steers us by price 
and away from our true instincts about the offer won’t enhance long-term 
satisfaction or customer loyalty.

Instead, price steering enhances the risk of buyer’s regret. It’s as if adver-
tising guided by price assumes you won’t otherwise be happy with the offer, 
ironically ensuring that you won’t be because it’s not what you would have 
bought if the price hadn’t tempted you away from your true instincts. 
That’s why in China an ancient proverb is, ‘A cheap price is a shortcut to 
being cheated.’

proBlem 6: Brand loyalty at risk (pride takes a hit)

Speaking of loyalty, it’s time to move the focus again. First, it was on the 
potentially adverse effects of price-leading advertising on the advertising 
itself, then on the offer, and now on brand equity. In fact, my final two 
problems with a price approach to advertising involve brand equity, starting 
with the issue of customer loyalty.

Clearly, such an approach often gets adopted in hopes of sacrificing short-
term profitability in favour of a long-term gain in a company’s market share. 
But while that strategy might look good on paper, emotionally it risks 
creating a disconnect if loyalty, a long-term feeling, gets decimated, rather 
than nurtured and sustained.

Unless carefully enacted, there’s nothing to differentiate how current loyal 
customers versus prospects get treated. Both groups get the new, lower price, 
even though one group, the current users, had enough belief in the branded 
offer’s value = quality/price equation to buy at what had been the established 
price point. Yes, new users may get induced to trial. But loyal users who are 
seeing their belief in the quality/price relationship suddenly undermined – 
instead of rewarded – may now see the brand as opportunistic in pursuing 
others, or indifferent to them – and in either case, not worthy of respect.

Moreover, the company loses twice over. Its existing customers pay less 
for goods they were already buying anyway (and may not buy again at full 
price, when or if it gets restored, because their latest belief is that the original 
full price suddenly looks too high). As for the new customers who bought a 
deal, their loyalty is less real than the profit margin sacrificed to bring them 
into the picture.

Advertising (counter)example: Consider the example of Mini USA, the US 
division of BMW’s Mini Cooper brand. Eager to capitalize on its car owners’ 
intense loyalty and sense of esprit de corps, Mini decided to market through 
word of mouth by pitching its current owners – rather than focus, as adver-
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tising usually does, on prospective buyers. So Mini USA sent its owners a 
decoder package as a prelude to launching ads that had coded messages only 
they could read.11 In politics, that’s called ‘energizing the base’. In the new age 
of advertising, it deserves to be simply called smart. Inspiring feelings of pride 
in your target market protects and enhances yet another feeling: loyalty.

following the money versus the dream of other 
new customers

 Here’s a novel approach to advertising 
that should be imitated more often. 
Rather than expensively pursue new 
customers, how often do companies 
appreciate and reinforce their ties with 
existing customers: the real money trail? 
Rarely, unless you count the totally dull 
letter of appreciation that might come 
with the latest billing notice, for example. 

In this case, the Mini Cooper folks don’t just dare to have a unique car; they’ve 
created a fresh way of reconnecting with current customers, too.

proBleM 7:  
Brand integrity at risk (desperation detected)

The final, remaining emotional problem with price-oriented advertising is, 
again, related to brand equity. It’s that using such an approach – repeatedly 
– means that a brand so often ‘on sale’ is a brand with an integrity problem. 
After all, a key way we judge the trustworthiness of others, as well as compa-
nies, is to look at the degree to which they behave consistently.

As a result, a company whose advertising occasionally leads with price, 
like during a recession, is likely to have problems with its integrity three 
times over:

First, the company’s identity becomes fuzzy. As Denise Shiffman says, zz
‘Your product sells on value or it sells on price. You can’t do both.’12 A 
company that begins to rely on a price-leading approach in its adver-
tising is signalling that either it is a discount brand or else that it’s willing 
to risk being seen as one. Clearly, some companies aim to position 
themselves based on price. But for those who don’t and yet adopt a 
price-leading approach to their advertising, a lack of confidence – even 
desperation – may get inadvertently revealed.
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Second, a company’s viability becomes a question mark. Emotions are very zz
contagious. So a company’s lack of confidence will also be felt, in kind, by 
consumers, including most notably current brand loyalists who begin to 
doubt the company’s ability to survive. In short, panic feeds on itself – 
especially in an era of globalization where competitors are ready, willing 
and able to knock you off by finding a cheaper way to go to market.
Third, a company’s positioning turns hollow. Leading with price suggests zz
you have nothing else to say, or show, in your advertising. As Gertrude 
Stein perhaps unfairly said of Oakland, California, ‘There’s no there 
there.’ Price as your main attribute doesn’t mean anything – except that 
instead of emphasizing customer connectivity, aided by advertising, the 
battle ends up getting fought in terms of price and distribution. Loyalty 
ceases to be a barrier to entry, as surprise, hope – and every other positive 
emotional dynamic required – come crashing down.

In summary, the health of your company’s value equation depends on your 
customers having strong emotional ties to your branded offer. A ‘deal’ 
secured on price terms puts those buyers ahead of the company (they ‘won,’ 
securing a great deal), rather than with it as a loyal ally who will buy at full 
price many times again.

Advertising (counter)example: In a nod to Hindu faith, ICICI Prudential 
has been running a campaign that reassures consumers with the message, ‘We 
live a long time, so no need to worry.’ The company even dares add: ‘Future 
guaranteed: no tension’. (In contrast, General Motors’ recent announcement 
of a ‘Total Confidence’ package for buyers of their cars is, emotionally at least, 
a complete and utter non-starter: bravado from a seriously wounded warrior.)

in Contrast, three real solutions  
to eConoMiC harD tiMes anD priCe/value wars

None of what I’ve just written is meant to suggest that facing competition 
from lower-cost competitors isn’t a dire threat to a company, a threat that 
must be confronted one way or another. It’s just that there are better 
approaches, ones that reinforce the don’t lead with price rule. So let me end 
the chapter with what a company’s advertising can do to present real 
solutions to price competition.

Promote offers with new sensory dimensions to them
The first solution is to go the tangible, sensory route. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, advertising should leverage our five senses. Establishing value – 
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over price – to defend a higher price point can be done by adding offer 
features that introduce unique tactile sensations, such as a proprietary sound, 
smell or taste; then leveraging it in the advertising. These kinds of innova-
tions have the advantage of playing to the sensory–emotive connection, 
rather than relying on more obscure, functional attributes that we may not 
notice or respond to in an emotional way.

Offer design that introduces sensory appeal value lends itself nicely to the 
tangible world of advertising. Moreover, to the extent that such innovations 
occur thanks to customer input via internet feedback channels, companies 
can later share the news of their responsiveness via those same channels.

For example, Wrigley’s new 5 gum claims to ‘stimulate your senses’ – all 
five of them. And in the process, it’s stimulated revenue growth as well. The 
company lifted its net sales by 15 per cent over the previous year, using the 5 
gum as the primary source of new income. What makes it work? Wrigley’s 
ability to promote it as an all-encompassing sensory experience helps to 
differentiate the offer. So does a textured package, using black, instead of 
the usual vibrant colours associated with confections in order to make it 
stand out in the marketplace.13

enhance brand associations
A second approach is go for greater, more emotionally powerful and unique 
brand associations. This approach is vital because ‘What your brand stands 
for in the mind of the consumer is as important as – or in many cases more 
important than – what you make or do.’14 To capitalize on that reality, in 
Japan Nestlé’s Kit Kat snack benefits from the lucky coincidence that, in 
Japanese, kitto katso means ‘surely win’.

Therefore, Nestlé’s agency, JWT, thought of partnering with Japan’s Post 
Office to create Kit Kat Mail. These postcard-like versions of Kit Kat were 
then made available at the country’s 20,000 postal outlets, where people 
could buy and send them immediately to students as an edible good-luck 
charm just prior to exams. As a result, Nestlé hopes to create a new tradition 
(sending Kit Kat snacks to students) as well as instil the symbolism of Kit 
Kat snacks as a good-luck charm.

I always try to make sure the brand is coming through. I still believe 
that you can support the brand while driving price. Give them a 
reason to like your company and maybe they’ll give that company 
some credit for having a personality, or at least treating the customer 
as if she has a brain.

Scott Mackey, creative director, Mackey, Inc.
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Beyond brand offer associations, another aspect of uniqueness extends to 
brand characters, spokespeople, icons and the like. Indeed, Ipsos has found 
that ‘The more a brand has extra appealing emotional associations, the 
greater the purchase commitment to the brand,’ and that ads with a brand 
character in them test well above norm.15

In Allstate Insurance’s case, the company has used the calm, assured 
and reassuring Dennis Haysbert as its on-camera spokesperson for half a 
decade now. What’s new is that for its ‘Back to basics’ campaign, Allstate 
put him against a gallery backdrop of Dorothea Lange’s black-and-white 
photographs from the Great Depression to open a script in which 
Haysbert acknowledges the current hard times, but says that Allstate, 
founded in 1931, has weathered 12 recessions and is happily still there for 
its customers.

Rather than fight on price, Allstate has a new website application that 
offers money-saving tips and promotions – for other companies’ offers, such 
as restaurants or Sam’s Club. As a Leo Burnett account director has been 
quoted as saying, ‘the category dynamics are all ‘price, price, switch and 
save,’ but Allstate isn’t going there.16

use innovation and co-creation
If there’s a third option, well, it’s more general. It’s to try new ways to 
connect, period, given that nowadays the situation is fluid and requires 
adaptation. A case in point is in the much-hammered real-estate market, 
where Realogy Corporation, the parent company of Century 21, Coldwell 
Banker, and Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate, among other brands, 
has recognized that its communications strategy must change because 
consumer behaviour is changing.17

To that end, newspaper advertising is being replaced by innovations such 
as informal blogs from company executives, online video tours of homes, 
and Coldwell Banker’s branded YouTube channel.

Will it all work well? Probably not, but the point here is that as we 
demand more transparency regarding the offer itself, including price, the 
smart way to play the game will be to promote openness, sharing and collab-
oration on behalf of making a company’s value = quality/price an equation 
we can buy into. Speed and interactivity will be vital, co-creation inevitable. 
Only then can companies be assured that we will honour the value put 
forward in advertising because we will have, in fact, had a hand in designing 
the offer.
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suMMary

Companies would like to think the scenario goes like this: We have the same 
quality as before, but with a lower price. So we’re a greater value.’ Not 
exactly. Closer to reality is that as the price dips, many of us perceive the 
quality as declining, too, leaving the value equation just where it was before 
the whole deal-oriented advertising campaign kicked off. The one difference? 
The company is now making less money from customers it already had.

Have I made it clear that I’m not a fan of anything more than the judicious, 
occasional use of discount pricing? I suspect so. But so as not to leave it in 
doubt, let me quote Kevin Joy, VP of BrandProtect, regarding his point that 
‘value’ has become ‘the most overused and least believed statement in 
branding’.18 And that’s not a good place to be.

Takeaways include:

In tough economic times, it’s tempting for companies to resort to value-zz
based promotional advertising. In doing so, however, they neither 
alleviate the brutal price-comparison battle that the internet helps to 
spur, nor necessarily avoid inviting contempt from consumers who may 
then see the offer as cheap.
A price-leading ad approach can prove to be harmful because it robs the zz
marketing of emotional hooks such as surprise, hope, engagement, pride 
and satisfaction. Not only is the advertising adversely affected, however, 
so too is brand equity. A desperate company conveys desperation, which 
consumers will flee from rather than embrace.
Instead, three better approaches to price competition are: improving the zz
offer’s sensory attributes; enhancing brand associations; and demon-
strating innovation, often by inviting consumers into the process based 
on the co-creation of new ideas.
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Mirror the  
target market’s values

orientation

Inevitably, how we view the world and a company’s advertising gets ‘bent’ 
through the prism of the values we hold. Values reflect beliefs, which are the 
essence of selfhood. So no company should be at odds with its target market’s 
values. Otherwise, the company and its advertising can’t create the kind of 
enduring emotional connection that translates into market share, because 
brand loyalty requires honouring the values of the people you’re selling to.

Pride is the operative emotion here because we believe in what we believe; 
it encapsulates our upbringing, influences and life experiences. There’s no 
backing down, no other place to go. As a result, our values can’t be changed 
by companies or their advertising agencies. Nor can they be ignored, because 
especially among today’s younger, social media crowd, yesterday’s consumers 
have become creators and critics, too, putting their own spin on advertising 
based on what they believe to be important and real.

why eMpathy has BeCoMe  
MarKetinG’s new touChstone

Smart companies know that communication isn’t only about technology 
(tools and tactics), but also about winning hearts and minds, which is an 
emotional consideration. In today’s world, addressing the values people 
have internalized is essential, and depends on gaining an appreciation of 
other cultures. Why? Consider the following information.

 137
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By 2050, the list of the world’s 17 largest economies will look very different 
from today’s.1 The G7 nations (the United States, Japan, Germany, the UK, 
France, Italy and Canada) will collectively see their economies shrink by 22 
per cent on average. In striking contrast, those of the so-called BRIC block 
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) will experience an average rise of 489 per 
cent. Turkey and Indonesia will have also become more prominent, surpassing 
Germany and the UK, and will both approach Japan’s new status as the 
world’s fifth largest economy. In rank order, the largest economies of the 
world will be China, the United States, India and Brazil.

Distribution of global headquarters in 2000

Civilization

Western

Orthodox

Islamic

African

Latin American

Sinic

Hindu

Buddhist

Japanese

15%

5%

18%

7%

10%

25%

17%

1%

2%

45%

(3%)

(16%)

(6%)

(7%)

(13%)

(14%)

(1%)

16%

60%

2%

2%

1%

3%

12%

3%

0%

18%

Population Difference 2000 HQ’s

Today, only the Western world (the United States, Canada and Europe in partic-
ular) as well as Japan host more major companies than they do their share of 
the world’s population. But by 2050, the West will most likely constitute only 
about 11 per cent of the world’s population, while Japan’s population is also 
ageing fast. As markets shift away from their home base, companies will either 
fade or arrest or avoid that fate by becoming more empathetic to cultures 
vastly different from where their headquarters are located.
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Today the headquarters of the largest 2,000 companies in the world are 
disproportionately based in the West or Japan: 78 per cent of them, to be 
precise. In business, where getting beyond a company-centric perspective is 
difficult, note that in 2050 the West and Japan will together most likely 
constitute barely over one-tenth of the world’s population. Then think about 
the changes and challenges ahead.

In physical terms, the reigning centres of economic power are utterly 
divorced from what the world now looks like, and where it is increasingly 
headed toward. As a result, new major companies will of course be arising in 
China and India, and elsewhere. Meanwhile, today’s big companies must 
face the possibility that they are not only physically but also may become 
emotionally separated from emerging and future markets, and will need to 
adapt to remain relevant.

That’s demographically driven change.
More subtle, more intimate but no less significant are all the changes that 

are happening internally with regards to consumers’ expectations of how 
companies will relate to us. Those changes have occurred with growing force 
as the internet eclipses TV as both the dominant communications medium 
and a mindset for how to interact with others. Let me explain more fully, 
first by showing this model, then by explaining each of these four shifts in 
consumers’ expectations.

the new advertising model

From:

Monologue

Reach/Frequency

Consumer

Boilerplate

To:

Dialogue

Authenticity/Stories

Prosumer

Real Talk

In a word, interactivity has become the key to fostering empathy. Companies 
must begin to truly understand their customers better. That’s because in many 
cases companies will no longer be selling to us; people who are proactive 
creators and critics (on the internet) are going to be able to control the 
medium, the message and even the casting involved. (Before this chapter is 
over, I’ll be talking about resistance or blowback to traditional corporate 
advertising, and more.)
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Here are these four shifts, and what each one means:

Monologue to dialogue. The era of advertising that we’re now leaving zz
behind has been called the Age of Interruption. Through unidirectional 
shouting and repetition, companies tried to make themselves heard by 
using TV (and, to a lesser extent, radio, print, etc) as bullhorns to talk 
at consumers. In the new era, treating the internet as merely a spam-
generating bullhorn won’t work, however. Consumers now increas-
ingly want and expect dialogue instead. Blogs are one way to accomplish 
this goal; Twitter and other social media can fit the bill as well.
Reach/frequency to authenticity/stories. Again, the mass-media broad-zz
cast model of advertising was about one (the company) to many (a mass-
market audience). But as the marketplace has splintered (cable TV 
stations, etc), reach and frequency are in doubt and the influence has 
shifted over to what consumers will accept more readily: advertising that 
feels more authentic and real, in part by telling stories that people instead 
of products star in.
Consumer to prosumer. A company’s target market is no longer, actually, zz
a receiving target at all. They’re brand loyalists instead, people who increas-
ingly expect (and by the way, deserve) to be treated as a company’s partner, 
invited to join both one-to-one and one-to-many dialogues. As for the term 
‘prosumer’, it dates back to 1980, when the futurist Alvin Toffler published 
The Third Wave. In it, Toffler predicted that some day (now) the world 
would be increasingly populated by people who don’t want to be consumers 
any longer; they want to be prosumers: pro-active consumers who want to 
exert influence over the creation of products – and advertising too.2

Boilerplate to real talk. Nobody wants to dialogue with somebody zz
talking corporate speak. It’s not authentic, and there aren’t any (inter-
esting) stories. So forget about the usual boilerplate language in which 
companies proclaim product features. As anybody who’s ever been in a 
serious relationship knows, real talk involves praise and criticism, and 
not just echoing the old broadcast shouting that used to dominate the 
airwaves. In a democratized marketplace, brand values – wanting to 
know what a company stands for – outweigh product features that 
quickly become me-too commodities.

the struGGle to Create authentiC DialoGues: 
welCoMe to exeCutive BloGGinG

By 2006 the observation, ‘Every company is a media company,’ had begun 
to be commonplace. Its appearance was a sign of the shift now upon us, as 
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companies must learn how best to communicate in today’s internet/social 
media era.3 The Realogy Corporation innovations that I gave examples of at 
the end of the previous chapter, eg executive blogs and Caldwell Banker’s 
YouTube channel, are truly signs of the time.

Given the changes required in everything from style to content and 
channels, executive blogs are one way to evolve the marketing/communica-
tions effort in response to people’s preference for more uncensored content 
and open conversations. While not necessarily the best or exclusive vehicle 
for dialogue and relationship building, they represent a means of creating an 
ongoing connection between a company and its audiences.

Now you might ask ‘Why bother?’ Is trying to create a respectful ‘dialogue’ 
(or at least a candid monologue) really a worthwhile use of an executive’s 
busy time? Moreover, what’s so bad about giving a monologue that reveals a 
mass-media mentality? To answer at least the last question, I had my staff 
check how consumers emotionally respond to TV/radio spots when they 
feature dialogue instead of a voice-over monologue.

Here’s what we found regarding that question, and whether style (more 
personal versus more formal and professional sounding) might also make a 
difference in our emotional response.

Monologues are monotonous and too frequently used
From the results, it’s clear that talking in a stiff, impersonal style doesn’t suit 
people. Not only is it boring, but that approach doesn’t give people a sense 
of the person talking, a heartfelt voice, a set of values, somebody to relate to. 
Learning that led me to wonder, in turn, how easily executives will find it to 
steer their companies toward a communications style that involves not just 
dialogues but also real talk and authenticity. How easily can they get past 
sounding like a stuffed shirt?

To find out, I first went in search of guidelines for executive blogging. I 
couldn’t find many, though in an article titled ‘Writing the Codes on Blogs’,4 
I came across this quote from Sam Phillips of Sun: ‘A blog is the authentic 
voice of the author.’

Reading that comment made me think of ‘Boogergate’ and how the presi-
dent of Domino’s Pizza handled that crisis. I’m referring of course to when 
the company was caught in a social-media firestorm because a pair of 
renegade employees filmed themselves defiling a soon-to-be-delivered 
sandwich, leading to approximately 1.5 million viewings online. The 
company president responded with a video of his own, but did he say the 
right things? Was he appropriately on-message?

Yes, but the guy also sounded and looked wooden, tired and sad, and was 
glancing off-camera as he read his script. In a word, he was off-emotion. 
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Monologue
Personal

Monologue
Professional

Dialogue

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Dialogue
25%

Monologue
Professional

69%

Monologue
Personal

6%

Is dialogue more emotionally appealing? Absolutely. In fact, from our review we 
found that a dialogue is three times more appealing than hearing a monologue. 
Meanwhile, adopting a more intimate personal tone is twice as appealing as a 
colder, more professional approach. So it’s too bad that in advertising the least 
appealing route, a professional-sounding monologue, also happens to be the 
one chosen most often (69 per cent)!

Moreover, that script was full of corporate-speak, most notably when he 
referred to the two offenders as ‘team members’.5 What team is that? Give 
Domino’s Pizza half a point for real talk.

Would executives fare better in the blogosphere than in a video message 
like the one Domino’s Pizza posted on the internet? With so many choices to 
consider, I happily came across a blog posted in July 2006 by Mario Sundar, 
billed as the ‘community evangelist and chief blogger at LinkedIn’, with his 
list of the top 10 CEO blogs (all techies, listed in no particular order of 
ranking).6 Looking them over, I decided to focus on seven and critique them 
using seven qualities for the new era of marketing.
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Average

Kevin Lynch,
Chief Software Architect
Adobe

Craig Newmark, CEO
Craigslist

Mark Cuban, CEO
Dallas Mavericks

Alan Meckler, CEO
Jupiter Media

Matt Blumberg, CEO
Return Path

Jonathan Schwarz, CEO
Sun Microsystems

John Dragoon, CEO
Novell

6.6 7 7 7 7 7 4

5.0 7 5 3 3 7 7

4.6 7 4 4 3 5 4

4.4 5 3 7 4 3 4

3.7 4 4 2 2 4 7

2.4 2 3 2 3 2 3

2.3 2 2 2 2 2 4

4.1 4.9 4.0 3.9 3.4

7

3

5

5

3

2

2

3.9 4.3 4.7

Average Authenticity Respect Meaningful
Fun/

Interesting
Collabo-

ration HumilityEmpathyLeader

A couple of really good bloggers. Otherwise: just a notch above mediocrity 
pretty much describes what’s on display here. Would these leaders accept that 
level of performance in their subordinates? Doubtful. If you’re going to write a 
blog, make it inviting.

As you can see, even this group of supposedly excellent bloggers wasn’t 
always that great. My conclusion is that if their CEOs are any indication, 
most companies’ marketing styles will be hard-pressed when it comes to 
creating brand personalities and interactive approaches that display empathy 
and authenticity instead of sounding like another press release. No wonder 
one person posted this comment to Sundar’s blog: ‘I think it’s the very 
special cases who will take on the risks and challenges of talking with their 
customers and not at them.’

the Battle of sexisM:  
offensive GenDer portrayals

It’s not just the gap between executives and the average consumer that leaves 
in doubt the ability of companies to meaningfully interact with their target 
markets and reflect their values. If there is another, even bigger, gap, surely 
it’s the one that separates the sexes, as represented by the typically male CEO 
as well as CMO (chief marketing officer) and the typically female shopper, 
who is the source of much of the company’s revenue.

Consider the case of Dell Computer’s Della, for instance. Upon launch, 
that female-targeted microsite quickly got panned in Advertising Age for 
multiple sins,7 including:
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a clichéd, even hackneyed colour scheme of soft, unthreatening pastels.zz
a since-removed image of three colour-coordinated women sitting side zz
by side, so close in fact that their shoulders overlapped – shoulders 
swathed in fabric that matched their laptops.
non-technical ‘Tech Tips’ related to using computers to help count your zz
calorie intake as well as search for recipes online.

Now, that might be an altogether too-funny-for-words attempt to ‘spare 
women from having to confront the full-strength Dell site’ if it wasn’t also so 
revealing. Companies still struggle not to offend the values of people – 
women, in particular – regarding how we get marketed to, even in the 21st 
century. As AdAge’s columnist Teressa Iezzi conclusively adds, ‘Histori-
cally, marketers have done a less-than-stellar job at recognizing females as 
both human beings and as important consumers of their products.’

The perception is that it’s okay for a man to age, but not a woman. 
This should change in advertising. Sexism says that sex and how a 
woman looks are the most important thing, instead of using her 
talents and her brains, and that is so offensive to me.

Kersti Oja Kringlie, United States

old and new paths
Three points need to be made here. The first is that nobody in business should 
doubt the financial importance of the female shopper as a reason for why 
showing respect is in order. Consider the statistics in the United States, which 
are likely to reflect reality in many other countries, too. In the United States:8

Women are estimated to be responsible for 83 per cent of all consumer zz
purchases, including: 80 per cent of healthcare decisions, 91 per cent of 
general household purchases, 94 per cent of furnishing purchases, 92 per 
cent of vacation expenditures, and 62 per cent of car purchases.
Today, over 30 per cent of women earn more than their husbands.zz
Women also control over 50 per cent of the private wealth (a number zz
certain to rise given their longer life expectancy.)

So shouldn’t it set off alarm bells inside company headquarters to learn that 
91 per cent of women believe that advertisers don’t understand them and 58 
per cent are seriously annoyed by portrayals of their gender? (By the way, the 
numbers aren’t much better for men – with 79 per cent of men feeling alien-
ated, barely able to recognize themselves in the ads portraying their gender.9)
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Second, to return to my theme of empathy: isn’t it true that we tend to 
relate best to people more or less like ourselves? In that case, across the realm 
from companies to their advertising agencies, how well do the typical CMO 
and typical creative director do in terms of reflecting both the demographic 
profile – and the values – of the female shoppers so vital to the marketplace?

Let’s start with the CMOs at the 25 companies in the United States that 
spend the largest amount of money on advertising, versus the average 
shopper. What do we find?

In regards to all but being middle aged and white, it’s a big mismatch. The 
average consumer is female (52 per cent) versus the 80 per cent of CMOs 
who are male. Meanwhile, the average consumer isn’t located in one of the 
country’s 25 largest cities (only 11.5 per cent) and has a household income of 
$63,000. In contrast, the typical big-company CMO will live in a major city 
(70 per cent) and earns about $1.5 million.

If it weren’t so hard to find a source for their collective profile, a similar 
divide (almost Grand Canyon in scale) could no doubt be put together 
regarding chief creative directors at the major ad agencies and the average 
consumer their ads are directed at. My informal checking into the matter led 
me to conclude that the vast majority of creative directors continue to be 
men, even though the number of female creative directors is on the rise.

So much of advertising is run by young people, you know, young 
funky men, and they are marketing to women. And just because you 
have a kid doesn’t mean you are not a person or a woman. You had a 
life before kids, you had a job. There is more to them than nappies 
and air fresheners and grocery shopping. Don’t underestimate your 
audience; engage with them.

Carrie Longton, co-founder, Mumsnet Ltd

Third, none of this is to say that the powers of imagination and empathy 
can’t help cross the gender divide. But it’s a large, fundamental divide, and it 
requires real talent and sensitivity to consistently leap across it without being 
patronizing, dismissive or simply downright oblivious in little subtle ways 
and big ways alike. Companies and their agencies may like to think that 
nothing’s wrong. They may think that they’re duly sensitive to – and mirror 
and honour – the target market’s values.

But consider the considerable evidence to the contrary:

Accounts gone awry. At Burger King, TV spots like ‘SpongeBob Square-zz
Butt’, in which attractive young women engage in dance steps that show off 
derrieres padded into squares, have caused pushback from women’s groups 
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who feel demeaned, as well as from fretting franchise owners.10 From 
female Miller Beer employees suing the company for its use of scantily clad, 
busty models to Motrin moms feeling like they’re being patronized (by the 
brand of painkiller of that name; see below), we’ve been here before.
Having critiqued countless TV spots over the years, who’s better qualified zz
than AdAge’s Bob Garfield to conclude that ‘so much advertising sex is 
neither charming nor artful nor remotely to the point’, providing ‘tight close-
ups of the fully endowed as a gift of fantasy for the not yet fully evolved’.11

Checking on the combined emotional responses of both genders to ways zz
in which they are depicted in both TV and radio spots that we’ve tested, 
my company has found that the way mothers get stereotypically portrayed 
results in the least amount of emotional engagement (only 27 per cent) and 
the second lowest level of emotional appeal (behind female ‘sexpots’).

What’s the solution? If traditional market research can’t catch these failures 
to respect and mirror the values of both genders early enough in the concept-
to-production process of ads, then a new approach is required. Maybe it’s 
time to utilize internet panels of consumers or social-media feedback to gain 
input before the budget’s been spent and the egos are invested in a campaign, 
to ensure ads that will build on beliefs and attitudes the target market has 
already internalized and accepted.

the rise of a Creative Class  
outsiDe the aDvertisinG aGenCy struCture

When the Motrin moms backlash came, the form it took was revealing. Yes, 
there was one woman who posted a video of her statement on YouTube, 
deploring the TV spot in which aspirin is being sold to young mothers to 
relieve the stress of carrying a baby in a sling. ‘Disrespectful’, she says, 
adding that in trying to ‘relate to us’ the spot is ‘actually patronizing us’.

But a parody commercial of the Motrin spot soon also broke on YouTube 
– substituting breast implants for a baby, and saying the burden of carrying 
such a heavy load isn’t on behalf of the baby but, rather, the husband. At the 
time of writing, it’s drawn 82,681 hits online compared with 276,663 for the 
original spot.

As if you probably didn’t already know this, welcome to the emerging 
class of creators who don’t occupy a cubicle or office in an advertising 
agency somewhere in the world. The numbers are staggering. As documented 
in Groundswell by authors Charlene Li and Josh Bernoff, the creators who 
publish blogs or their own web pages, upload newly created videos, music, 
etc, and/or write articles and stories and post them, represent nearly 20 per 
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cent of adults in the United States, 10 per cent of the online populace in 
Europe, and percentages of 30 per cent or more in parts of Asia.12

The craziest thing about these numbers, however, is that the estimates are 
just for adults. What about kids, especially rebellion-prone teenagers? In 
2005, the Pew Internet & American Life Project released its findings. Its 
conclusion? More US teenagers are creating content for the internet than are 
simply consuming it.

What does it all signal? Even if companies – as evidenced by everything 
from lame executive blogs to sexist, demeaning ads – don’t realize, accept 
and practise the new advertising model shown earlier in the chapter, they’ll 
be forced into authentic, real-talk dialogue full of stories anyway. In short, 
it’s the prosumer wave that Alvin Toffler predicted almost 30 years ago.

In the following section, I’ll discuss online critics. But for now my focus is 
on the creators, a group that should open wide the eyes of CMOs and ad 
agency executives alike. Put simply, creators are coming soon – and often – 
to a town near you to remix, and perhaps even bury alive, your advertising 
executions and, at times, challenge entire brand strategies.

Forget about changing the values of these creators. That isn’t going to 
happen. Instead, let me provide this update. In Emotionomics, I wrote that 
companies should figure out what values emotionally matter most to their 
target markets and deliver on them.13 Writing three years ago, I urged compa-
nies to be forever on the move, proactively understanding us as our maturing 
values and lifestyles shift. My advice: mirror our preferences by speaking to 
us on our level: who we are and associate with, what we do and value.

All of that still holds true, except that given the trend lines of online partic-
ipation, now the creators must be factored into every advertising campaign 
– even when they’re not part of the target market. One way to understand 
why is to look at some statistics from YouTube.

Apple Mac vs PC

Dove’s ‘Evolution’

Snuggie

MacBook Air

World of Warcraft

Olive Garden

Dove’s ‘Onslaught’(er)

1,201,585

9,116,665

11,786

165,987

2,400,000

54,813

97,910

Original Ad Hits (+)

13,075,264

2,105,014

5,118,424

3,017,167

762,627

1,083,177

878,751

–11,873,679

+7,011,651

–5,106,638

–2,851,180

+1,637,373

–1,028,364

–780,841

Parody Version Ad Hits (-) Hit GapCompany/Product

Clearly, on a volume basis the parodies do very well in terms of attracting viewers. 
In five cases out of seven top-drawing cases where a parody is in play, the parody 
outdraws the original TV spot – by an average margin of 4,328,140 viewings.
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Nor is the volume gap alone the full story here. The Snuggie parody, The 
‘WTF blanket’ – ie the ‘What the f*** blanket’ – spot, is mostly just enter-
taining in its withering mockery of the product’s value. Truth be told, the 
Snuggie blanket looks goofy. So in making us wonder about using the product, 
it’s by no means as potentially upsetting to a wide audience of current or 
potential users as, say, the Coca-Cola/ Mentos mini-mockumentary, which 
has drawn over 1.5 million hits by showing what happens to Mentos mints if 
dropped into a glass of Coke (they explode).

Still another level higher up in threatening a company’s sales, however, 
could be the Dove ‘Onslaught(er)’ parody. This spot has been carefully 
altered by the environmental activist group Greenpeace, using high produc-
tion values to make its point. And the point is that the seemingly very 
ethical stance taken by Unilever – to use real-life models in their ads as a 
step in protecting the self-esteem of young girls from a beauty industry that 
will harm them with impossibly high standards – is invalidated by Unilev-
er’s allegedly creating products that in the process destroy the beauty of 
Indonesia’s lowland forests.

As a result of this parody, Unilever is taking the need to work with the 
dynamics of social media seriously. Indeed, the ‘Onslaught(er)’ parody put 
all companies on notice. As a result, no company can now release adver-
tising – especially a TV spot – without considering how it might be co-opted 
(artistically) or create a backlash (politically). More broadly, no brand is 
immune. Companies prefer to think of their brands as something they 
control. No longer.

In reality, that was always true: ‘Your brand is whatever your customers 
say it is.’14 But it’s even more true today, and in the future the reality is 
that it’s not just that marketing monologues must become dialogues. It’s 
that the dialogues will increasingly not consist of brand advertising at all 
– except as a jumping-off point. That’s because prosumers will be 
conversing among themselves on the internet, using everything from 
newly created and doctored videos to blogs, forums, ratings and reviews 
to do so.

Companies won’t be able to control the outcome. They can only hope to 
influence how the conversation proceeds. To improve their odds of liking 
what happens, however, companies can keep in mind – and act on – the 
qualities I introduced earlier in critiquing the executive blogs. In other words, 
to be successful in the new era of creators, marketers must join the ‘conversa-
tion’ in a way that will elicit a warmer emotional response, and a better 
opportunity to reflect and connect on a values basis.
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Cause MarKetinG: a way to neutralize CritiCs  
anD MaKe new frienDs

First, I should define what I mean by critics. The term refers to people who 
post ratings and reviews of products or services, contribute to online forums, 
comment on other people’s blogs, and/or may contribute writings to a wiki, 
for instance. People in the creator or critic category can overlap. In the 
United States, critics represent 25 per cent of the adult population. The 
percentage stands at 20 per cent in Europe and 30 per cent in Asia, while 
climbing all the way up to 46 per cent in Hong Kong.15

At the positive end of the spectrum, 96 per cent of the sites that offer a 
ratings and reviews feature consider them effective in helping to lift the buy 
rate. For instance, Procter & Gamble’s beinggirl.com website (on behalf of 
selling Tampax and Always) gets over 2 million visitors a month worldwide. 
When negative attitudes and feelings get unleashed online, however, the best 
a company can do is to try to re-channel the criticism and learn from it.

For instance, an angry ‘Dell sucks. Dell lies’ blog posting, with the warning 
‘we are in the new era of “Seller beware” was one of many such monologues 
that ultimately inspired Dell to create an online dialogue with customers. As 
a result, initiatives such as a cross-departmental ‘blog resolution’ team and 
IdeaStorm got launched, to connect more transparently and quickly, as well 
as tap into the ideas customers might have regarding either solving another 
customer’s problem or generating future design improvements.16

Spinning straw into gold is never easy. Type in ‘sucks’ after just about any 
company’s name and you could be on the internet for hours, maybe years, 
reading stories of unhappy customer experiences. And I do mean stories. 
Time after time, phrases like ‘Here’s the story’ – followed by references to 
hours or even days spent waiting for help, or resolution, or redress – appear 
on the internet. A Russian novel couldn’t be bleaker.

Truth be told, the angry stories are, by a factor of at least five to one, 
longer, more passionate and engaging than most of the positive entries on 
companies’ official websites. But there’s hope. I say so based on the uplifting 
personal stories submitted by us when a company supports a cause we care 
about and helps make a difference. It’s no surprise, then, that in the United 
States, for example, cause marketing has grown from around $100 million in 
1990 to over $1.5 billion by 2009. Success breeds success. Nor for most of us 
is the Great Recession an acceptable reason for companies to curtail that 
growth in spending. Indeed, a survey found that 78 per cent of us expect 
companies to maintain or increase their support of non-profit causes despite 
the current economic downturn.17
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Mainstream and alternative examples of  
cause-related marketing

On the left side is copy from Jiffy Lube’s website, talking about the parallel 
universes of taking care of your car’s body as well as your own (guarding against 
heart disease). Is it a stretch to make the comparison? Perhaps slightly, but the 
cause is good. On the right side is copy from the website of the New Belgium 
Beer company. It’s signature initiative? Well, there’s more than one. But easily 
the funniest and the most fun is sponsoring in multiple cities, a Tour de Fat 
take-off on the Tour de France bike race. As it turns out, bicycle enthusiasts and 
the New Belgium Beer’s target market overlap nicely, leading to the company’s 
10 Commandments of the Tour de Fat, including: Put no means of transport 
before thy bike; May every generation come forth; and, of course: Thou shalt 
not steal thy neighbour’s bike.

Remember that in Chapter 7, the deepest, most profound cause of happiness 
is when we enjoy a sense of meaning in our lives. That cause is why cause 
marketing works. It helps bring us together for a purpose greater than 
ourselves, and when a company can be seen in that light, then the company 
and its target market are meeting on a values-mirroring basis.

Moreover, in terms of generating goodwill and fostering brand equity, it’s 
a gift that keeps giving. That’s because as a rule of thumb, we long to be 
consistent. We want to stay true to ourselves. It makes us feel more grounded, 
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well oriented and secure. A sense of belonging to a brand, as yours, can feel 
good. So it’s no wonder that Robert Cialdini suggests that one way to 
achieve influence and persuasion is to ‘Focus your messages on how 
purchasing and using the product are consistent with the audience’s 
pre-existing values, beliefs, and practices.’18

suMMary

Burger King’s ‘Whopper sacrifice’ campaign – in which consumers were 
awarded a free Whopper in exchange for de-friending 10 people on Facebook 
– was a clever way of going against the general ethos of the new online social-
media phenomenon. Before the campaign ended because of privacy concerns, 
a quarter of a million ‘friendships’ were sacrificed for some free food, sacri-
ficing in the process social affinity for sensory-satisfying expediency.

But in general, look at sites from YouTube (‘Broadcast yourself’) to 
Facebook (‘Connect and share with the people in your life’), Twitter (‘A 
service for friends, family’), MySpace (‘Be a part of the MySpace commu-
nity’), Flickr (‘Share your photos’), etc. Sharing, friendships and a sense of 
community are the operative concepts. And underlying the whole phenom-
enon is an instinct for values-based cooperation, collaboration and fairness 
that reflects the inequality aversion bias I introduced in Chapter 7 as one of 
the key principles of behavioural economics. That’s because, despite Burger 
King’s anti-social foray, most times the internet sensibility rewards respect 
while punishing what seems unfair or phony and is, therefore, ripe for parody 
or other forms of criticism.

New media bring new mindsets, emphasizing a point made in one of the 
executive blogs I critiqued: ‘What will the internet squash next?’

Takeaways include:

The optimal strategy is always to sell consumers on themselves. Adver-zz
tising should mirror the values, beliefs and attitudes of the target market 
as much as possible. That’s because values reflect beliefs, which are the 
essence of selfhood.
Due in large part to the influence of the internet, the new advertising zz
model involves a shift from monologue to dialogue, from reach and 
frequency to authenticity and stories as important criteria, from 
consumers to proactive ‘prosumers’, and from boilerplate language to 
real talk.
Sensory Logic’s results have found that a dialogue is emotionally three zz
times as appealing as a monologue and that an intimate personal tone is 
twice as appealing as a colder, more professional approach.
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When it comes to blogging, executives are fairly good at being authentic zz
and providing meaning. However, they struggle with empathy, humility 
and especially communicating a collaborative spirit.
Yesterday’s consumers have become creators and critics, too, putting zz
their own spin on advertising. As a result, the risk of parodies or other 
forms of blowback should become a point of consideration in every 
campaign strategy.
Gaps in income level and location augment the basic gender gap between zz
the typical CMO and creative director and their often largely female 
audience. Gender insensitivity continues to be a major factor that blunts 
the effectiveness of advertising.
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Believability sticks

orientation

Yes, trust is the emotion of business. And being an emotion, trust is in 
essence a gut check that in this case weighs the potential gain of buying the 
offer against both the certain loss of cash (the offer’s price) and uncertainty 
about whether or not the promised gain, the advertised gain, will in reality 
prove to be true. In other words, this final chapter of About Face is about 
persuasion and purchase intent, ie our internal, emotional battle between 
trust and reassurance versus scepticism about being over-promised.

While many factors enter into persuasion, the code word for making 
money, it’s tempting to give clients a definite answer to the question ‘Will 
this ad help me sell more?’ But in reality it’s not as simple as that because of 
factors like brand equity, price and distribution. Nevertheless, armed with 
facial-coding results I’ll provide a sense of what ads appear to sell better – 
and why – using as my organizing principle three types of ads: argument, 
endorsement and narrative.

the Battle Between  
Belief anD pervasive sCeptiCisM

Assertions of trustworthiness are everywhere in advertising. A Reynolds 
Wrap ad promises, ‘Trust every delicious morsel to Reynolds.’ A Duracell 
ad says, ‘Trusted everywhere’. Not to be outdone, the computer consulting 
firm EDS states, ‘Trust is not given, it’s earned, and EDS earns that trust a 
million times a day.’

 153
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careful handling: hitting all the right notes

Advertising that can credibly claim that your precious belongings will be carefully 
treated can help to build market share, being persuasive by building trust.

The good news for companies is that we have an innate desire to trust, to 
find an ally, to believe in benevolent goodwill. How else to account for the 
fact that simply asserting trustworthiness – one time, in a single line of text 
– could lift research scores dramatically? The test in question involved a ficti-
tious automobile service firm called TriStar Auto Care. Sixty undergradu-
ates rated their degree of faith in TriStar, based on ads that did or didn’t end 
with the statement, ‘You can trust us to do the job for you.’1

Amazingly, adding this simple line lifted trust/confidence ratings by 20 
per cent on average.

What simply asserting your trustworthiness can do for a company
However, there’s also plenty of bad news when it comes to the issue of trust 
and advertising. In another study, a combination of undergraduate and 
graduate business students were asked to imagine themselves in the shoes 
of a fictitious character named Dave. Then test participants had four 
different scenarios described to them, involving two variables (the taste of 
the pizza advertised, and the amount of advertising exposure prior to 
eating it):
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What kind of company is TriStar? By asserting its trustworthiness in a single line 
of copy, the company saw its quality and competency score climb by 30 per cent 
or more: further proof that trust is, indeed, the emotion of business.

1st scenario. The pizza is advertised only once, as tasty; and when it is zz
eaten, the pizza proves to be tasty.
2nd scenario. The pizza is advertised only once, as tasty; but in fact zz
tastes lousy.
3rd scenario. Prior to eating the pizza, test participants are exposed to zz
advertising about the pizza three times. The pizza is advertised as tasty; 
and in fact is tasty.
4th scenario. Prior to eating the pizza, test participants are exposed to zz
advertising about the pizza three times. The pizza is advertised as tasty; 
but in fact tastes lousy.

So what were the results of this test? Scepticism rules. In scenario three, 
where the pizza was as good as the advertising promised but the test partici-
pants were exposed three times to advertising for the pizza, they became 
nearly as sceptical as participants were in scenario four (when the pizza 
actually tasted bad). The conclusion? Scepticism serves as a coping mecha-
nism, a way of pushing back, in reaction to a barrage of advertising – no 
matter how honest the advertising proves to be. Only good pizza rarely 
advertised (scenario one) helped to lower disbelief.2
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I think advertising has to respect women and our intelligence. Don’t 
tell us an air freshener is going to transform our lives. I don’t have a 
problem with advertising, but I want to find out about things via 
advertising in an honest way.

Carrie Longton, co-founder, Mumsnet Ltd

Should that single test result worry advertisers? Yes, because other 
consumer feedback, such as surveys, has documented similar problems 
with scepticism. Earlier in this book, I referred to one US survey that found 
that under 10 per cent of us say we believe in (company/product) informa-
tion that we learn from advertising. Welcome to a credibility gap that has 
reached crisis proportions.3

Meanwhile, overseas advertising does no better. In a global survey, the A 
C Nielsen company found word of mouth, not advertising, to be by far the 
most believable source of information about products or services. At the 
same time, however, Nielsen also found variances in levels of trust of ads by 
region and country.4 The survey involved 47 countries, with each country’s 
trust levels aggregated here by continent.

North America
58.0%

Western Europe
42.8%

Eastern Europe
41.7%

Middle East
58.5%

Asia
54.4%

Africa
64.0%

South America
60.3% Australia & New Zealand

49.7%

Across all of the regions shown here, our average trust level in advertising is only 
53.6 per cent. Put another way, only half of us regard advertising as truthful.

So the sceptical pizza-eating students were hardly an anomaly. Doubt runs 
rampant. At the same time, the A C Nielsen survey found that trust levels 
also vary widely according to marketing medium. If newspaper and magazine 
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ads are combined to form the print category, and everything from brand 
websites to search engine and online banner ads are grouped in the internet 
category, then here’s a five-category comparison:
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Want your ad to be believed? Then print’s your best bet, with TV and radio 
spots close behind. What’s least trusted? For now, the answer is getting adver-
tised to on your mobile device.

In summary, trust is a scarce commodity. Even your supposedly best combi-
nation here – using print, in Africa – would only get you into the 60 per cent 
range. Clearly, the goal of creating persuasive advertising presents a big 
challenge, but let’s not give up. There’s more to be said on the topic.

DefininG the types of aDvertisinG

Erik du Plessis of Millward Brown has argued that ‘Advertisements that 
work are advertisements that are liked.’5 Is likeability the key? It’s impor-
tant, yes. But common sense would suggest that it’s hardly determinant of 
an ad’s success in the marketplace. I might enjoy watching a funny TV spot, 
for instance. But does that mean I’m now going to rush off to buy the offer 
being advertised?

In a moment, I’d like to use facial coding to help answer that and similar 
questions regarding what type of advertising is most persuasive. But to do so 
I must, first, define what types of advertising we’re talking about. Aided by a 
pair of studies,6 I’ve created my own framework of three types of ads, each 
seeking to be persuasive in different ways. One is the argument type, where 
the underlying goal is to provide knowledge. The second type is testimonials, 
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providing confidence, given the people who testify on behalf of a company’s 
offer. Then there’s the third type, narrative or storytelling, with ads that 
foster a sense of affinity between the situations depicted in the ads and the 
lives of the target market.

That’s by way of overview. Of the three types, argument is easily the most 
complex. That’s because the argument type divides into four subtypes of ads:

Consumer-Oriented

Pictorial Abstract

Company-Oriented

Analogy Cause

Example Statistics

The argument type of ad varies. The analogy and example subtypes are more 
creatively oriented, as well as more sensory–emotive, relying on visuals to help 
make their points. That takes care of the pictorial/abstract axis. The other axis 
here is whether to argue based more on the offer’s attributes (company-
oriented statistical ads) or based on what the (emotional) benefits are for 
buyers of the offer (consumer-oriented cause ads).

Examples will probably best clarify what I mean here. From the top right 
quadrant, around the horn, here’s an ad that fits each subtype:

A cause ad would be something like the batch of direct mailers we tested zz
for Duke Power, arguing for smart energy usage because of the environ-
mental benefits for us all. In other words, ‘X causes Y.’
An example ad would be something like the Canon direct-mail pieces we zz
tested because of their this-feature-equals-this-benefit approach.
A statistics ad would be something like the famous example of dental zz
health ads stating that ‘9 out of 10 dentists approve!’
An analogy ad would be something like the print ad we tested for Astra-zz
Zeneca, touting the solution’s simplicity by showing, in contrast, the 
image of a hedge maze.
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In my framework, endorsement ads have no subtypes. But narrative ads 
have two subtypes, the meanings of which should be fairly obvious from 
their names. There are humour ads as well as drama ads, with the latter 
including both problem–solution scenarios and slice-of-life depictions.

what type of aDvertisinG  
is Most eMotionally persuasive?

Okay. So how do ads of each (sub)type do in terms of persuasion?
To find out, my staff have looked through our database to assemble 

both emotional and rational results related to purchase intent. The 
emotional results come from facial coding and are based on the percentage 
of test subjects whose emotional response was predominantly positive in 
response to being asked about likelihood of purchase intent, as triggered by 
exposure to a given ad. As for the rational results, they’re based on the 
percentage of study participants whose comments were predominantly 
positive regarding likely purchase intent, again in response to the adver-
tising they were shown.

Here’s what we found, with the results ranked from high to low based on 
the degree of emotional buy-in per (sub)type of ad:

(Sub)Type

Arguments – Analogy

Arguments – Cause

Narratives – Humour

Arguments – Example

Testimonials

Narratives – Drama

Arguments – Statistics

Emotional
(Facial Coding)

61%

53%

46%

43%

42%

39%

35%

Difference

3%

17%

18%

19%

31%

4%

33%

Rational
(Verbal Input)

64%

70%

64%

62%

73%

43%

68%

Purchase Intent

The two sets of results (emotional and rational) produce very different rank 
orders. For instance, the statistics subtype comes in third rationally but in last 
place based on facial coding. The average results are also very different. Across 
all seven (sub)types of ads, the emotional results average 45.6 per cent buy-in 
versus 54.2 per cent for the rational results: evidence yet again, I believe, of 
people saying ‘yes’ when they really mean ‘maybe’ or even simply ‘no’.
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Overall, what’s most noteworthy here? For starters, it’s that three of the 
four argument subtypes of ads do really well, coming in first (analogy), 
second (cause) and fourth (example). Only the most hard-core, rationally 
oriented argument approach – statistics – fares poorly, coming in last. 
Meanwhile, the narrative and testimonial types run almost neck and neck 
because, among narrative’s two subtypes, humour does relatively well (third 
place), while drama comes in sixth.

Before I move on to analyse the results, there’s one other set of compar-
isons that will aid in the conclusions I draw. It involves how well each 
(sub)type of ad does on its first exposure (initial view) versus how we 
respond to it later, after at least one subsequent viewing, when purchase 
intent is at stake.

Why should you care to know? The answer is because the results can 
help to either verify or refute Erik du Plessis’s belief that a liked ad is, 
therefore, a successful ad. How we feel initially, after all, when not much 
more than our gut reaction is involved, may not reflect how we’ll feel 
when the idea of giving up money for the company’s offer is now at stake 
instead. Here are the results as they progress from first exposure to subse-
quent, purchase-intent exposure based on using facial coding alone to 
identify the percentage of test subjects whose emotional response is 
predominantly positive:

Does intial reaction predict likely purchase intent? 
not exactly.

(Sub)Type

Arguments – Example

Arguments – Analogy

Arguments – Statistics

Arguments – Cause

Testimonials

Narratives – Humour

Narratives – Drama

Emotional
(Facial Coding)

51%

51%

39%

50%

43%

48%

50%

Difference

(8%)

10%

(4%)

3%

(1%)

(2%)

(11%)

Emotional
(Facial Coding)

43%

61%

35%

53%

42%

46%

39%

Purchase IntentInitial View

Two (sub)types of ads improve their performance in the move from initial view 
to a test’s concluding purchase-intent stage (when an ad is being experienced 
for the final time). Those that do better over time and when money’s at stake are 
the analogy and cause ads. Statistics remain in last place both times. Meanwhile, 
both example and drama fare less well at the purchase-intent stage.
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Again, what’s most noteworthy here? In emotional terms, the first-exposure 
average is 47.4 per cent versus 45.6 per cent during the purchase-intent stage. 
So in that sense, the results remain remarkably stable across the two rounds 
of exposure. There is one big gainer and there are two big losers, however, 
with analogy climbing over 10 per cent in terms of the amount of positive 
feelings it generates when money’s at stake, whereas example and drama 
both falter badly on subsequent, purchase-intent exposure.

To understand why, and how come all the results may have turned out the 
way they did, it’s time now for some analysis of the results, knowing that du 
Plessis’s conclusion – that (initial) likeability is the key – hasn’t proved to be 
a very reliable barometer of whether the ad will help you make more money 
or not.

tiMe for analysis: what are the iMpliCations  
of these various results?

Now let’s take a closer look at each of the three types of ads, including 
subtypes when they exist. My purpose here is to understand why each (sub)
type fared as it did, and what kind of insights and guidelines advertisers 
might take away from it all. Here is what I believe, mixing data with instincts 
honed by over a decade of experience conducting emotionally oriented 
research projects.

Argument
The underlying rationale for using this approach is that there presumably 
exists objective evidence that the offer represents a smart, defensible, superior 
choice. How can the objective evidence be introduced? This type covers four 
choices, which in emotional terms performed in descending order of effec-
tiveness as follows: analogy, cause, example and, finally, statistics. The 
question is, why?

Analogies win because the ads can reach you twice over. There’s the 
message, the argument, but there’s also the imagery that’s allowed to play a 
major role in reinforcing the message. Remember how in Chapter 1, on 
simplicity, I cited a study that found that almost all of the award-winning 
ads fitted one of six templates? Of them, pictorial analogies were the lion’s 
share at almost 35 per cent. Well, here’s proof that analogies not only win 
advertising awards, they lift sales.

Cause-based argument ads come in second best because the chain-reaction 
logic of ‘X causes Y’ is easy to follow. Cause ads give consumers very concrete 
and, again, simple reasons why the offer will prove to be a benefit to them.
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To be specific, was the artwork sophisticated for the Duke Energy direct 
mailers we tested? No. For example, the environmentally friendly statement 
‘Be good to your mother’ was accompanied by (what else?) a photograph of 
earth shot from outer space. But as Bob Garfield notes in And Now a Few 
Words From Me, a review of the 25 ad campaigns anointed as best ever by 
Advertising Age brought him to the conclusion that 19 of them broke no rules 
and involved no great creative licence; but they broke sales records.7 Moreover, 
cause ads are a close cousin to the consequences template used by nearly 20 
per cent of all the award-winning ads in the study cited in Chapter 1.

By comparison, example-based argument ads go from specifics to a 
general inference (or more rarely, vice versa). Why does this type of features/
attributes approach perform no better than average in regards to purchase 
intent (but tied for best during the first view)? Maybe it’s because when a 
company talks directly about its own product, at first we feel comforted by 
getting the picture. But then we find it rather self-serving and boring.

Finally, it isn’t surprising that the statistics type of argument ad comes in 
last emotionally (while in third place, rationally). After all, statistics are quite 
often dull, abstract and complicated. And, as noted in Chapter 8, numbers 
can numb us. Moreover, statistics are in trouble when it comes to trust, the 
key emotion necessary for persuasion. After everything from Enron to the 
latest financial meltdown, who really trusts how numbers can get spun?

In summary, simplicity, tangibility (‘seeing is believing’) and presenting 
arguments from a consumer’s point of view rather than using a company’s 
own terms (and numbers) work best here. We want to know what’s in it for 
us, not the company. As a result, the more the argument gets presented in 
terms where the company’s self-interest becomes evident, the harder it is for 
us to reach the point of an emotionally oriented licence to believe.

testimonials
As already discussed in Chapter 4, celebrity endorsements and the appear-
ances of CEOs, experts or average Jane/Joe Doe consumers testifying on 
behalf of an advertised offer are all meant to be persuasive, too. In the first 
three cases, the goal is to draw on the influence of authority figures. As for 
Jane or Joe Doe, they’re meant to provide the social proof that your ‘neigh-
bour’ finds the offer worthwhile, and so should you.

Expert opinion always feels insincere. If the average person can 
deliver the message in an authentic, humorous way, I generally like 
the advert.

Sacha du Plessis, South Africa
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Of relevance here is research indicating that if your goal is to boost attitudes 
toward an offer among people strongly interested in it, famous endorsers 
are of only marginal help.8 In short, paying for celebrities to appear in ads 
may not be worth the expense. Results show famous endorsers to be as 
effective as ‘strong arguments’ among low-involvement prospects, but of 
less help than non-famous endorsers when high-involvement prospects are 
focused on.

Indeed, neither type of endorser, famous or not famous, turns out to be as 
helpful as all but the statistics version of an argument ad. Indeed, our results 
found testimonials to be subpar (whereas the rational results put it in first 
place). Why? It is doubts about authenticity, an inability to believe, that 
threatens endorser effectiveness in these cynical times.

Narrative
Any concerns about the effectiveness of more rationally oriented, argument 
ads are inversely related to reasons why emotionally oriented narratives 
might have promise. As described by careful advertising analysts ranging 
from John Philip Jones to Gerard Tellis, among others, the comparison 
looks something like this, if told from the perspective of why emotional ads 
should work well:

First, they’re more likely to grab attention (rather than require it, like 
example or statistics ads do). They operate in a subconscious or peripheral 
way, thereby being better able to cut through the media clutter and engage 
low-involvement prospects.

Second, they’re likely to be more vivid and memorable than drier, ration-
ally oriented ads.

Third, they don’t invite resistance from us as we evaluate the merits of an 
argument and draw our own, potentially different conclusions.

Finally, and perhaps most decisive of all, they leverage the emotional 
brain’s biological importance and do so twice over. For starters, evaluation 
requires emotions to kick in, intuitively weighing the alternatives. Other-
wise, there’s analysis paralysis. Moreover, as mentioned earlier in this book, 
only the older sensory and emotive brains link to the body’s muscles, making 
an emotionally triggered call to action literally more actionable.9

No wonder then that in Effective Advertising: Understanding When, How, 
and Why Advertising Works, Gerard Tellis concludes that ‘emotional appeals 
are probably the most effective’.10 Not only are there the advantages already 
cited, but Tellis’s research also leads him to believe that emotionally oriented 
ads tend to wear out more slowly and are more likely to benefit from increased 
media exposure.
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In principle and by instinct, I agree with Tellis. Narrative ads of either the 
humour or drama type should do fairly well. So why not here, in this case, 
based on our results? Why is humour fifth in initial-view responses and 
merely third for purchase intent? And why is drama tied for third in initial 
view and sixth in purchase intent?

The plausible answer lies in the executions of the ads themselves.
In regard to humour, it’s something of a high-wire act. Sometimes the 

humour works wonders. Sometimes it doesn’t work at all. Still other times it 
works but doesn’t translate well in regards to its relevancy to the offer for 
sale (potentially overshadowing it or, worse, undermining it).

For instance, some supposedly funny print ads we tested for a furniture 
maker involved sexual innuendos. The advertising agency’s all-male senior 
creative team thought the ads made for a good laugh. But in reality they 
made some of our female test participants so uneasy that words like ‘sexual 
harassment’ and ‘rape’ were said, with profoundly negative feelings also 
appearing on the women’s faces to underscore the emotional depth of 
their aversion.

As for drama, the casting is as important as the plot. An off-emotion, bad 
acting job will undermine the outcome as badly as an off-colour joke will 
undermine a humour ad. Emotionally dull acting ruins the effect. Think of 
the telecommunications example I described in Chapter 2. You know: the 
60-second radio spot with the huge bald spot where emotional engagement 
disappears once the generic voice-over enters the picture.

the two enDs of the speCtruM  
for CreatinG persuasion

When all’s said and done, there are two basic pathways to persuasion. There’s 
argument and there’s emotion. Testimonials fall in between rationally 
oriented arguments and emotionally oriented narratives, while drawing on 
both ends of the spectrum. As described and verified through independent 
testing,11 the criteria for argument versus emotion provide a framework for 
judging success.

A successful argument ad must create belief without inviting counterargu-
ment. As for narratives, they must create engagement and provide authen-
ticity in order to create affinity and win us over. That’s it in essence. Here’s a 
full checklist of the goals that each separate end of the spectrum must follow 
to be persuasive:
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Bolster Belief

FAMILIARITY

Bolster Belief
&

Dispel Objections

– Familiar is true

– Ads need to fit both offer 
category & brand expectations

FAIRNESS

– Ads show respect, sense of 
reciprocity, and humility; give 
reason to believe new claims or 
uniqueness

– Practice simplicity, specificity

– Show pain/gain contrast

– Avoid giving sense of company 
as predator

Dispel Objections

CONSISTENCY

– Offer value is consistent, 
assure via repetition

– Use personal pronouns

– Avoid gyrating strategy, 
confusion, lack of transparency

Bolster Belief

Argument/Rational Ads Narratives/Emotional Ads

FAMILIARITY

Build Empathy
&

Avoid Fakery

– Familiar feeds comfort

– Ads need to enable relating to 
people & situation

DESIRE

– Ads leverage core motivations, 
involve aspirations, hope, 
passion, purpose, personality

– May involve sensory pleasure, 
interactivity

– Utilize suspense

– Avoid being outside social 
norms, or blurry, hard to follow

Avoid Fakery

CONSISTENCY

– Remain in character, 
on-emotion, true to 
plot/situation and target market 
values

– Non-verbals must be handled 
well

– Avoid gyrating tonality, plot, 
being impersonal

What does it take to succeed? In essence, rational ads aim for us to objectively 
weigh the evidence and yield to it. We evaluate the information provided, and if 
we resist it’s because we conclude the company is misbehaving in how it has 
selected the information being provided. In other words, we’re getting spun. 
Meanwhile, in essence, emotional ads aim for us to subjectively process their 
content and get engaged. We’re empathetically involved, and if we resist it’s 
because we sense the actors are misbehaving as part of a script we dismiss as 
contrived or off-taste. In other words, we either get offended or become dubious.

There could never be a single definitive answer to the question, ‘What does it 
take to create believable, persuasive advertising?’ But by drawing on a few 
sources as well as my own professional judgment of what works, and why, 
here’s some context to explain the chart I’ve just given you.
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faMiliarity: what we Know anD liKe, we trust

First up is familiarity. The rule in Chapter 3, keep it close to home, is a good 
place to start. Remember what I said then: we assume that what’s familiar 
is true.12 There’s a lot to be said for making us feel comfortable, which 
familiarity aids. In a study about persuasion, one of the conclusions was 
that ‘commercials that jolt the viewer by their unexpectedness’ belong to 
the lowest category of advertising effectiveness, ie persuasion. In contrast, 
ads that were seen as fitting expectations about the offer’s category were 
high in persuasiveness.13

If it’s a good company and I have tried one of their products or hear a 
friend or family member talking about a good experience they had 
with a product, I trust. Secondly, I generally trust companies that 
have social responsibility as part of their strategy. BP has endorsed 
and sponsored so many initiatives and are pioneers of cleaner fuel, 
which buys my trust.

Themba Ndlovu, South Africa

Advertising (counter)application: Contrary to leveraging familiarity, 
General Motors put out a print ad apologizing for previous quality lapses in 
their motor vehicles. As our facial-coding results showed, brand loyalists 
took the news hard because it told them that what they thought was familiar 
and true (‘I’ve been making good choices by buying GM products’) wasn’t 
necessarily true at all.

fairness versus Desire: fulfillinG  
on praCtiCal neeDs or wants anD DreaMs

Second, let’s look at fairness versus desire. Fairness pertains to argument 
ads because we always wonder whether the company selling to us is truly an 
ally or merely a predator. Is it being honest and upfront, or manipulative, 
about the information it’s giving us? Meanwhile, desire is an important 
element in narrative ads because they work best if we’re drawn into the 
action in a way that we find meaningful because our personal goals and the 
value of the offer get linked. In other words, relevancy is confirmed based on 
desiring and believing that happiness – not merely utility – is what the offer 
will deliver.
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fairness: why huMility anD speCifiCity  
worK wonDers

A natural part of buying is, again, to make sure you feel like you’re gaining 
an ally. Put another way, is the company caring, reciprocal and respectful? 
Robert Cialdini suggests that a little corporate humility (admit your short-
comings) can do wonders to reinforce a sense of honesty.14 That’s because 
arguing against your own self-interest suggests you’re interested in a 
win–win outcome.

For example, Progressive Insurance’s advertising showcases its willing-
ness to make the rates of competitors accessible to us by visiting its website. 
That’s far better than the flip side of humility: condescending ads that trigger 
reactions of disgust and spur rejection.

The actual product makes me trust it, not the ad. It has to do with the 
company as well. I think Aveda and Origins are great because they 
bring back to the earth and I like what they stand for. They do not 
advertise a lot, don’t over-expose themselves, and you trust the 
company.

Jennifer Jenkins, United States

Tactical considerations: While simplicity means there’s less to object to, 
specificity adds the virtue of making it easier to be believable. As Claude 
Hopkins says in Scientific Advertising: ‘A man who makes a specific claim is 
either telling the truth or a lie.’ As a result, ‘No generality has any weight 
whatsoever.’15 What might work even better? Specifics showing a pain–gain 
contrast because the original, sensory brain is a pattern-matching machine 
that readily absorbs contrasts.

Moreover, as hackneyed as it may seem, the use of rhymes like ‘Gillette – 
the best a man can get’ aren’t just easy to memorize and repeat. The ease 
with which they flow makes them feel right and lifts the perceived trustful-
ness of the messaging.16

Desire: it’s all aBout the three ps  
of passion, pleasure anD purpose

Let me touch again here on the three Ps described in the Introduction. 
Narrative ads must create an immediate, intuitive emotional response; that’s 
passion. Next, they will work best if they reflect the target market’s values, 
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providing a sense of purpose. Third, they will also work best if both the 
actors in the ads and the company’s brand are presented in a way that has 
some real character or personality, thereby engaging us.

In support of that goal, advertising that’s both sensory in nature and 
interactive in style can heighten the three Ps. So is it any surprise that one of 
the new frontiers in advertising involves video games? About 60 per cent of 
online Americans play the games, often obsessively, so gamers are a highly 
sought-after market.

Advertising applications: In Unilever’s case, its Suave brand has worked 
with the online game ‘The Price Is Right’, sponsoring free play and running 
promotional ads while the game is loading. Not to be outdone, Progres-
sive has integrated itself into Electronic Arts’ game ‘Need for Speed: 
Undercover’ by having itself billed as the game’s racing-stadium owner, 
complete with its logo and name plastered on in-game billboards. Look 
for more to come.17

ConsistenCy: noBoDy’s won over  
By fickle companies and mono-emotion actors

Finally, there’s consistency leading to assurance. Since the pattern-matching, 
sensory brain looks for safety in repetition, we naturally interpret ‘inconsist-
ency as possible danger’.18 How might inconsistency manifest itself? With 
argument ads, that can happen when a company is forever changing its 
strategy, forever repositioning itself. As for narrative ads, there the problem 
arises when the talent is emotionally inauthentic.

Any time a company talks about a warranty, you feel safe. It if backs 
you up, then that helps trust. Information also makes you feel safe 
and when you know they are there to help. A confident voice in an ad 
helps with trust, too.

Hugo Martin Feu, Argentina

Let’s tackle the companies first. Want to enhance persuasion potential, 
instead of destroying it? Don’t create a feeling that you’re ‘pulling a fast one’ 
by changing campaigns and brand positioning so frequently. That approach 
brings the agency new billings, but it doesn’t do much for us in deciding 
whether a company’s a solid, stable ally or a desperate chameleon.

Meanwhile, related to consistency is a tip I gave earlier in About Face: 
using ‘you’ and ‘we’ in ads. That tactical tip is relevant here because the use 
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of personal pronouns helps to signal a committed, intimate, one-to-one 
relationship with us. In doing so, a company provides a sense of solidarity 
with potential customers by portraying the speaker as a member of the target 
market to be served by buying the offer.19

As for the acting talent, facial expressions can be decisive. Here’s proof. In 
studying the impact of political advertising from the 2000 US presidential 
race, researchers concluded that the candidate’s affect, while shown on 
screen, was the only variable that consistently explained changes in voters’ 
preferences in the battleground states they investigated.20

One of the pitfalls of the current version of most casting is that it gets 
decided based on photographs, ie still images. But somebody who ‘looks 
good’ is probably almost by definition a person with a social-smile-type 
personality. Their ability to act and be on-emotion, exhibiting authentic 
‘looks’ both positive and negative, may be inherently limited. Who suffers? 
The company that pays the bills because its ads won’t be nearly as effective, 
since everyone on the planet is instinctively on the lookout for phonies – and 
never wants anything to do with them.

suMMary

Market researchers love to test for message comprehension. Yes, that’s 
important. But in the end, it’s the emotional verdict of message believability 
that matters most. Nowadays, advertising faces a serious credibility gap. 
Pushing harder won’t solve it. Only trust can overcome either innate or 
learned scepticism and lead to persuasion. Reassurance is a feeling, or 
perhaps more specifically it’s the absence of negative feelings that warn us, 
‘Caveat emptor,’ to beware of buying. First impressions, peaks and endings 
matter the most. So it figures that Sensory Logic’s persuasion data verify 
that how we feel during the last five seconds of exposure to TV spots corre-
lates highly to positive emotional purchase-intent levels.

Understanding what we have internally, privately, emotionally endorsed 
is not yet a core competency in the business world. Too often, the unchal-
lenged assumption at corporate headquarters is, ‘Give consumers enough 
features and reasons to be convinced of utility, and faith will follow.’

Not necessarily. Not when so many other purchase options exist in today’s 
global, internet-linked marketplace. On the other hand, some things don’t 
change. Want to goose purchase intent? Then heed Bill Bernbach’s words: 
‘You’ve got to say it in such a way that people will feel it in their gut. Because 
if they don’t feel it, nothing will happen.’21 An on-message focus alone fails 
to grasp the deeper reality that emotions serve as an inner source of energy, 
information and influence.
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Takeaways include:

Persuasion involves an internal, emotional battle between an innate zz
desire to trust the benefits the company’s offer will provide and scepti-
cism about being over-promised. While assertions of trustworthiness lift 
levels of belief remarkably well, scepticism still remains pervasive.
Three major types of advertising were reviewed to determine relative zz
ability to be persuasive. Argument ads provide knowledge. Testimonial 
ads use the people who are testifying as a means of instilling confidence. 
Finally, narrative ads foster a sense of affinity between the situations 
depicted and the lives of the people exposed to the ads.
Of the three types, Sensory Logic found that argument ads are the most zz
persuasive because the less hard-sell approaches of both analogy and 
cause ads work so well. In contrast, narrative ads do only slightly better 
than testimonial ads, both of which suffer at times from emotional 
miscues involving either authenticity or sensitivity.
Emotional responses on initial exposure to an ad weren’t found to be zz
entirely predictive of purchase intent/persuasion. Analogy ads did far 
better on repeat exposure, whereas example and drama ads did signifi-
cantly worse.
As to the keys of being persuasive, simplicity, tangibility, and presenting zz
arguments from a consumer’s point of view proved to be most important. 
Successful rational ads avoid inviting a counterargument. Meanwhile, 
successful emotional ads get the audience empathetically involved.



afterword

Because I am so often asked for a checklist or some other means of boiling 
down what I’ve learned into a manageable set of advice, I’m going to 
conclude About Face with just such a checklist. It isn’t long, seven items, a 
final takeaway.

1. Be on-emotion (and not just on-message). To hit on the right emotion, at 
the right time, in the right way, on behalf of the right strategy, is golden. 
For one thing, it means you can leverage the emotion’s storyline, its 
essential meaning, which everyone can relate to. If your ads can evoke 
sadness well, for instance, then everybody will understand the power of 
feeling forlorn, without hope, and then hope for the solution’s power to 
change things. For another, by being on-emotion your ads should have 
the emotional fuel to set on fire a relevant motivation. Finally, by being 
on-emotion you protect the advertising, the offer and the brand against 
being false. Authenticity is crucial, and will give the fire you light the 
required staying power to go along with emotion’s pure stopping power.

2. Be in motion. What do people pay attention to? Novelty. Change. Inten-
sity. In a word, motion. That’s because all of us either want change or 
fear change regarding every single aspect of our lives. Tapping into how 
people want to resolve, evade or mitigate problems raises the prospect of 
hope, of arriving at happiness that’s terribly fragile – and represents an 
opportunity to sell again and again. As eye-tracking results I’ve shared 
with you show, the eye goes where there’s either motion (in video) or 
implied motion in still imagery. And where the eye goes, brain cells and 
the heart all follow.

3. Don’t create a psycho-killer brand. Faces matter a lot in advertising; 
sometimes I think they’re almost the entire game. That’s because the 
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casting and performance of the talent will drive (or kill) engagement. 
This takeaway in the checklist encompasses the previous two entries, 
since facial-muscle activity is motion, motion that should be on-emotion. 
Otherwise, you create advertising (and ultimately a brand) where the 
emotions are missing, or fake, and the target market disengages. Bad 
news? Absolutely. Only it’s probably worse than that. Remember the 
brain scan of a psychopath? Psycho-killers have missing or off-emotions. 
A cold, impassive face equates to a cold heart that brings no love. It 
creates no opportunity for affinity. It won’t sell the brand any better 
than the corner-of-death placement of your company’s logo.

4. Create engaging sensory experiences. Go beyond sight and sound to 
leverage the other three senses of smell, touch and taste that are just 
waiting to tantalize your target market. Stage events, add new sensory 
wrinkles, whatever it takes. Try, try, try something new. Getting us to 
tune in to our own feelings will generate emotional momentum. The Sex 
Pistols may not be everybody’s cup of tea. But I remember vividly being 
in Virgin Records in London, with ‘Anarchy in the UK’ playing on the 
store’s overhead sound system. Everybody stopped thumbing through 
the records. Everybody was immersed. Everybody heard Johnny Rotten 
belting out ‘nooooo future’ in exactly the inverse way that you want us 
to hear your advertising and sing to ourselves, ‘greatttt future’.

5. Achieve elegant simplicity. Clutter is the enemy of greatness. Walt 
Disney knew to ask the bizarre question, ‘What’s the weenie?’ to his 
Imagineers, wanting to know what was the dominant visual detail in 
every setting and situation. Steve Jobs urges elegant simplicity. In the 
end, it’s the same thing. Is there a signature detail? An emotional hook? 
Can you get there quickly? If it takes more than three seconds to compre-
hend something, anything (including a joke), it won’t have nearly the 
same emotional voltage as it would if it adhered to Wundt’s sweet spot: 
simple but novel, or complex but familiar. Message-itis. Feature-itis. 
The deathly opposite of engaging in triage and enshrining the core idea. 
As Vincent van Gogh said: ‘Exaggerate the essential and leave the 
obvious vague.’ Enough said.

6. Use emotion, then close with an intellectual alibi. Promote desirability, 
but back it up with utility. Remember: people buy emotionally but they 
justify the purchase to themselves (and others) rationally. So you’ve got 
to hit them with the power of emotions and then provide the intellectual 
alibi. The first punch is emotional, striving to go as deep as you can into 
the heart of happiness, past physical pleasure, past mental pleasure, right 
to the meaningful essence of promising a sense of belonging and/or 
security and order. Get there, and you won’t invite resistance. You’ll be 
riding on passion and purpose. Then give them the justification they’ll 
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tell themselves, spouse, family and friends. The quality of the offer will be 
inherently felt, and believed. But fail to be emotionally generous, fail to 
adhere to the law of reciprocity (let the company come across as a parasite, 
not a trustworthy ally in the advertising), and everything’s doomed.

7. Stay in the comfort zone. We believe that what is familiar is true. How 
incredible, and how true. Behavioural economics is in essence about the 
amazing mental gymnastics we go through to protect our sense of well-
being. Damn the facts. They’re malleable, unlike our gut reactions. Stick 
close to the heart, close to people’s values, and you’re home safe (with 
them). We’ll pay big bucks for advertised offers that bolster our pride 
and make us say, ‘That’s my brand.’
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